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In this work, the focus is on realizing the function of the hippocampal formation 
(HF) and the lateral superior olive (LSO) in electronic circuits.  
The first major contribution of this dissertation is to realize the function of the HF 
in silicon. This was based on the GRIDSmap model and the Bayesian integration. 
For this, two novel circuits were designed and integrated with others. The first 
circuit was that of a Bayesian integration synapse which can perform Bayesian 
integration at the single neuron level. The second circuit was that of a velocity 
integrator which is so compact that it can enable integration of the entire system 
on a single chip compared to its predecessors which would have needed 27 chips! 
However, since the computational neuroscience models of the hippocampal place 
cells do not explain all the characteristics observed empirically, a novel model for 
the place cells, based on the sensori-motor integration of inputs is proposed. This 
is the second major contribution of this thesis. 
The third major contribution is to demonstrate a VLSI system which can perform 
azimuthal localization based on population response of the LSO. This system was 
based on the Reed and Blum’s model of the LSO. For this, a novel circuit of a 
second order synapse and that of a conductance neuron was designed and 
integrated with other circuits. This synapse circuit can produce an output current 
whose peak is delayed and is proportional to the number of inputs it receives.   
The HF is thought to aid in spatial navigation and the LSO is thought to be 
involved in azimuthal localization of sounds both of which are useful for 
autonomous robotic spatial navigation. Hence, silicon realization of these two will 
be useful in robotics which is an area of interest for the neuromorphic engineers.  
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It has been the endeavour of neuromorphic engineers to emulate the working of 
the brain in silicon because the brain is energetically efficient, robust and can 
perform varied mathematical computations. One important characteristic of the 
brain is that it can learn from its surroundings, store the learned information in 
memory and respond accordingly. This is especially useful in spatial navigation 
which is quintessential to the survival of a species.  
For successful spatial navigation, information about direction and distance of the 
target w.r.t. current position of the animal is needed. In conventional navigation, 
e.g., that with a GPS, a fixed map of the environment and a compass is used to 
achieve this. In contrast, the autonomous robotic spatial navigation requires 
exploration of a new or a changing environment. It needs constant integration of 
information from the environment to update existing maps of the environment and 
store them in memory to calculate the new optimal path to a goal. Another 
important clue for spatial navigation is the ability to localize the direction from 
which sound is coming. These sounds could be of the predators, mating calls or of 
such similar survival value to the animal.  
The hippocampal formation (HF) of the brain is thought to be involved in spatial 
navigation and encoding a spatiotemporal stamp on episodic memories. The 
lateral superior olive (LSO) of the brain is involved in azimuthal localization. 
Their realization in silicon can be useful tools for robotic spatial navigation. As 
such, this work presents a silicon realization of the hippocampal formation and of 
the LSO. These were designed using the currently accepted computational 
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neuroscience models- the GRIDSmap model (Mhatre et. al., 2012) and the 
Bayesian integration (Madl et. al., 2014) for the HF, and the Reed and Blum’s 
model (Reed and Blum, 1990) for the LSO. On further study of the HF and its 
implementation in silicon, it was realized that the current computational 
neuroscience models for it do not explain the hippocampal place cell firing well. 
Hence, further study of the empirical observations was done and, a novel model 
for the place cells is proposed. This model not only describes the mechanism for 
place cell firing but also a mechanism for encoding new trajectories in space as 
the animal moves around in its environment. It also suggests how the brain could 
possibly be calculating the optimal trajectories from several of those stored in 
memory.  
 Contributions of this dissertation 
1. A novel, first as far as our knowledge of literature goes, VLSI design and 
testing of the hippocampal formation based on the neurophysiological 
models as a part of which 
a) A very compact stripe cell ring circuit based on biological and 
computational model (GRIDSmap model) of the grid cells was 
developed. 
b) Circuit of a Bayesian integration synapse was designed and tested. 
c) The head direction cell system was implemented in a very compact 
form. 
2. A novel, first as far as our knowledge of literature goes, sensori-motor model 
of the hippocampal place cells.  
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3. VLSI implementation of the central pattern generator in a very compact 
manner. 
4. VLSI design and testing of the population response of the LSO for azimuthal 
localization of sound based on the neurophysiological model of Reed and 
Blum as part of which 
a) An update on the second order synapse circuit (previously realized in 
conjunction with Prof Horiuchi) – used on both the LSO and the grid 
chip was done. 
b) Conductance neuron circuit (modified from the version which was 
designed with Prof Horiuchi) was developed. 
These circuits can also be used in analog VLSI realization of other neural systems 
which perform similar computations.  
Briefly, the flow chart in Fig. 1 presents an overview of the system design in this 
dissertation including how the chips and the circuits on them fit together in 
realizing the working of the hippocampal formation, the central pattern generator 




Fig. 1 Flowchart showing the various systems that were realized in silicon in 
this dissertation. It shows that the hippocampal formation, the central 
pattern generator and the lateral superior olive (LSO) of the biological 
nervous system were implemented using four different silicon chips-the stripe 
cell ring chip, the grid chip, the place chip and the LSO chip. The circuits on 
these chips were inspired by the various computational neuroscience models 
viz., the attractor dynamic model of the head direction cells (HD), the 
GRIDSmap model of the grid cells and the Bayesian integration for the place 
cells. The LSO chip and the circuits on it were designed based on the Reed 
and Blum’s model of the LSO. The central pattern generator system was 
implemented based on the neural demonstration of the presence of actual 
rings of inhibitory interneurons in the biological nervous system. All these 
systems have potential applications in designing robotic systems, details on 
which can be seen in section 9 on Open questions & future work. BVCs - the 




2. HIPPOCAMPAL FORMATION: BACKGROUND 
The Hippocampal formation (HF) is a part of the nervous system which is thought 
to be involved in spatial navigation (Purves et. al., 2012). The neurons of the HF 
are capable of sensing the direction of motion of the animal, integrating motor 
information to form a matrix which spans the environment and then use this 
matrix and incoming sensory information to build a map of the environment. They 
are also involved in storing these maps in memory, updating them based on new 
information and retrieving them during homing. The behavioural evidence for the 
role of the hippocampus in this crucial task comes from rodent experiments in 
which the mean latency on maze tasks and radial arm maze does not decrease with 
training in animals with hippocampal lesions as compared to that in healthy 
animals and from the clinical case of patient Henry G. Molaison (Scoville, 1957) 
who experienced difficulty in encoding new episodic memories when his temporal 
lobe was removed for epilepsy treatment.  
 Anatomy  
Anatomically, the HF is a C-shaped structure (Nieuwenhuys et. al., 1988, Fig. 2, 
Fig. 3) which is located on the medial1 side of the cerebral hemispheres. Relative 
to the corpus callosum, it can be divided into pre-, supra- and retro- commissural 
parts. The former two are small and rudimentary and the retro commissural part is 
the main one. The pre-commissural part is a thin strip which connects the retro 
and the supra commissural parts. The supra-commissural part contains two fibre 
                                                 
1 Medial means the position closer to the midline of the body as opposed to something located more laterally. 
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bundles, the medial and the lateral longitudinal striae, which carry connections of 
the hippocampus to other parts of the brain. Near the splenium of the corpus 
callosum, the supra-commissural part of the hippocampus is continuous with the 
retro commissural part which is the expanded, most caudal2 part of the HF. During 
development, this part rolls in on itself and protrudes into the inferior horn of the 
lateral ventricle. The most rostral part of this recurves dorsally and forms a 
rounded swelling called the uncus, on the medial surface of the cerebral 
hemisphere.  
Developmentally, the HF belongs to the archipallium, i.e., the most primitive part 
of the cerebral hemisphere and histologically3, it is made of three layers 
throughout. Morphologically, this part of the HF contains three longitudinally 
arranged structures- the dentate gyrus (DG), the cornu ammonis (CA) and the 
subiculum. Due to the infolding, the DG lies above and the CA lies below the 
hippocampal sulcus. DG contains small neurons called the granule cells and the 
CA and the subiculum contain large pyramidal cells predominantly. CA is well 
developed in primates. CA3 lies near the DG and the CA1 lies near the subiculum. 
The subiculum is separated by 2 strips of the mesocortex into the pre and para 
subiculum, from the entorhinal cortex (area 28 of Broadman4) and occupies a 
                                                 
2 Caudal means towards the tail of the animal as opposed to cranial/rostral which means more towards the head of the 
animal.  
 
3 Histology is the study of the microscopic structure of cells and tissues of plants and animals. 
4 Brodmann areas were originally defined and numbered by the German anatomist Korbinian Brodmann based on 
the cytoarchitectural organization of neurons he observed in the cerebral cortex using the Nissl method of cell staining. 
Brodmann published his maps of cortical areas in humans, monkeys, and other species in 1909, along with many other 




large part of the para hippocampal gyrus. Ventral to the entorhinal cortex is the 
peri rhinal cortex, which includes areas 35 and 36 of Broadman.  
 
Fig. 2 Sagittal section of the brain showing the hippocampal formation on the 
medial aspect of the cerebral hemispheres [72]. Among other areas, the 
hioppocampal formation includes the hippocampus which contains the place 
cells, the subiculum which contains the head direction cells and the rhinal 
cortex which contains the grid cells, primarily. The unique firing patterns of 
the grid, place and the head direction cells were implemented in silicon as 
part of this dissertation work because these cells are thought to be important 





Fig. 3 Anatomy of the hippocampal formation – arrangement of its 
components and their connections [13]. Several loops of connections are 
formed within various regions of the hippocampal formation and with 
outside regions of the brain. One such loop is formed between entorhinal 
cortex cornu ammonis 1, subiculum, dentate gyrus  entorhinal cortex. 
The main inputs to the hippocampal formation arrive at the entorhinal 
cortex and leave from the subiculum and the cornu ammonis 1. Main inputs 
(afferents) to the hippocampal formation are highly processed sensory inputs 
from various association cortices, inputs from thalamus including the head 
direction signal and the theta oscillations from the medial septum. The 
outputs (efferents) from the hippocampal formation project to the ventral 
pallidum which controls the motor activity, to areas which control secretions 
of the anterior pituatory, the master gland of the body and to the lateral 
septal nucleus on to control the theta rhythm. (CA-cornu ammonis, DG-
dentate gyrus, mEC-medial entorhinal cortex, lEC-lateral entorhinal cortex, 
S-subiculum, EC-entorhinal cortex) 
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 Internal connections of the HF 
The perforant pathway contains efferents from the entorhinal cortex (ERC or EC) 
to the DG primarily and some connections to the subiculum, CA1 and CA3. 
Mossy fibres arising from the DG end in CA3 which in turn send projections, 
called schaffer collaterals to the CA1. The CA1 in turn projects back to the ERC, 
thus, completing the loop. These projections are both direct and indirect through 
the subiculum.  
 Afferents to the HF 
The HF receives inputs from various cortical areas, the amygdaloid complex, the 
medial septal-diagonal band complex, the thalamus, the supra-mamillary nucleus, 
the mesencephalic nuclei and the locus coeruleus.  
Most of the inputs from different areas of the cortex end in the entorhinal cortex 
(ERC or EC). Others end in the peri rhinal area and still others in the subicular 
cortex. Substantial contributions of these afferents arise from the posterior 
orbitofrontal, infra-limbic, insular, cingulate and temporal polar cortices. Several 
of these areas are the sites of convergence of multimodal sensory information. 
Pathways leading out of the primary visual, auditory and somesthetic areas 
converge on these areas eventually. Association areas converge directly on the 
parahippocampal cortices. Thus, the visual and the auditory association areas 
project to the peri and the ento-rhinal areas and fibres originating from the 
multimodal association areas situated in the prefrontal cortex, the inferior parietal 
lobule and the inferior temporal lobe end in the pre-subiculum. The entorhinal 
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area also receives inputs from the olfactory bulb. Thus, the region gets inputs from 
widespread sensory areas directly and after processing in the association areas.  
The lateral part of the entorhinal cortex receives information from the cortical 
pathways which in turn receive it from different sensory modalities. In contrast, 
the medial part receives information from the sub cortical centres such as the 
septum, the thalamic midline nuclei and the amygdala. The connections from the 
entorhinal cortex to the hippocampus have distinct topographic organization. 
Those from the lateral entorhinal cortex project to the more splenial portion of the 
hippocampus while those from the medial entorhinal cortex project to the more 
temporal portion of the hippocampus. Thus, the splenial5 portion of the 
hippocampus receives more exteroceptive sensory information and the temporal 
portion receives information from the limbic related subcortical centres, reflecting 
the internal status of the organism. Other afferents to the HF arrive from the 
amygdaloid complex, medial septal nucleus and the nucleus of the diagonal band, 
dorsal thalamus, anterior nuclei, the midline complex, the supra-mammillary 
nucleus, the locus coeruleus and the mesencephalic raphe nuclei.  
 Efferents from the HF 
Fibres from the CA project to the lateral septal nuclei, which project back to the 
HF through the medial septal-diagonal band complex. Subiculum projects to the 
lateral septal nucleus, the nucleus accumbens, the anterior olfactory nucleus, the 
pre-commissural hippocampus, the medial part of the frontal cortex and the gyrus 
                                                 
5 Splenial region means more towards the tongue as opposed to that towards the temporal region of the brain. Thus, 
splenial will be more ventral than the temporal which is more dorsal.  
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rectus. Nucleus accumbens in turn projects massively to the ventral pallidum, and 
the fibres from the ventral pallidum terminate in and around the tegmental 
pedunculo-pontine nucleus, which is thought to be associated with the 
mesencephalic6 locomotor region, thus, it is important in mediating locomotor 
responses associated with the exploratory behaviour. The post commissural fornix 
contains only fibres originating from the subicular complex, most of which 
terminate in the mammillary body, in the anterior thalamic nucleus, the bed 
nucleus of the stria terminalis and the cell free capsular zone surrounding the 
ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus, via which the hippocampus might influence 
the secretions of the anterior pituitary hormones.  
Thus, the hippocampus has reciprocal connections with the associational cortical 
areas and with the subcortical structures due to which it receives a variety of 
highly processed sensory inputs, and the head direction signal. It also receives the 
theta frequency (4-7Hz) oscillatory inputs from the medial diagonal band of broca, 
which could provide a timestamp to the information processed in the hippocampal 
formation. Thus, it could integrate both head direction and sensory inputs. Outputs 
from the hippocampal formation regulate the voluntary motor movements through 
the ventral pallidum and the function of the internal body organs by control over 
secretions of the anterior pituitary.  
                                                 
6 Mesencephalic means midbrain. 
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 HF, spatial navigation and memory 
The clinico-pathological evidence strongly suggests that the hippocampal-
parahippocampal complex and its bi-directional relationships with the 
associational cortical areas are prominent in learning and memory processes. The 
hippocampus is thought to be involved primarily in encoding of new episodic 
memories. This is evident from the case of patient Henry G. Molaison (Scoville, 
1957) who underwent bilateral removal of temporal lobes to cure his temporal 
lobe epilepsy. As a result, however, he developed anterograde amnesia. His past 
memories remained intact but there was impairment of capacity to form new 
memories. He also had intact procedural memories but had problems only in 
building new episodic memories. Studies in rodents also indicate a role for the 
hippocampus in spatial navigation and encoding of new memories. Fig. 4 and Fig. 
5 show that the mean latency on maze tasks does not decrease with training in 
animals with hippocampal lesions as compared to their normal counterparts. It 
also shows that the animal is unable to correctly locate a platform even after 
training over several trials if it has a lesion in the hippocampus.  
One noteworthy thing here is that in case of lesions of the HF in animals spatial 
navigation is affected more as compared to humans in whom memory is affected 




Fig. 4 [72] Performance of normal Vs subjects with lesions of the 
hippocampus on a new memory formation task. In this experiment, animals 
with and without hippocampal lesions were trained to perform maze tasks. It 
was observed that the mean latency on learning new maze tasks does not 




Fig. 5 [72] Failure of a rat with lesions of the hippocampus to be trained in 
spatial navigation tasks. In this figure, we can see that after 10 trials, the rat 
without any hippocampal lesions (figures at the top) is able to follow a much 
shorter path to the goal as compared to when it was untrained. However, in 
the animals with lesions (figures at the bottom), the path followed to reach 
the goal even after 10 trials is not any shorter than that followed in the 
untrained state.  
 Cells of the HF 
The different areas of the HF contain different cells with a predominant functional 
characteristic. Primarily, the subiculum contains the head direction (HD) cells 
(Fig. 6), the ERC contains the grid cells (Fig. 6) and the hippocampus proper the 
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place cells (Fig. 7). These are the cells whose unique firing patterns were 
implemented in silicon in this dissertation work. The entorhinal cortex is also 
thought to contain the stripe cells and the subiculum to contain the boundary 
vector cells. The rings of stripe cells are thought to integrate motion of the animal 
in space (GRIDSmap model, Mhatre et. al., 2012) and send inputs to the grid 
cells. The boundary vector cells (BVC model, Barry et. al., 2006) are thought to 
fire when the animal is located near the boundaries of the environment. Before 
demonstration of the grid cell firing patterns, the BVCs were thought to control 
firing of the place cells.   
Ranck, 1984 and Taube et al, 1990 performed single cell recording by placing 
electrodes near the head direction cells in the subiculum. As the animal moved 
around the environment freely, the firing patterns of these cells were observed. 
They observed that each head direction cell fired when the head of the animal was 
pointing in a particular direction w.r.t. the cues in the environment called the 
polarising cues (not known how these are identified by the animal in natural 
settings but in experiments, this is generally a cue card provided in the enclosure 
by the researchers) or within 45 degrees thereof. Whenever, the position of this 
polarising cue was rotated, the preferred firing direction of the head direction cell 
also changed. However, the relative preferred firing directions of the head 
direction cells w.r.t. each other remained the same. This preferred orientation is 
maintained even in the absence of visual inputs, for instance, when the animal is 
moving around in the environment in dark. Their firing is seen to be blocked by 
lesions of the vestibular input and to depend upon voluntary movement. The 
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signals from these cells could provide a self-motion signal based on motor input 
which can update spatial representation in the hippocampus and the medial ERC. 
To explain this maintenance of head direction specific firing patterns even in the 
absence of visual inputs and w.r.t. each other even when the orienting cues are 
rotated, the attractor dynamic model (McNaughton et.al., 2006) was proposed. 
This is explained later in this dissertation in section 2. E. i) a).  
Hafting et. al., 2005 performed single cell recordings (intracranial electrodes) 
from the medial entorhinal cells as the animal foraged for food inside a closed 
enclosure. They showed that there are cells in the medial ERC which fire at 
regular intervals at the corners of a regular hexagon as the animal moved freely in 
the enclosure. They coined the term grid cells for these. The spatial frequency of 
the hexagonal firing pattern of the grid cells increases along the ventro-dorsal axis 
of the medial entorhinal cortex, i.e., the cells located more ventrally have more 
widely distributed fields. The neighbouring grid cells show similar spacing, field 
size and orientation but differ in phase. Their phase and orientation shift if visual 
cues are changed. However, the hexagonal firing pattern is visible even in the 
dark. Thus, the grid cells form a matrix spanning the environment which exists 
irrespective of external inputs but whose orientation is set by the visual cues. This 
matrix is similar to the grid on a map.  
Similarly, using single cell recordings from animals (primarily rats) foraging 
freely in the enclosure, O’Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971, demonstrated the presence of 
hippocampal cells (CA and DG) which fire when the animal is at a particular 
place in space. These cells are called ‘place cells’. Each place cell can encode 
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different locations in more than one environment, but might not have obvious 
topographic relationship between the place fields in two different environments. 
Adjacent place cells may or may not have adjacent place fields. The shape of the 
enclosure is a major determinant of the way in which the place fields are 
distributed. The place cell firing is thought to be the result of integration of motor 
inputs from the grid cells and sensory inputs. Their firing is thought to provide a 
spatial map of the environment. They are also involved in encoding a ‘space and 
time stamp’ on newly created episodic memories. Their firing field sizes scale 
along the dorso-ventral axis as do the spatial firing frequencies of the grid cells. 
Moreover, as the size of the environment increases, their field size also increases. 
The same place cells can fire at different locations in different environments. The 
firing is seen even in the dark which indicates a role for path integration 
mechanisms. Changes in size, shape or colour of the enclosure lead to changes in 
firing rate but not firing pattern which indicates a role for environmental cues. An 
important empirical observation (Hafting et. al, 2008) is that the place cell and the 
grid cell firing (of the corresponding scaling) is coincident as indicated by similar 
phase precession observed in both place cells and grid cells.  
In short, based on our current understanding, the head direction cells provide 
information about the direction in which the animal is moving. This is integrated 
by the grid cells to provide a matrix spanning the entire environment. Using this 
matrix and sensory inputs (possibly), the place cells identify locations of 
significance in the environment and encode their spatiotemporal information to 
episodic memories. This information is constantly learned, unlearned and updated 
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based on fresh inputs from the environment. Thus, the hippocampal formation of 
the brain is thought to function as a self-learning internal GPS with memory and 
plasticity. In a later section, we present the prevalent models of the hippocampal 












Fig. 6 [13] (left) A head direction cell fires as the animal’s head points in its 
preferred firing direction or 45 degrees thereof. The graph shows that the 
firing rate (in Hz) of a single head direction cell, with preferred firing 
direction at ~20 degrees along the azimuth, increases from 0 to 12 Hz and 
back to 0 as the animal’s head moves from -10 to 50 degrees along the 
azimuth. (right) A grid cell fires [31] as the animal is present at different 
positions in space which are located at the corners of an equilateral triangle 
or at the corners of intercalated hexagons forming a pattern like the grid on a 
map. The results shown here are from animal experiments in an enclosure of 
size 1m X 1m. The recordings are from electrodes placed near a single grid 
cell in the medial entorhinal cortex while the animal was moving along a 
trajectory in the enclosure which is denoted by the grey lines. The red regions 




Fig. 7 A single hippocampal place cell firing pattern [34] seen on the heat plot 
of the firing rates from it when the animal moved freely in the enclosure 
(represented by the blue square). The red color means the firing rate at that 
position was higher than that at places with blue color. In this experiment, 
the animal with an intracranial electrode positioned near a hippocampal 
place cell was left to forage for food particles spread in the enclosure. The 
place cell under observation had the maximum firing rate only when the 
animal reached the place shown in red color. This pattern was constant over 
repeated trials which implies that one place cell fires when the animal is 
stationed at a particular position in an environment and hence, it encodes for 
that place in space. Similarly, ensembles of place cells (not shown here) 
together can form a map of the enclosure by encoding for different places in 
it.  
 Further empirical observations 
There are some more empirical observations on the cells of the hippocampal 
formation which are mentioned here because they are the basis for our novel 
sensori-motor model of the place cells. The hippocampal place cells (O’Keefe & 
Dostrovsky, 1971, O’Keefe & Conway, 1976, 1978, O’Keefe, 1976, O’Keefe & 
Nadel, 1977) were demonstrated to form a spatial map of the environment and 
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provide a spatiotemporal stamp on the newly formed episodic memories. Several 
experiments have been performed since their first demonstration to investigate the 
relative importance of sensory and motor inputs (processed by head direction and 
grid cells) in determining place cell firing. Some of the noteworthy ones are 
mentioned below. The causal link between sensory cues and place cell firing was 
shown in Muller & Kubie, 1987, where rotation of a single visual cue in the 
environment caused rotation of the place cell firing pattern associated with it. 
However, in their paper, the orientation of grid cell firing pattern also changed 
with change in position of visual cues. Thus, this could have been processed by 
place cells either through grid cell inputs or directly. Further, in O’Keefe & 
Conway, 1978 place cell firing ceased in the absence of external cues, reward or a 
‘significance’ attached to a place. This means that ‘something else’ is also needed 
for place cell firing in addition to sensory inputs. Also, in Best & Thompson, 
1987, place cell firing was shown in the presence of sensory cues like visual, 
olfactory, auditory and tactile, and in O’Keefe & Conway, 1978, Save et. al., 
2000, and Nakazawa et. al., 2002, it was demonstrated that in the absence of one 
of the sensory cues, the cells fire in response to another. This observation does not 
exclude dependence of place cell firing on motor integration though. The firing is 
seen even in the dark (Quirk, et. al., 1990) which indicates a role for path 
integration mechanisms. However, in this case, the role of sensory inputs cannot 
be excluded because the rats can see in UV range as well.  
Some other studies (Barry et. al, 2006 and Etienne, 1996) demonstrate homing by 
path integration by grid cells in the absence of sensory cues. In Mittelstaedt, 1980, 
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and Etienne, 1992 also, gerbils missed a target by an amount that they were 
rotated without triggering path integration by grid cells, indicating a prime role of 
grid cells in place cell firing. However, these experiments did not include 
recordings from the place cells, thus, these are only behavioural and, hence, less 
conclusive. Moreover, they also show that in the absence of visual cues, the 
estimates are only approximate and prone to drift due to error accumulation which 
can be corrected by sensory inputs. In Jeffery & O’Keefe, 1999, actual place cell 
recordings were performed which show that the place cell firing is associated with 
visual cues which are stationary or are perceived to be stationary. If there are no 
visual cues which polarize the environment, then the place cell firing is mainly 
dependent upon motor inputs.  
Changing the shape and size of an environment or insertion of a barrier (Muller & 
Kubie, 1987, O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996, Fenton et. al., 2008, Monaco & Abbott, 
2011) can trigger changes in both motor and sensory inputs. Empirically, change 
in size of an environment has been shown to commensurately change the number 
of nodes of grid firing and the size of firing fields of the place cells. Change in 
shape of an environment has been shown to change orientation of the grid firing 
fields (Hafting et. al., 2005) and the firing frequency of the place cells. 
Observations in O’Keefe & Conway, 1978 and Poucet, 2014 point to a role for 
both grid cell path integration and sensory cues in place cell firing. The above 
observations indicate that the place cell firing is influenced by both sensory and 
motor inputs and needs both for higher accuracy. In a more recent study (Brandon, 
2014), the theta oscillations from the medial septum were suppressed to suppress 
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grid firing. This did not suppress place cell firing even though the firing frequency 
reduced. This indicates that the place cell firing is not based on grid cell firing 
solely but needs grid firing and sensory information for optimal performance. The 
empirical observations point to a role for both motor and sensory inputs in grid 
and place cell firing. These form the basis for the various computational 
neuroscience models of the HF which are explained in the next section.  
 Current models of the HF 
Neuroscientists have been trying to solve the mystery behind the firing patterns 
seen in the HF and of the function performed by it. They have postulated several 
models for the same of which the important ones are presented below. Of these, 
the attractor dynamic model for the head direction cell system, the GRIDSmap 
model for the grid cells and the Bayesian integration for the place cells were used 
for our silicon implementation of the HF. The rest of the models are described 
here because their critical analysis was needed to come up with our novel sensori-
motor model for the place cells. 
 Grid cell & HD cell Models 
 Attractor dynamic model 
This is a computational neuroscience model describing the firing patterns of 
different cells (HD, grid and place cells) of the hippocampal formation. Presence 
of such a network has not been demonstrated in the brain. An attractor is a 
network of neurons that can settle into a stable pattern of firing (Amit, 1989). 
‘Continuous attractor’ neural networks can maintain a localised packet of neuronal 
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activity (Fig. 8(a)) representing the current state in a continuous space without 
external sensory input. Activity shifts from one attractor state to another based on 
external inputs. The stable states in case of neural networks are formed and 
maintained by the pattern of excitatory and inhibitory connections between 
neurons.  
According to this model (McNaughton, et. al., 2006), the head direction cell 
system consists of 3 rings of neurons (Fig. 8). One of these is the main ring and 
the other two integrate motion in clockwise and anticlockwise direction. The main 
ring has several neurons, each of which is connected to its neighbors through 
excitatory connections whose strength reduces as the distance between the 
neurons increases. All the neurons also get inhibitory input from a global 
inhibitory neuron. This connectivity pattern leads to a stable bump of activity 
being formed at a location along the ring which corresponds to the current head 
direction of the animal. As the head of the animal moves around in (say) the 
clockwise direction, the vestibular apparatus in the inner ear provides information 
to another ring of neurons in the head direction cell system which integrates the 
estimate of position based on this information and prior information and updates 
the estimate of head direction. The neurons in this ring are connected to that of the 
main ring such that they cause movement of the bump of activity around in the 
clockwise direction to a position which corresponds to the current head direction 
of the animal. The anti-clockwise motion is integrated by another ring of neurons 
which is similar to that responsible for updating motion along the clockwise 
direction but whose connections to the main ring are in opposite direction. Thus, 
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the head direction cell system can estimate the current head direction of the 
animal with respect to the polarising cues (used by the animal to define head 
direction of 0 degrees – not known how these are identified by the animal), hold it 
at a place for the duration while the head is held stationary and can update it to a 
new position by integrating information about the head direction as the animal’s 
head is moved around in clockwise or anti-clockwise directions. This model has 
been used to implement the head direction cell system in silicon (Massoud and 
Horiuchi, 2012, Corradi et. al., 2014) earlier also using 3 rings as described by this 
model, with one ring on a chip. For these systems, the chips communicated with 
each other through software interfaces which were also used to provide varying 
strengths of excitatory and inhibitory connections. In this dissertation work, we 
abstract out the function of the system from the rather complicated model and then 
implement it. This reduced the hardware and software dimensions of the system to 
1 ring circuit (Fig. 20) which was designed on 1/12th of the area of a single tiny 
chip unit (1275mm X 1275mm). This ring circuit performs all the functions of the 
head direction cell system, viz., holding the activity of a neuron at a place for a 
duration of choice, moving it around the ring in either clockwise or anti-clockwise 




Fig. 8 Attractor dynamic model [62] for the HD cells showing (a) the head 
direction cell system arranged in a ring of neurons (say, the main ring). Each 
neuron in the main ring is connected to its neighbors with excitatory 
connections which decrease in strength as the distance to it increases. All the 
neurons also receive an input from a global inhibitory neuron (not shown 
here). This balance between the excitatory and the inhibitory inputs leads to 
formation of a stable bump of activity which corresponds to the current head 
direction of the animal. (b) As the head of the animal is moved around in the 
clockwise direction, this movement is sensed by the vestibular apparatus in 
the inner ear which sends inputs to another ring of neurons. This ring of 
neurons, say ring 2, integrates the motion information. Each neuron on this 
ring is connected to that on the main ring such that it moves the bump of 
activity on the main ring in clockwise direction to a position which 
corresponds to the new head direction of the animal. Similar information 
processing also occurs for movement in the anti-clockwise direction when the 
motion is integrated by another ring of neurons (say ring 3) which shifts the 
bump of activity on the main ring in anti-clockwise direction.  
 
In the same vein, the grid pattern is formed due to the arrangement of neurons in 
two dimensional sheets (Fig. 9), the adjacent ones of which are connected through 
excitatory connections, whose strength reduces gradually as their distance from 
the neuron increases. This results in neuronal firing at regular intervals in a 
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hexagonal spatial pattern as the animal moves around in space. This model also 
explains how grid cell firing of different spatial frequency could be obtained due 
to different gain with speed (Fig. 10). However, this model was not used in silicon 
implementation of the grid cell firing patterns because it requires a lot of software 
interfaces and hardware and hence, will not be very energy efficient.  
 
Fig. 9 [62] According to the attractor dynamic model, the grid cell spatial 
firing pattern is produced due to two dimensional arrangements of the cells 
in (a) a plane (say main plane). In this plane, each neuron is connected to its 
neighbours by excitatory connections whose strengths change with distance 
from the neuron. All the neurons in this plane also receive common 
inhibitory inputs. Resultant of excitatory and inhibitory activity produces a 
bump of activity at a place in the head direction cell system. To move this 
bump around, motion inputs are integrated by different planes which project 
on to the main plane in such a manner that they move the bump of activity 
along the direction of motion (as described for the head direction cell system). 
In earlier attempts at silicon implementations of this model, inability to move 
the bump around has been seen as a major limitation. Hence, this model was 






Fig. 10 [62] Shows the path integration by a grid cell and differential gain of 
frequency with speed producing different spatial firing frequency for the grid 
cell based on the attractor dynamic model.  
 
Another class of models (Burak, Fiete, 2006, 2009, Fuhs, Touretsky, 2006) 
proposes path integration by grid cells, i.e., grid firing in space moves as the 
animal moves around.  
 The GRIDSmap model 
The GRIDSmap (Grid Regularity from Integrated Distance through Self-
organizing map) model (Mhatre et. al., 2012, Fig. 11) was used to implement our 
silicon realization of the grid cell system because it describes the grid cell spatial 
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firing pattern based on trigonometric principles which maps the entire space on to 
3 rings of stripe cells.  
According to this model, the stripe cell rings are present in layer III of the 
entorhinal cortex and provide input to the grid cells located in layer II of the 
entorhinal cortex. Each grid cell receives inputs from at least 3 stripe cells – one 
on each of the 3 rings. The rings have a preferred firing direction, i.e., the neurons 
on a ring will have a higher firing rate when the animal’s head is pointing towards 
their preferred firing direction and less otherwise. The 3 rings which provide 
inputs to a grid cell are arranged at 120 degrees to each other in space. These rings 
of stripe cells perform velocity integration along their preferred direction. As the 
animal moves around in the environment, the distance covered by it is projected 
onto these stripe cells using the trigonometric principles as shown in Fig. 11(a). 
This distance wraps around as the number of stripe cells is limited. The grid cell 
fires only when all the inputs to it are coincident. Thus, the grid cell fires at 
regular intervals as shown in Fig.12, forming a hexagonal spatial firing pattern. 
For instance, if the motion along the neurons on the ring wraps around in 1m, then 
the grid cell attached to it will fire at intervals of 1m (called its spatial firing 
frequency). If, instead of being connected to a single neuron on each of the 3 
rings, a grid cell is attached to two equidistant neurons on each of the 3 rings, its 
firing frequency shall be reduced to half a meter and if it is connected to 4 
equidistant neurons on each of the 3 rings, then the spatial firing frequency of the 
grid cell shall be a quarter of a meter. In the model, it is described how this pattern 








Fig. 11(a) Position of the animal is projected onto the stripe cells ring’s 
orientation according to the trigonometric principles. The position of the aixs 
corresponds to the preferred firing direction of the stripe cells in the stripe 
cell rings shown in (b). (b) Integration of distance travelled in space on to the 
three rings of stripe cells, one of the stripe cells from each ring is connected to 
a (c) grid cell which fires only when it gets inputs from the neurons on the 3 
rings attached to it. Other cells on the ring are connected to other grid cells 
which fire at different times. For instance, if the animal is located at position 
A (1m, 1m) in the x-y plane, then its position can be projected to all the three 
axis using trigonometric principles to find out the distance covered along 
each axis. Here, the distance d1=1m, d2= -0.37m and d3=1.37m. Thus, the 
neuron number on ring 1 corresponding to 1m shall fire, on ring 2 that 
corresponding to 0.37 m in anticlockwise direction (from the neuron 
representing 0m) and on ring 3, the neuron number corresponsding to 0.37m 
in the clockwise direction (from neuron number representing resting position 
of 0m). Similarly, when the animal moves around in space, each point will be 
mapped on to a neuron position on the ring of stripe cells. Whenever the 
place happens to map onto the 3 neuron numbers connected to the grid cell, 
the grid cell shall fire. Due to the alignment of rings at 120 degrees to each 
other, this coincidence shall happen at regular intervals in space which 











Once this pattern is learnt, we assume it shall be more or less stable and hence, we 
built three rings of stripe cells with preferred orientations aligned at 120 degrees 
to each other. These three rings perform velocity integration based on the 
trigonometric principles described in this model. One of the stripe cells from each 
of the three rings provides inputs to the grid cells which fire when they get inputs 
Fig.12  Formation of the hexagonal firing pattern of the grid cell attached to 
1 of the stripe cells on each of the 3 stripe cell rings occurs when all the inputs 
to it are received at the same time (from the 3 rings with preferred 
orientations at 120 degrees to each other and hence the three directions of the 
lines/stripes). This pattern repeats as the distance travelled along each 
direction wraps around the ring. If the rings are moved around a full circle in 
1m and only one neuron on each ring is connected to the grid cell, the spatial 
firing frequency of the grid cell shall be 1m. However, if two equidistant 
neurons on each ring are connected to the grid cell, then the grid cell spatial 
firing frequency shall be reduced to 0.5m and if 4 equidistant neurons on all 
the rings are attached to the grid cell, then the spatial firing frequency of the 
grid cell shall be reduced to 0.25 m. This was used in the silicon 
implementation of grid cells in this dissertation to achieve different spatial 
firing frequencies.  
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from all the three stripe cells at the same time. Thus, the hexagonal spatial firing 
pattern of the grid cells as observed empirically, is realized. 
 Oscillatory interference model (OI) 
As the animal moves around through the place cell field, it was observed that the 
phase of firing of the place cell precessed w.r.t. theta7 and its firing rate changed 
from peak in the centre to a minimum at the edges of the place field. This could 
theoretically be obtained when oscillations of different frequencies are added. 
However, contrary to single place fields observed in an environment, this predicts 
multiple fields. The grid cell firing pattern was observed by Hafting et. al. in 2005 
and was found to have multiple firing foci or fields as predicted by this model. 
Thus, interference of membrane potential oscillations of different frequencies at 
the grid cells was proposed as the basis for their firing, according to this model, 
(Burgess, Barry, O'Keefe, 2007, O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005) which was named the 
oscillatory interference model. Each grid cell (Fig. 13, Fig. 14) in this model is 
thought to be associated with 1 somatic and 3 dendritic membrane potential 
oscillations (MPOs). The frequency of the grid cell somatic MPO is fixed in the 
theta frequency range (4-7 Hz) while that of the dendritic is variable and slightly 
higher (7-11 Hz). When the animal moves around in space, the frequency of the 
dendritic MPOs increases while that of the somatic remains constant. This gain in 
frequency is proportional to speed (Fig. 15). Dendritic and somatic MPOs 
summate at the grid cell, producing a regular interference pattern, (Fig. 13) whose 
                                                 
7 Theta oscillations are regular, 4-12 Hz waves seen on the electrical recordings of impulses (EEG) from the brain of 
several animals including humans and rats (Burgess and O’Keefe, 2007).  
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magnitude and phase vary over time. The gain in frequency varies along the 
dorso-ventral axis of the ERC producing grid cells of varying frequencies. Outputs 
from grid cells with varying spatial frequencies are thought to feed into a place 
cell. However, since the grid cells do not get direct external sensory inputs while 
the place cells do, the latter are thought to control the initial phase of the 
interference pattern by a reset mechanism. This in turn resets the alignment and 
orientation of the grid cells and hence, enables the place cell to fire at the place. In 
an extension of the oscillatory interference model (Bush, Burgess, 2014), grid cell 
inputs were thought to be derived from 6 velocity controlled oscillators (VCOs), 
assumed to be arranged in ring attractor circuits, whose preferred orientation is 
similar but whose phases are offset by 60 degrees to each other (as the 
interference pattern is hexagonal). Each grid cell is connected to each of the 6 
VCOs with a different synaptic strength (Gaussian distribution of weights). Each 
VCO has an initial phase, which changes in proportion to the distance moved. 
Whenever inputs to a grid cell exceed its firing threshold, it fires. This model was 
not used for our system implementation as it uses velocity and not distance 
integration and, it explains motion only along the three axis of preference of the 





























Fig. 13 [45] On empirical observations in animal experiments, it was 
observed that the place cell firing occurred at successively earlier phases of 
theta (top graph in (a)) oscillations as the animal moved around in the 
environment. To explain this observation, it was hypothesised that the firing 
of place cells was due to interference of the somatic and the dendritic 
membrane potential oscillations (MPOs) of different frequencies which 
produces peaks of interference at regular intervals and phase precession 
throughout the cycle. However, if this were true then the place cell pattern 
should have been regular but it is not regular. Instead, the grid cell pattern 
was observed to be regular and hence, this model was used to explain grid 




Fig. 14 [45] Since the grid cell spatial firing pattern is hexagonal, the 
oscillatory interference model postulated it to be the result of interference of 
3 dendritic MPOs aligned at 120 degrees to each other with the somatic MPO 
which has a constant frequency. According to this model, the grid cell fires 
when all the inputs to it are coincident and their sum exceeds the firing 
threshold of the grid cell. Also, the oscillation frequency of the somatic MPO 
is assumed to be constant while that of dendritic is assumed to change in 
proportion to the velocity of the animal along its direction of orientation. 
Thus, as the animal moves around in space, the grid cell getting inputs from 
these dendritic and somatic MPOs will fire at regular intervals located at the 




Fig. 15 According to the oscillatory interference model of grid cells, the 
frequency of the dendritic MPOs changes in proportion to the speed of 
movement of the animal along its direction of orientation in space. Different 
grid cells are attached to different MPOs which have different slopes for this 
frequency Vs speed plot. Thus, different grid cells will integrate the same 
animal motion with different gains and elicit firing patterns with different 
spatial firing frequencies.  
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 Persistent spiking model 
This model was postulated by Hasselmo, 2012, based on the persistent spiking 
properties of the entorhinal grid cells and inspired by the oscillatory interference 
model. In this model, it is assumed that there is a systemic theta oscillation which 
provides the base oscillation. In addition, there are velocity controlled oscillators 
which also produce oscillations whose frequency changes with movement of the 
animal in the environment along their preferred firing direction. As the oscillation 
frequency of these oscillators increases, their firing goes out of phase with that of 
the baseline theta oscillation. This phase difference between the two determines 
the distance travelled by the animal in space. 3 such oscillators aligned at 120 
degrees to each other have been proposed in this model. As the animal moves in 
any direction in space, the firing frequency of each of these oscillators’ advances 
as a function of the distance travelled along the preferred direction of the 
oscillator as determined by trigonometric principles (as cosine of the angle formed 
by the direction of preference of the oscillator and direction of motion of the 
animal). All the 4 (baseline and the three aligned at 120 degrees to each other) 
oscillators feed into a grid cell which fires only when the phases of all these 
oscillators are synchronous (same at the same time). Since the three oscillators are 
aligned at 120 degrees to each other, their phases synchronise at the corners of an 
equilateral triangle which implies that their firing pattern is hexagonal 
(intercalated hexagons). This model also suggests that since head direction cells in 
the subiculum have similar response to head direction, they could work as velocity 
controlled oscillators providing inputs to grid cells. This suggestion could be valid 
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as the subiculum provides inputs to the medial ERC. However, the persistent 
spiking has been observed in cells of the entorhinal cortex and not of the 
subiculum. Hence, the very basis of this model is subject to question. Thus, we did 
not use this model for our system implementation.  
 A model combining oscillations and attractor dynamics 
This model has been proposed in Hasselmo and Brandon, 2012 in an endeavour to 
overcome the shortcomings of both the oscillatory interference and the attractor 
dynamic models by combining the two. According to this model, the grid cells are 
connected to an array of head direction cells (rather than just 3 or 6 as in the OI 
model described in section 2. E. i) c)) with different phases and preferred firing 
directions. When an animal is moving along the preferred firing direction of a HD 
cell, the grid cell connected to it shall fire. This explains a mechanism of 
movement of the grid cell firing across space. This also tries to connect the phase 
precession and theta rhythm seen empirically but not explained by the attractor 
dynamic model. It also tries to explain the effect of cellular properties on grid cell 
firing based on the OI model. But it hypothesizes the presence of too many 
connections which makes it difficult to implement in hardware.  
 Place cell Models  
Several models were proposed in the pre grid cell era which considered place cell 
firing to depend upon sensory inputs alone. These manifested as the relative 
distance of the animal from a landmark, or as fixed distance from the boundary 
vector cells which fire when the animal is either along the boundaries of the 
enclosure or along a partition in the enclosure. The boundary vector cell (BVC) 
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model (Hartley et. al., 2000), (a pre-grid cell era model) suggests that the place 
cells fire based on fixed distance from firing of the BVCs and BVCs are thought 
to fire either when the animal moves along the boundaries of the enclosure or 
along a partition inside the enclosure. According to this model, the place cell fires 
optimally when a barrier is at a given distance and in a particular direction from 
the animal. This response was postulated to be Gaussian tuned in response to the 
presence of a barrier, peaked at a preferred distance and direction/orientation. It 
was also observed that on insertion of a barrier in the room, the place cell firing 
shifted in proportion to distance from the newly formed boundary. Thus, this 
model attaches importance to environmental boundaries and distance as a 
determinant of place cell firing. Now this could be because a boundary acts as a 
reference from which distance of the place of significance can be calculated. 
Looking at this model in the post grid era, the sensory cues could provide a 
landmark and the grid firing pattern a matrix for calculation of distance of this 
landmark from the boundary in an environment. However, this model holds little 
appeal in explaining place cell firing in the post grid cell era because it does not 
take motion integration by the animal into account. 
After the demonstration of regular spatial firing patterns of the grid cells, many 
other models were proposed based on integration of grid cell firing patterns 
(integrated motor inputs) of varying spatial frequencies. Of this, the attractor 
dynamic model (McNaughton et. al., 2006) attributes place cell firing to 




The grid cells in turn are thought to integrate the distance moved along a direction 
at a particular speed to produce hexagonal spatial firing patterns. The coincidence 
of inputs from grid cells with different spatial frequencies produces place cell 
firing. However, this model suggests that the place cell fields should be multiple 
and regular as are grid cell fields which is not seen empirically.  
 
Fig. 16 [62] According to the attractor dynamic model of the place cells, each 
place cell fires (bottom right) due to summation and thresholding of inputs 
from grid cells with different spatial firing frequencies (top). In the top row 
are shown firing patterns of grid cells of different spatial frequencies whose 
summation produces a firing pattern shown on bottom right. The place cell 
fires (bottom right) only when the sum of all these inputs exceeds the 
threshold (bottom middle) of firing of the neuron. 
 
The oscillatory interference model also considers place cells to be connected 
through synapses of varying strengths to the grid cells with varying spatial firing 
frequencies. However, the place where they fire is controlled by phase resetting of 
theta as explained earlier (Section 2. E. i) c) Oscillatory interference model (OI)). 
When an external cue is encountered by the animal, the place cells fire and reset 
the phase of theta so that the grid cell inputs sum at that place.  
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Another category of models is based on networks of synapses with different 
weights connecting grid to place cells and generating place cell firing patterns 
based on learning rules like Hebbian learning, independent component analysis 
(ICA) or other competitive learning mechanisms. Some of the notable ones are 
briefly described here.  
In Solstad et. al., 2006, the authors looked at the possible phase, spacing and 
orientation of the grid cells which can combine to produce biologically plausible 
place cell firing. They also propose a gaussian profile of synaptic weights 
connecting grid cells to place cells. They propose that each place cell receives 
inputs from 100-1000 grid cells of varying spacing but similar phase and 
orientation.  
In Rolls, Stringer and Elliot, 2006, Si & Treves, 2009, the authors wanted to show 
how place cell firing patterns could be generated by a self-organizing process 
from the grid cells. For this, they used a network of 100 grid cells and 100 place 
cells. The activity from the grid cells was propagated through the feedforward 
connections to activate a winning set of cells in the place cell layer. Within the 
place cell layer, there was feedback inhibition. The grid cells had 10 different 
spatial frequencies with each frequency exhibiting 10 different phases. The initial 
synaptic weights between the grid and the place cells were set to random values. 
The synaptic weights between the two were strengthened based on activity of the 
network according to the Hebbian learning rule. This produced single but narrow 
place fields. Thus, modified associative learning rule which incorporates a short 
term memory trace of previous firing was used – called the trace rule. This rule 
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produced wider place fields which are more akin to those observed empirically. 
They also simulated 2D place field formation using the same methods. They 
observed that multiple peaks were evident in the place cell firing. They also 
observed that the time taken for learning is commensurate to the time available for 
the place fields to appear in the first instance as observed empirically.  
In Franzius, Vollgraf and Wiskott, 2007, authors have proposed the grid to place 
transformation to be achieved by simply increasing the sparsification by using 
ICA. They used 100 input grid cells and 100 output place cells. The output units 
showed a localized place field. They also refuted the slow feature analysis, 
principal component analysis and random mixtures as the possible mechanism for 
such outcome.  
In Molter & Yamaguchi, 2008, authors have shown (through Matlab simulations) 
how the place cell firing depends upon grid cell firing and theta phase precession 
which provides a precise timing for the place cell firing.  
In DeAlmeida et.al, 2009, Savelli & Kneirim, 2010, the authors have refuted 
hebbian learning or plasticity to be the mechanism of transformation from grids to 
place fields but have suggested the connectivity patterns between the two to be 
responsible for the same. They suggested that each place cell receives 1200 grid 
cell inputs and that the synaptic strengths are variable. The grid cells are of 
varying spatial frequencies and the ones connected to the grid cell are randomly 
selected. Moreover, they have suggested the role of gamma frequency inhibition 
in delineating the place fields.  
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In Cheng & Frenk, 2011, the authors derive a family of feedforward networks that 
generate the grids to places transformations. These networks have an inverse 
relationship between the synaptic weights and the grid normalized offset (as 
defined in the paper). With this map, they try to construct explicit solutions for the 
grids to places transformation with multiple spatial maps, i.e., with arbitrary 
locations either within the same or in different enclosures. These maps are 
possible because the weights are learned or assigned in such a way that a group of 
weights contributes to spatial specificity in one context but remains spatially 
unstructured in another context. Next they also show global remapping solutions 
which are useful in synaptic learning by spiking neurons. But all these models do 
not explain why multiple place fields which are formed from the grid cells do not 
have regular spacing like the grid cells and why place fields are seen in the 
absence of grid firing as in pre-weanling rats. 
Though different in their approach, all models suggest place cell firing due to 
integration of motor or sensory inputs. In a recent study Madl et. al. 2014, it has 
been contended that this integration could possibly occur in a Bayes’ optimal 
manner. We also agree with the proposal of Madl et. al. 2014, that Bayesian 
integration of inputs at the place cells is more plausible than that by summation 
and thresholding.  
 Bayesian integration of inputs at the place cell 
Bayesian integration (as used by computational neuroscientists) of inputs means 
that the information from different sources is combined by weighting information 
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from each source according to its accuracy, i.e. more precise information receives 
a higher weight. Mathematically, it can be represented as   
( | ) ( )* ( | )p x O p x p O x   (1) 
 
Where x is the animal’s location in space and O= {o1, …. oN} represents a set of 
firings of a place cell. Assuming that the p(O) is the same for all locations, from 
equation (1), we can infer that the probability of being at a location given 
observation of the place cell firing (p(x|O)) is proportional to the probability of 
being at the place (p(x)) weighted by the observed firing of place cell given the 
place (p(O|x)). Thus, realising this function needs a multiplication of different 
probability distributions. Though evidence of information integration in brain 
based on Bayesian statistics has been postulated for neuronal ensembles Knill & 
Pouget, 2004, Colombo & Series, 2012, Ernst & Banks, 2002, Kording & 
Wolpert, 2004, Ma, et. al., 2008, Zemel, et. al., 1998, Pfuhl, et. al., 2011 and 
MacNeilage et. al., 2008, for the first time, Madl et. al., 2014 have demonstrated 
its existence at the single cell level. Here, it is contended that as seen in neuronal 
ensembles elsewhere in the brain, Bayesian integration could also be the 
mechanism for integration of inputs from many sources inside single place cells. 
Madl et. al., 2014, have contended that though the results do not fit the data 
exactly, the model is simple and fits the data reasonably well. They have used 
simulations to explain integration of external cues as per the boundary vector cell 
(BVC) model. In this dissertation, we extend this concept to the GRIDSmap 
model. For testing it, we did MATLAB simulations of the animal motion in free 
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space based on the GRIDSmap model. Simulating the motion of an animal in free 
space, we obtained the grid cell firing pattern in space. The firing pattern had the 
Gaussian shape of a probability distribution suitable for implementing equation 
(1). We used another similar Gaussian distribution to represent the probability of 
sensory inputs received by the place cell. Thereafter, we performed integration of 
these probability distributions in Bayes’ optimal manner in MATLAB (code 
provided in Appendix IV). Results in Fig. 17(b) show that the integration of grid 
cell inputs in a Bayes’ optimal manner can produce a localized field which 
becomes sharper when sensory inputs are integrated (Fig. 17(c)) on to it- as 
observed empirically. We also simulated (Fig. 17(a)) place cell firing due to 
summation and thresholding of inputs from these grid cells with varying spatial 
frequencies in MATLAB. This produces multiple foci of firing for a place cell 
within an environment. The multiple foci of firing are not observed empirically.  
Hence, we also agree with the proposal of Madl et. al., 2014 that the integration of 
inputs to place cells in a Bayes’ optimal manner is more plausible than summation 
and thresholding as proposed in the original GRIDSmap and other models 
mentioned above and thus, it is applicable to the GRIDSmap model. Thus, to 
implement the function of place cells in silicon based on the GRIDSmap model 
and integration of sensory and motor information in a Bayes’ optimal manner, we 
modified the GRIDSmap model and designed and fabricated a synapse circuit 
(described in detail in section 4.B. iii) - the Bayesian integration synapse). In 
conjunction with a conductance neuron, we realized the function of the place cells 




Fig. 17 MATLAB simulation of place cell firing (a) by summation and 
thresholding of inputs from grid cells with different spatial frequencies (b) by 
integration of grid cell inputs in a Bayes’ optimal manner (c) sensory inputs 
being integrated on to those in (b). Most well defined fields, as observed 
empirically, are formed by integration of sensory and grid cell inputs in a 
Bayes’ optimal manner. 
 Conclusion 
This section provides a brief background on anatomy, empirical observations and 
computational neuroscience models of the cells of the HF – the HD, the grid and 
the place cells. In the following sections, the silicon realization of these shall be 
described.   
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3. HEAD DIRECTION CELL SYSTEM: SILICON 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The head direction cell system (Taube et. al., 1990 a, b and Zhang, 1996) is a 
collection of head direction cells, of which one of the cells fires when the head is 
pointing in its preferred firing direction (or 45 degrees thereof) which is defined 
w.r.t. sensory cues in the environment called the polarizing cues. Different head 
direction cells have different preferred firing direction. With movement of the 
polarizing cues, the preferred firing directions of all the cells moves in unison. 
This has lead the computational neuroscientists to propose that the head direction 
cell system works as an attractor dynamic network with a single bump of activity 
focused on the preferred firing direction of a head direction cell. As the animal 
moves its head around along the horizon, its vestibular system (McNaughton, et. 
al., 1991) gets activated and provides motion information to the head direction cell 
system. The latter integrates this motion information to update the current estimate 
of the head direction. This involves movement of this bump of activity to the right 
or to the left. To update the estimate of head direction from information on the 
current position and motion integration, the input signals need to come from the 
vestibular apparatus in the inner ear (primarily). This pathway from the vestibular 
apparatus to the subiculum is shown in fig. 2 in Taube, 2007 which indicates that 
to reach the post subiculum, where the head direction cells are present from the 
vestibular apparatus, the signal has to pass through at least 6 different nuclei. In 
this paper, it has also been mentioned that a visual cue could reset a cell’s 
preferred firing direction within 80ms when restoring light to the room after an 
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animal had spent a period of time moving in darkness based on a study by Zugaro 
et. al., 2003.  
As per Massoud and Horiuchi, 2012, and Corradi et. al., 2014, the head direction 
cell system has been implemented as three rings of neurons, as described in the 
attractor dynamic model (described in section 2. E. i) a)) of the head direction cell 
system, with interconnections coded in software. However, implementations of 
both these systems required 3 silicon chips, interconnected through software 
interfaces. Hence, it was expensive in terms of hardware, in addition to requiring 
software interfaces. Here, instead, we describe and present results from a silicon 
chip which implements an abstracted version of the attractor dynamic model for 
the head direction cell system, i.e., a single ring circuit, fabricated on 1/12th of the 
area of a tiny chip unit (1275mmX1275mm), can maintain the bump of activity at 
a place, and move it in a controlled fashion in either the clockwise or the anti-
clockwise direction. Moreover, if this system is integrated with other chips to 
implement the entire hippocampal formation in silicon, it can be done very 
efficiently. At least 3 different ring circuits (aligned at 120 degrees to each other) 
are needed to demonstrate the firing pattern of the grid cells. If each ring needs 3 
chips as presented in Massoud and Horiuchi, 2011, and Corradi et. al., 2014, then 
a total of 9 chips are needed. Whereas, with the system that we have designed, 
only 3 ring circuits are needed to implement the grid cell firing pattern, all of 
which can be fabricated on small portion of a single chip. To realize the firing of a 
place cell, we need inputs from grid cells of at least 3 different spatial frequencies. 
This means, 9 rings are needed, all of which can be integrated on a single chip 
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with the circuit that we have designed as opposed to the previous systems which 
needed at least 27 chips!  
 System design 
To implement the head direction cell system (Fig. 18) in silicon, we designed a 
new ring circuit which has 24 nodes. Each node on the ring represents a direction 
along the azimuth from 0-360 degrees. With 24 nodes on the ring, the resolution is 
15 degrees (360/24). The ring circuit can maintain the firing neuron position at a 
node, representing the current head direction of the animal. It can also move the 
firing neuron position around in a clockwise direction or anti-clockwise direction 
when RS (right shift) or LS (left shift) pulse signals are applied as inputs. The 
outputs are neuron numbers each of which encodes for a head direction. For 
instance, firing of neuron number 1 corresponds to 0 or 360 degrees and that of 
neuron number 12 to 180 degrees.  
 
Fig. 18 Showing design of the head direction cell system in silicon. The entire 
system was designed using one ring circuit (Fig. 20) on the stripe cell ring 
chip (Fig. 19). Inputs to the chip were provided through the FPGA (as RS or 
LS signals) or the PCB (voltage parameters) and outputs from the chip were 







Fig. 19 Micrographs of the stripe cells ring chip (a) showing the 12 rings, the 
5 bit to 24 line decoder, the 32 to 5 bit encoder and the address event 
representation (AER) circuits. (b) Zoomed in version of the same chip 





The function of the HD cell system was realized with a ring shaped circuit (Fig. 
20, Fig. 21) on a chip, called the stripe cell ring chip (Fig. 19).  
 The stripe cell ring chip 
This chip has 12 rings which are provided RS or LS signals from an FPGA 
through an on chip decoder circuit (Fig. 79). The outputs from the chip are neuron 
numbers and the ring numbers of the neurons which fire simultaneously. These 
are read using a 24 to 5 bit encoder circuit and another 12 to 4 bit AER encoder 
circuit respectively.  
The ring circuit has two parts – one is the winner take all (WTA) (Lazzaro et. al., 
1989) circuit with 24 nodes (Fig. 20) and the other is 24 integrate and fire neurons 
(IFN, Fig. 21). The WTA circuit has 24 nodes, arranged in a ring, only two of 
which are shown in Fig. 20. The rest of the nodes are similar to node 2. The first 
node is designed differently to provide two different voltages by using the reset 
signal. As per the WTA circuit, only one node wins at a time which shall 
correspond to a bump of activity at the node. The reset signal helps node 1 to be 
the initial winning node (by applying voltage V1, which is less than V2, to the 
gate of transistor M3) whenever the ring is reset. Once this node wins, it stays as 
the winner as long as the parameters RS (right shift) and LS (left shift) are held at 
0V. During this time, the M5-M6 current mirror (Fig. 20) copies the current from 
the winning node to the connected capacitor C1 which charges up to Vdd. This 
current is controlled by the cCon parameter on M13. The capacitors of the non-
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winning nodes cannot charge up due to the leak nfet (M9). The current is also 











                                                 
8The earlier version of this circuit was developed by me in the Horiuchi lab. That version did 
not have the transistor M13 and had a different W/L for M6. M13 was introduced to enable 
control over the current used to charge up the capacitor node. 
 
Fig. 20 Showing the circuit schematic of part of a ring on the stripe cell ring 
chip. Each ring circuit has 24 nodes of which two-N1 and N2 are shown here 
for clarity, the rest of the nodes were similar to node N2. As per the working 
of the WTA circuit, only one node wins at a time depending on the value of 
the parameter applied to the gate of M3 (given all the nodes are otherwise 
similar). Node N1 has provision for resetting the winning position of the ring 
circuit to N1 by application of voltage V1 to the gate of transistor M3. V1 is 
less than V2 so it makes this node the winning node whenever the circuit is 
reset. Once the winning position is set to N1, the current is copied on to the 
attached capacitor, C1 and to the integrate and fire neuron through the 
current mirrors. The capacitors attached to the non-winning nodes are 
prevented from charging up due to the leak nfet M9. To move the position of 
the winning node around the ring, the RS or the LS signals are applied to the 
gate of M11 or M10.  W/L for M4 =2.4 µm/12 µm, and for the rest, it was 2.4 
µm/2.4 µm. C1=75 fF. Capacitors were designed using poly-poly1. IFN here 
means an Integrate and Fire neuron the circuit for which is shown in Fig. 21.  
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Table 1 Showing the function of various transistors in the stripe cell ring 
circuit 
Transistor Function 
M1, M2 Reset the position of the winning node to first node N1, by applying 
V1 to it instead of V2 (V1 is less than V2). 
M3 Current source 
M7, M8 WTA circuit 
M4, M5, 
M6 
2 current mirrors 
M13 Controls current copied on to the capacitor. 
M9 Leak transistor- prevents the non-winning nodes from charging up. 
M10-M11 Pass nfets to work as switches to allow the position of the winning 
node to be shifted to the right or the left in a controlled manner. 
M12 Current for biasing 
C1 Capacitor which stores charge from the winning node and acts as a 
charge pump to shift winning position to the next node 
 
When the RS pulse is applied to the gate of M11, the charge stored in the capacitor 
C1 is transferred to the second node, N2, which starts winning and when the LS 
signal is applied to the gate of M12, node 24 becomes the winning node. Thus, the 
bump of activity in this ring can be reset to the first node, N1, held at a particular 
value for a duration of choice and moved around as is required to implement the 
head direction cell system based on the attractor dynamic network. The decoder 
was designed using 24 five input (5 bit address) NAND gates whose output and 
req/ signal were inputs to the 24 NOR gates whose outputs drive the RS and LS 
signals of the 12 rings. Details on the decoder are provided in Appendix V (Fig. 
81). For instance, to provide an LS signal to ring 1, the address bits were set to 5 
bit binary 00000 and a req/ signal (active low) was applied and to apply RS to ring 
1, the address was set to 5 bit binary 00001 and req/ signal was pulled active low. 
These generated active high LS and RS signals respectively, which were applied to 
the gates of M10 and M11 in Fig. 20.  
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Since the WTA circuits are prone to mismatch, current mirror M4-M5 (of each 
node on the ring circuit in Fig. 20) was used to copy the current back to the 
winning node (positive feedback) and help it stay winning. In this circuit, the W/L 
of M4 was kept at 1/5 so that the positive feedback is not too strong to hinder 
movement to the next node but is strong enough to overcome potential mismatch. 
Another aspect of the circuit design was that when the RS or the LS signal is 
pulled high, a lot of charge is transferred in a very short time (1 µs). This could 
cause charging of all the capacitors and uncontrolled movement of the winning 
node if M6 is wide enough. To avoid this, M13 was introduced and current 
through it was controlled by using a gate voltage parameter, cCon so that the 
capacitor charges up slowly (over 1 ms as the ring will not be moved around at a 
frequency greater than 1 kHz). The capacitor value was chosen to be 75fF so that 
it could store enough charge to overcome capacitance at the drain of M3, M4, M7 
and the gate of M8, which had to be raised above 2V to make the next node 
winning. The capacitor value could not be too high as this would have fabrication 
constraints (12 rings with 24 nodes and 24 neurons each were to be designed on 
one tiny chip unit). The reset signal was used to apply V1 to the gate of M3 




Fig. 21 Circuit schematic of the integrate and fire neuron, used to read the 
output current from each of the 24 nodes on the ring circuit. The copied 
current is multiplied 5 times (W/L of M1) and controlled by M2. The neuron 
sends an output (Rout/) when the Vmem rises and exceeds the threshold voltage 
determined by the size of M4 and M5. Rout/ signal from all the 24 neurons in 
the ring is ‘OR’ed by using a chain of pfets (M17-M41) to produce the 
ringReq signal which is processed by the AER encoder to read the ring 
number. The AER sends back an acknowledge (ringAck/) signal which 
enables the neuron number to be read by the encoder for the neuron number 
and also allows the neuron to be reset after a refractory period determined 
by the parameter Vrefr applied to the gate of M11. C1=60fF, C2=30fF, W/L of 
M1=6µm/1.2µm, M11=2.4µm/2.4µm, and for the rest=1.5 µm/1.5 µm. 













Part of the current mirror (the other transistor is M5 on the ring 
circuit- Fig. 8) which copies current from the ring circuit on to 
the IFN and multiplies it by a factor of 5 (its W/L ratio). 
M2 Controls the amount of current copied 
M3 
Leak transistor- prevents firing of neurons of the non-winning 
nodes 
M4, M5, M7, 
M8 
Inverters to amplify the output spike amplitude. 
M6 To reset the neuron. 
M9, M10, 
M12-M14 
Buffers to produce a correct logic level pulse at the required 
point. 
M16 
To route the rout/ such that the neuron number is read out only 
after the ring number has been read. 
M11 To set the refractory period. 
M17-M41 
To logically ‘OR’ inputs from all 24 neurons in a ring and 
generate a ring req if any of them is firing. 
C1, C2 
Capacitors which hold the membrane potential of the neuron for a 
while to enable its persistent firing. 
 
Current from the winning node was copied on to its corresponding integrate and 
fire neuron (IFN, shown in Fig. 21) through the current mirror formed by M5-M6. 
It multiplies this copied current 5 times (W/L ratio of the input transistor). To 
control neuronal firing, the current integrating on to the two capacitors, C1 and C2 
was controlled by cCon applied as a gate voltage to the gate of transistor M2 (IFN 
circuit). When the capacitor voltage reaches the threshold defined by the size of 
the transistors of the inverter, the neuron fires a spike, which is amplified by the 
gain of the two inverters (M4-M5, M7-M8). The feedback capacitor, C2 maintains 
the membrane potential (Vmem) for a while to enable persistent spiking. The spikes 
so generated from all 24 neurons on a ring were processed using a chain of pfets 
(M17-M41 in Fig. 21) whose drains were connected to the address event 
representation (AER) circuit (details in Appendix V-Fig. 80). The AER circuit 
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reads the ring number using a 16 to 4 encoder. Once the ring to be read is chosen, 
the ackRing/ signal is sent back and the neuron number is read using an 
orthogonally placed 32 to 5 encoder. Once the ring and neuron numbers have been 
read, the neuron is reset after a refractory period determined by Vrefr. 
 Measurement Results 
The chips were fabricated using 0.5 µm ON semiconductor process from MOSIS 
and tested using a PCB designed for each chip. The results were read using an 
Agilent MSO 6014A mixed signal oscilloscope and processed using MATLAB.  
Several measurements were performed on one of the rings on the chip to 
demonstrate its function as the head direction cell system and a central pattern 
generator. These include applying the reset signal to shift the winning node 
position to the first node (N1), applying a train of LS signals to demonstrate 
movement of the node of activity from the first node to the 24th node and so on, 
followed by application of RS signal to demonstrate movement of bump of 
activity from node 1 to 2 and so on. Parameters used for the tests to demonstrate 
the function as a head direction system were Vlk (neuron)=0.52V, cCon=4.17V, 
Vrefr=0.50V, Vleak (ring)=0.404V, V1=3.89V, V2=4.15V, Vbias=1.457V. Firstly, the 
ring was reset (N1 is the winning node) by providing a reset signal which resulted 
in applying V1 to the gate of transistor M3 in the WTA ring circuit. This 
corresponds to head direction of 0 degrees along the azimuth. If now the head 
moves by 15 degrees and then by another 15 degrees to the right, this shall be 
represented by nodes 2 and 3 of the ring respectively. Thus, the RS signal (5V 
logic high pulse of 5 µs duration) was applied twice at an interval of 3ms to move 
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the winning node position. As seen in Fig. 22, the activity of the ring is 
concentrated on N1 (0 degrees) after the reset (not shown in the figure) and shifts 























Rasters of neurons as the ring integrates velocity













Fig. 22 Chip measurement results showing neuronal firing and holding of 
bump of activity at node 1 and its shift to the right to nodes 1, 2 in a 
controlled manner when a RS pulse signal is applied. Each neuron on the 
ring corresponds to a head direction in degrees. Neuron 1 corresponds to 0 or 
360 degrees and neuron numbers 2 and 3 to 15 and 30 degrees respectively.  
Thus, the ring circuit can perform all the functions required of a head 
direction cell system, viz., holding the bump of activity at a neuron while the 
head is stationary and then moving the bump around to correspond to the 

























Rasters of neurons as the ring integrates motion to right













Fig. 23 Showing movement of the neuron numbers on the ring circuit on the 
stripe cell ring chip around in clockwise direction as a train of RS signals is 
applied to it. Each neuron number corresponds to a head direction (in 
degrees) along the azimuth. Thus, these results demonstrate movement of the 
head from 0 degrees to 180 to 330 and back to 0 degrees as a train of RS 







Now if the head moves through a complete rotation in the clockwise or 
anticlockwise direction, the estimates on the ring circuit can be correspondingly 
updated by applying a train of RS or LS signals. The results, from an application 
of a train of RS signals shown in Fig. 23, demonstrate that the activity bump shifts 
smoothly from one node to the next from N1N2…N24N1 and so on. This 
corresponds to movement of the head direction from 0 to 330 degrees through 180 
degrees. The experimental results in Fig. 24 demonstrate that the activity bump 
shifts smoothly from one node to the next from N1N24…N1N24 and so on 


















Rasters of neurons as the ring integrates left motion












0 degree 0 degree
Fig. 24 Showing movement of the neuron numbers, on the ring circuit on the 
stripe cell ring chip, around in anti-clockwise direction as a train of LS 
signals is applied to it. Each neuron number corresponds to a head direction 
(in degrees) along the azimuth. Thus, this figure demonstrates movement of 
head from 0 to 330 back to 0 through 180 degrees.  
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at each application of the LS signal. This corresponds to movement of the head 
direction from 0 to 360 degrees through 330 and 180 degrees in the anti-clockwise 
direction. The maximum frequency of the RS or the LS signal at which this ring 
can move from one node to another was observed to be 4 kHz. This was designed 
such because, as far as we understand, the biological neural systems do not require 
a frequency faster than this. The results shown in the figures demonstrate that the 
ring can maintain a stable state or bump of activity which can shift from one 
position to the next in a controlled manner as required for successful working as a 
head direction cell system.  
 Conclusion 
This section presents a novel VLSI circuit which can implement the head direction 
cell system, a type of attractor dynamic network on 1/12th of a single chip as 
compared to earlier implementations of the system which required at least 3 chips 
and a lot of software interfaces.  
The maximum speed at which unmyelinated axons (Purves, 2012) can conduct 
signals is ~ 0.5 to 10 m/s, while myelinated axons can conduct at velocities of up 
to 150 m/s. At each synapse, there is an additional delay of about 2-3 ms. Thus, 
the biological head direction cell system which receives inputs from structures, 5-
6 nuclei away from it, (assuming only 1 synapse in each of these nuclei, the length 
of the axons to be around 10 cm and that these are unmyelinated) will be able to 
receive input only after 10-18 ms (synaptic delay, 2X5 to 3X6) plus 10-20ms 
(conduction time along the unmyelinated axons), i.e., around 20-38 ms. The time 
required for updating of preferred firing direction (80 ms) as observed in Zugaro 
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et. al., 2003 is also an indication. As compared to the biological system, our 
system is capable of updating the estimates much faster – up to 0.25 ms (1/4 ms) 
as the maximum operating frequency for the ring circuit is 4 kHz. The system can 
also be operated at much lower frequencies (in the biological range ~ 50-100 Hz), 
if needed.  
The circuit has potential applications in compactly implementing spatial 
navigation and memory in robotics. Performing spatial navigation using this 
system shall allow updating the head direction based on environmental signals 
which shall make the robot learn from the environment and navigate in space 
autonomously. The ring circuit can also be used for other system implementations 
where we need a circuit with an activity node which can be moved around in a 
controlled manner. The fact that the position of the winning node can be read 
using an AER circuit provides an easy mechanism for reading the output from the 
chip which can be useful in non-neural electronic circuits as well.   
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4. THE GRID AND THE PLACE CELLS: SILICON 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Silicon implementation of the hippocampal formation could provide a mechanism 
for autonomous robotic spatial navigation as it performs similar function in 
biology. In biology, the hippocampal formation maintains the maps of the 
environment and estimates of the head direction, which are updated regularly. 
Thus, the spatial navigation based on the principles of the hippocampal formation 
enables autonomous updating. There have been prior attempts (Massoud & 
Horiuchi, 2011, 2012) at building parts of the system in silicon but none of them 
have been able to achieve the functionality fully. Therefore, in this work we 
propose silicon circuits which successfully realize the function of the HF.9  
 System description  
The schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 25. To implement the hexagonal 
firing pattern of the grid cells in silicon based on the GRIDSmap model described 
in Mhatre et. al., 2012, and the place cells based on the Bayesian integration, we 
designed and fabricated neuromorphic VLSI circuits on 3 chips, viz., the stripe 
cell ring chip, the grid chip and the place chip. Only a few circuits on each chip 
were used, therefore, in future implementations of the system, all these circuits 
can be integrated on a small area of a single tiny chip unit. Communication 
interfaces between these chips were built using encoder, decoder and AER circuits 
                                                 
9 Initially, when I was working in the Horiuchi lab, we were thinking of implementing the 
function of the grid cells using a model developed by him [90] and using 12 ring circuits. But I 
used the GRIDSmap model instead to implement the functioning of the grid cells in silicon. The 
GRIDSmap model also implements the grid cell firing pattern but using an entirely different model 
which was implemented with 3 ring circuits. 
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which were connected either directly or through an FPGA. (Note: The ring 
circuits used here are the same as those used for realization of the head direction 
cell system. However, in that system, each node on the ring circuit represented a 
direction along the azimuth while in this application, each node of the ring 
represents distance travelled in space – with all the nodes on the ring circuit 
representing 1m in the experiments performed in this dissertation work.) 
Three rings of stripe cells were aligned at 120 degrees to each other to enable 
mapping of the animal motion in space on to the three rings (as per the 
GRIDSmap model of Mhatre et. al., 2012). Mapping included calculating the 
number of the winning node on all the three rings when animal motion in space 
was being simulated. Once mapped, the neuron numbers on the three rings were 
moved to the required positions using Verilog code (for details, see Appendix II) 
implemented on the FPGA board. The resulting neuron numbers which fired on 
the ring circuit were read using the same FPGA board.  
Whenever neuron numbers 24 on all the three rings fired simultaneously, the 
FPGA sent an input pulse to a neuron-synapse circuit (grid cell 1) on the grid chip. 
Since the neuron numbers on the ring wrapped around after 1m, this resulted in 
the spatial firing frequency of 1m for the grid cell. Another neuron-synapse circuit 
(grid cell 2) on the grid chip was sent an input pulse from the FPGA when either 
neuron numbers 12 or 24 simultaneously fired on all the 3 rings. Thus, grid cell 2 
had a spatial firing frequency of 0.5m. Similarly, to obtain a spatial firing 
frequency of 0.25m, the grid cell 3 was connected to neuron numbers 6, 12, 18, 
and 24 on all the 3 rings. The output from all the 3 grid cells was connected 
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directly to the three inputs to the Bayesian integration synapse, the neuron 
attached to which produced output firing pattern like that of a place cell (based on 
the Bayesian integration model of the place cells).   
 
Fig. 25 System organization of the electronic hippocampal formation. To 
implement the firing patterns of the grid cells based on the GRIDSmap model 
and the place cells based on the Bayesian integration in silicon, circuits on 3 
different chips were used, viz., 3 ring circuits on the stripe cell ring chip, 3 
neuron-synapse circuits on the grid chip and 1 synapse-neuron circuit from 
the place chip. The preferred direction of motion integration of the 3 ring 
circuits was placed at 120 degrees to each other. As the animal motion in 
space is simulated, each position visited by the animal is projected on to the 
three axis representing the orientation of the ring circuits in space using 
trigonometric principles. This distance was converted to the neuron number 
(all 24 nodes were taken as representing 1 m movement in space) 
representing the distance travelled along the rings. To move the position of 
the winning node on each ring to that calculated, the rings were sent RS and 
LS signals from the FPGA, routed through the on chip decoder. The 
corresponding neuron numbers which fire on the ring circuits were read 
using the FPGA board. Whenever neuron number 24 on all the three rings 
fired, the neuron-synapse circuit on the grid chip was sent an input pulse. 
This resulted in spatial firing frequency of grid cell to be 1m. To obtain grid 
cell spatial firing frequency of 0.5m, another neuron-synapse circuit on the 
grid chip was sent inputs from the FPGA whenever neuron numbers 12 or 24 
on all the rings fired at the same time.  To obtain a spatial firing frequency of 
0.25m, the third synapse-neuron circuit was sent an input pulse whenever 
neuron numbers 6, 12, 18 or 24 on all the 3 ring circuits fired simultaneously. 
Output firing patterns of these grid cells were connected as inputs to the 
Bayesian integration synapse on the place chip and corresponding firing 






All three silicon chips were designed using the ON semiconductor process on a 
tiny chip unit (1275mmX1275mm) and named to reflect the function that they 
perform– the stripe cell ring chip (Fig. 19), the grid chip (Fig. 26) and the place 
chip (Fig. 30), connected through software interfaces designed in Verilog and 
implemented on a Spartan 3E digilent FPGA board.  
 The stripe cell ring chip 
The circuits on this chip have already been described in section 3 on the head 
direction cell system. The same chip was used to implement the stripe cell ring 
function of the hippocampal formation. Note that even though the same chip was 
used to perform the function of the ring of stripe cells, the function performed by 
the circuit as part of the system in section 3 is entirely different from that being 
performed here.  
 The grid chip 
The grid chip (Fig. 26, Fig. 82) has 25 synapse-neuron circuits on it. The pulse 
inputs to the synapse circuits are routed through a 5 bit to 24 line decoder and the 
outputs from the neuron circuit are read using an AER encoder. Each synapse 
circuit provides input to a neuron circuit. The synapse circuit is a second order, 
current mode, log domain circuit. The neuron circuit is that of a conductance 
neuron simplified to function as a read out neuron.  
Based on the GRIDSmap model, the grid pattern can be demonstrated with a 
single grid neuron-synapse circuit where the synapse can sum the 3 inputs and 
present it to the neuron whose threshold can be set such that it fires only when it 
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receives inputs from 3 stripe cells simultaneously. Here, the grid chip was used to 
demonstrate the hexagonal spatial firing pattern of the medial entorhinal grid cells.  
This second order synapse circuit was used here so that output to each of the 3 
consecutive pulse inputs could be coincident with magnitude proportional to the 
number of input pulses. This synapse circuit provided an excitatory input to the 
neuron circuit whose threshold could be set such that it fired only when the circuit 
received at least 3 inputs as is required to implement the GRIDSmap model of the 
grid cells. Hence, these circuits were used to implement the grid cell function. 
However, in the final implementation of the system, the coincidence detection of 
inputs (neuron numbers from the 3 ring circuits) was done using the Spartan 3E 
digilent FPGA board which sent a single input pulse to the grid cell synapse only 
if outputs from the required nodes on the three rings were coincident.  
The AER processing of outputs from different synapse-neuron circuits interfered 
with each other, which was not desirable for our system, thus, we could not use all 
the circuits on one chip. In the final system, we used the test circuit and one other 
synapse-neuron circuit on one chip and the test circuit on a second chip. Instead, if 
we had the provision for reading the neuron outputs without routing through the 
AER circuit, we could have used 3 synapse-neuron circuits from the same grid 








Fig. 26 (a) Micrograph of the grid chip showing the decoder circuit routing 
inputs to the synapse circuits and the AER circuit reading neuron numbers 
from the neurons in the array of circuits integrated on the chip. (b) Zoomed 
in version of the same chip showing the circuits in more detail. 
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In the following section, the synapse and the neuron circuits are described and 
discussed. 
 The Synapse circuit  
To achieve the delayed peak and long-lasting response (as seen in biology) that 
can vary in magnitude with the number of input pulses, the synapse circuit was 
implemented using a cascade of two first-order, low pass filters. The synapse 
circuit (Fig. 78) was intended to take inputs from the address-event representation 
(AER) system which utilizes very short pulses (< 1 sec) to transmit spikes 
between systems. Synapse circuits like those in Boahen, 1997, Chicca, Indiveri, 
2003 and Shi, Horiuchi, 2004 have shown either summation or extension of pulse 
input timing or both but not a second order shaped function response. Even though 
this synapse circuit combines control over both time and magnitude of the output 
current, there are two problems in the output being perfectly proportional to the 
inputs in this version of the second order synapse circuit- first, the currents Im1 and 
Im2 depend upon Vx and Ve respectively and second, the current is related to the 
exponent of the gate voltage in the subthreshold region of circuit operation and 
not the gate voltage directly. Therefore, we came up with another circuit (Fig. 27) 
which does not suffer from the first problem. If this circuit is operated using small 
currents with each input pulse, so that linear approximation to the exponential can 




Fig. 27 New refined circuit for the second order synapse based on that in Fig. 
78. This does not suffer from problems of the original circuit like dependence 
of input on Vx and hence, will be able to integrate more inputs while still 
producing output currents proportional to the number of input pulses. The 
voltages Vf  and Vs are used to vary the time constants and Vsyn is used to vary 
the magnitude of the output current. The sources of M4 and M5 are tied to 
voltages other than Vdd because for this circuit to work, the output current 
with each input pulse cannot be too large. The body terminals of all the pfets 














First low pass filter, M1 also changes the strength of the synapse 
circuit and M3 controls the fast time constant. 
M2, M5, 
C2 
Second low pass filter, M5 also controls the slow time constant. 
M3 Leak transistor- prevents firing of neurons of the non-winning nodes. 
M6 To convert the voltage at node Ve to current of a similar shape. 
 
The synapse circuit is a second order, log domain, current mode circuit whose 
output is a second order function when it is presented with an input spike. As is 
expected for the second order function, the output from this circuit continues to 
rise long after the actual input has ceased. When this circuit is presented with 
multiple input spikes separated by short intervals, the peak of the output current is 
proportional to the number of input spikes received. This circuit is designed to 
operate in the weak inversion region. It is triggered by a digital pulse (logic low) 
at the gate of M4, and produces an output current, Isyn at the drain of M6 which is 
connected to the neuron circuit (at the drain of M1) shown in Fig. 29. The first 
low pass filter (M1, M3, and C1) operates by producing an exponential current as 
the output which is processed by the second order filter (M2, M5, and C2) to 
produce a second order function shaped output current, Isyn.   
Qualitatively, in the absence of input (Vspk), voltage Vx has the quiescent value 
approximately 0V. As one pulse input (Vspk) is applied, it pulls Vx up to Vt1. After a 
time determined by the value of parameter Vf, the value of Vx returns to baseline 
(0V) in an exponential manner due to the capacitor C1. Since this Vx is the gate 
voltage for transistor M2, the current Im2 changes correspondingly. This current 
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pulls the Ve down exponentially and this change is integrated by the capacitor C2 
so that the Ve changes as a second order function. Since the output current Isyn 
depends on the voltage Ve, it also changes correspondingly. Since this circuit does 
not produce output current without application of input pulses (Vsyn) to it, we do 
not consider the first case (as mentioned in Appendix III for the previous second 
order synapse circuit). At rest, Vx =0, Ve =Vdd, Im1, Im2, Isyn and If are zero and the 
value of Is depends on the value of Vs. 
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Since the output current for each input pulse is given by equation (8) that due to 
multiple such pulses will be a sum of each one of them. (Note: Even though large 
signals are used here, small signal approximation to the exponential was used to 
solve equations (4) and (6) to simplify the otherwise complex calculations. This 
gives appropriate results as with each input applied to the circuit, only a small 
amount of charge is integrated on to capacitor C1 as the duration for which the 
pulse is applied is very short.) 
Results from the PSPICE simulation of this circuit are shown in Fig. 28. The 
parameters used for the test were: Vt1=3.5V, Vt2=4.5V, Vdd=5V, Vs=3.83V, 





Fig. 28 Current output from the synapse circuit (PSPICE simulation) shown 
in Fig. 27 when it is excited by an input pulse (Vspk). The results show that the 
circuit is capable of transforming a sub microsecond duration input into a 
long duration output current with the shape of a second order function. The 
output continues to rise long after the input is applied to the circuit. This is 
very similar to the kind of neural processing of input pulses which is seen in 
the biological nervous system at the level of synapses. Hence, an earlier 
version of the circuit (Fig. 78) was used on the grid chip and the LSO chip to 
perform as a synapse circuit.  
 The Neuron Circuit 
The circuit for the neuron (Fig. 29) gets the excitatory input from the synapse, 
which gets integrated on Cmem to Vx. The excitatory input pulls the Vx down to Vwe. 
The resulting Vx is compared to Vthr and if it is comparable to Vthr then the neuron 
fires. Vlk is provided to prevent the neuron from firing in the quiescent state. Rout is 
the spike generated which is the request sent to the Address Event Representation 
(AER) (Boahen, 1989) and acknowledge (ack) is the signal coming back from the 






































Fig. 29 Schematic of the neuron used to read out the response of the synapse 
circuit. The Isyn from the second order synapse circuit shown in Fig. 78 was  
connected to the drain of M3. It pulls the membrane potential of this silicon 
neuron, Vm down to Vwe. If the Vm is comparable to Vthr, then the neuron fires 
a spike, Rout, which is sent out to the AER circuit which sends back the ack 
signal which resets the neuron after a refractory period determined by the 
value of the parameter, Vrefr. The neuron is prevented from firing in the 
quiescent state by providing a small leak conductance through transistor M7. 
With no design constraints on transistor sizing, all transistors had 
W/L=2.4µm/2.4µm and Cmem=0.1pF. Capacitors were designed using poly-
poly1. Transistors M2 and M15 were provided with separate wells. Body 






                                                 
10 The earlier version of this circuit (developed jointly with Prof Horiuchi) had two extra 
transistors and performed a weighted average of the two inputs. In contrast, this circuit does not 




Table 4 Showing the function of various transistors in the neuron 2 circuit 
Transistor Function 
M2-M4, M15 To copy and scale the current received from the synapse circuit 
M7 Leak transistor to prevent neuronal firing in the quiescent state 
M8 To convert membrane potential Vm  to output current  
Cfb and 2 
invertors 
To amplify the output spike amplitude and to hold membrane 
potential at a value for a while. 
M9, M12 To reset the neuron. 
M13-M14 Buffers to produce a correct logic level pulse at the required point. 
M10 To set the refractory period 
M11 To set threshold voltage value for the neuron 
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The value of the “membrane potential” current (Im), when the excitatory input and 
input current through leak transistor are constant, can be described by the 
following equation, (obtained by solving equations (9)-(11)) 
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  (12) 
In the case where Ie is much larger than Ilk, Im becomes large (near the excitatory 
synaptic reversal potential defined by Vwe) and when Ilk is much larger than Ie, the 
membrane current will be near zero. The excitatory input pulls Im towards a 
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maximum level defined by Vwe.  The Im  in steady-state becomes a function of the  
ratio of the two conductances.  When the membrane potential  exceeds a threshold 
level, the neuron generates a logic level pulse. The interface circuits for the 
neuron to communicate with the address-event arbiter are shown along with 
circuits for the control of a refractory period (Vrefr) in Fig. 29. Here, the capacitor 
is not acting as an integrator but just delays the response to subsequent inputs so 
that response to them is not affected by that to previous inputs.  
 The place chip 
The place chip (Fig. 30, Fig. 83) has an array of 8 synapse-neuron circuits and a 
test synapse-neuron circuit. Each synapse circuit is that of a Bayesian integration 
synapse (Fig. 31) and each neuron circuit that of a simplified conductance neuron 
(Fig. 29). The inputs to the array of 8 synapse circuits are routed through a 5 bit to 
24 line decoder circuit (each synapse circuit needs 3 inputs) and outputs from the 
neuron circuits are read using the on chip AER circuit. The neuron firing is read 








Fig. 30 (a) Micrograph of the place chip showing an array of synapse neuron 
circuits, inputs to which are routed through an on chip decoder circuit and 
outputs are read out using the AER circuit. (b) Zoomed in version of the 
same chip showing these circuits more closely. 
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 The Bayesian integration synapse  
The Bayesian integration (as seen in section 2. F), when implemented in software, 
involves weighting by inverse of standard deviation and then multiplication of 
probability distributions of the different inputs. Because in a hardware 
implementation, we have actual firing rates of neurons (proportional to the 
probabilities) and not the probabilities, we need to look at how we can perform 
Bayesian integration on inputs in terms of the firing rates. Assuming the neuron to 
be Poisson (Dayan & Abbott, 2000), the probability of firing (p) of a neuron in 
terms of its firing rate (r) and time (t) (δt is a very small interval of time) 
.p r t   (13) 
Since, the rates are proportional to probabilities of firing, the multiplication of 
firing rates of different neurons is equivalent to the Bayesian integration of their 
probability distributions.    
To implement the Bayesian integration of inputs at the place cells in hardware, a 
circuit for the Bayesian integration synapse was designed and fabricated on the 
place chip (Fig. 31, Fig. 30, Fig. 83). The outputs from this synapse were 
processed using a conductance neuron (Fig. 29) fabricated on the same chip. In 
total, this chip had 9 such synapse-neuron circuits including a test circuit. The 
circuit proposed to perform Bayesian integration (coincidence detection or 
multiplication) of inputs was a current mode, sub threshold synapse circuit, based 
on the bump and the correlator circuits (Liu et. al., 2002). Thus, with the synapse 
and neuron circuits, the chip could perform Bayesian integration of inputs and 
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produce neuronal firing as output which was read using the AER circuits. This 
was used to implement the place cell firing.  
The Bayesian integration synapse circuit (Fig. 31) can perform multiplication on 3 
inputs, V1, V2 and V3 and hence, detect coincidence of inputs. If different inputs 
are provided to the gates of M10 and M11, the circuit can perform Bayesian 
integration on 4 inputs. M1 and M2 form the core of a correlator circuit and the 
rest form 2 bump circuits. Each bump circuit receives two inputs and if they are 
equal, current flows through all three limbs of the circuit. If one of the inputs to 
M9 and M10 or to M11 and M12 is greater than the other, the common mode 
voltage (at the drain of M17 and M18) rises and shuts off the Imid. When the two 
input voltages (V1=V2 or V2=V3) are equal, the Imid is given by equation (14), 
where S is the ratio between the W/L of M13 to M9, M14 to M10, M15 to M11, 
and M16 to M12. Thus, the bump circuit shall have finite Imid only if inputs to it 
are coincident and equal. For the correlator circuit (M1 and M2), equation (15) 
describes the function. Where I (M1) and I (M2) are the currents mirrored on from 
M3 and M4. Thus, the correlator circuit works only if both bump circuits have 
finite Imid. The transistor sizing for the circuit was done such that Imid = Ib/2 and 
currents through M1 and M2 are Ib. Thus, the Isyn = Ib/2. Therefore, using this 
synapse circuit, we can perform multiplication or Bayesian integration on V1, V2 
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Fig. 31 Circuit schematic for the Bayesian integration synapse based on the 
bump and the correlator circuits. The transistors M1 and M2 form the core 
of the correlator circuit which produces an output current which is 
proportional to the product of the two input currents copied to the circuit 
using current mirrors formed by M3-M1 and M4-M2. The currents Imid  in 
the two bump circuits are proportional to the inputs V1-V3 applied to the 
two circuits which in this case were firing rates from the grid cells. W/L=9.6 
µm /2.4 µm for M3, M4, M13-M16; W/L=4.8 µm /2.4 µm for M1 and M2 and 
W/L=2.4 µm/2.4 µm for the rest. Separate well was used for transistor M2 on 







Table 5 Showing the function of various transistors in the Bayesian 
integration synapse circuit. 
Transistor Function 
M1, M2 Correlator circuit 
M3-M1, M2-M4 Current mirrors 
M5, M6, M9, M10, M13, M14, M17 First bump circuit 
M7, M8, M11, M12, M15, M16, M18 Second bump circuit 
 
The neuron circuit (Fig. 29) used here was the same as that used on the grid chip 
as described above. With these two circuits, we could perform Bayesian 
integration of inputs and obtain output as neuronal firing which could be read out 
using the AER circuits. This was used to implement the place cell firing in this 
work. It could also be used for any other single neurons performing Bayesian 
integration. 
 Testing & results  
 Testing the ring of stripe cells 
The test results from this chip are shown in section 3 on the head direction cell 
system. Therefore, these are not repeated here. 
 Testing the Grid chip 
 The Synapse Circuit 
It should be noted that the synaptic current was not directly measured due to the 
lack of test equipment for high-bandwidth current measurements.  Instead, the 
gate voltage (Ve) of the output pFET (M6 of Fig. 78) was recorded and 
mathematically converted to current using I0p (6E-20A) and Κp (0.72) extracted 
from PSPICE simulations with models from the same run by MOSIS. An array of 
measurements was performed on the circuit in Fig. 78 to demonstrate the basic 
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operation of the circuit to generate the second order function shaped output 
current with control over the time constants and, to show the linearity of response 
to a burst of input spikes.  For all these tests, a single input spike, Vspk was 4V, 0.5 
µs, Vτ1 was 3.5V, and Vτ2 was 4.5V. The amplitude of Vspk was kept at 4V as that 
of Vτ1 was only 3.5V.  Other parameters are mentioned in appropriate sections. In 
the following sections: the basic second order function shaped response, different 
time constant tunings, and linear response to a burst of tightly-spaced spikes is 
demonstrated. Other tests for the circuit will be presented in section 8 on the 
lateral superior olive.   
1) Varying the time constants 
In this set of measurements, the bias voltages Vsyn, Vs and Vf  (Fig. 78) were varied 
to obtain three different time constants for the second order function shaped 
output current. Voltage parameters used in these measurements are shown in 
Table 8 in Appendix I under ‘Varying time constants’. The results shown in Fig. 
32 indicate that the time constant of the circuit can be varied from as low as 0.5 to 
as long as 50 ms. This could be further increased but is not relevant to the 
biological systems hence, was not done. This is important for our system 
implementation as this time constant is in the biologically observed range which 
can make the emulation of the biological system more appropriate. The 
computational neuroscience models also consider the synaptic output to be in the 
form of a second order response. Thus, the shape and time constant of the output 




Fig. 32. These are the measurements results from chip testing for the second 
order synapse circuit which show that with a single circuit, the time constant 
of the output current can be changed to 0.5 ms, 1ms, and 50 ms (note time 
scale for the bottom graph). This was achieved by changing the circuit 











2) Summating multiple input spikes 
 
Fig. 33. Showing results from chip measurements of the second order synapse 
circuit when different number (1-10) of input pulses were applied to it at 1 µs 
intervals. Each pulse (shown in bottom graph) was a narrow sub-
microsecond digital 4V magnitude pulse. The output currents from the 
second order synapse circuit with different number of spikes in an input 
burst are shown here. Note that the peaks of all the output currents increase 
in proportion to the number of input pulses applied and occur at the same 
time. (Baseline current has not been subtracted) 
 
As a linear filter, the response to a burst of input spikes is expected to be the 
summation of these output currents. Voltage parameters used for this test are 
shown in Table 8 in Appendix I under ‘Summating spikes’ and the circuit was 
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stimulated with different numbers of pulses in a given burst. Pulses were 
separated by 1µs. The currents for pulses 1-10 have the shape of a second order 
function as shown in Fig. 33, their peak occurs at the same time and the amplitude 
rises as a function of the number of input pulses until the current saturates. 
 
Fig.34  The results shown are from the chip measurements of the second 
order synapse circuit when it was provided different number of input (1-200) 
pulses. The peak output current increases in proportion to the  number of 
spiking inputs in the burst. A comparison with the simulation shows a trend 
towards saturation as the circuit moves out of the subthreshold region of 
operation.  (Note: the baseline current was subtracted from all datapoints.)   
 
The graph in Fig.34 shows the peak current for each run (1-200 in increments of 
five for each subsequent measurement) as this is expected to rise in proportion to 
the number of pulses. Note that the baseline current of ~40 pA was subtracted 
from all currents in plotting the graph. In addition to the currents measured from 
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the circuit, Fig.34 also shows the expected peak currents for different number of 
inputs from simulations using equation (39). For the simulation, the peak current 
increases in proportion to the number of input spikes as expected. However, the 
measured values show a weakly sub-linear rise with saturating behaviour because 
with increasing number of inputs, the Ve decreases to an extent that the circuit 
leaves the subthreshold region. 
 The Neuron Circuit 
 
Fig. 35  These are chip measurement results from testing of neuron 2 circuit 
when different inputs were applied to it directly (without routing them 
through the synapse circuit). Results are spiking outputs from the neuron 
circuit which shows that as the threshold voltage rises, the inter-spike 
interval also rises. (a) Vthr=0.55V, (b) Vthr =0.60V, (c) Vthr=0.64V. 
 
This section describes testing of the standalone test neuron circuit (Fig. 29) on the 
chip, with provision to apply direct voltage inputs for its proper function. Here, 




Response of the neuron to different threshold voltages























Rout was recorded at different values of threshold voltage, Vthr=0.55, 0.60, 0.64V 
using the oscilloscope. Other parameters were set to values shown in Table 9 in 
Appendix I row labelled ‘Initial measurements’. The results shown in Fig. 35 
indicate that the neuron is working properly and that the spike frequency is 
inversely proportional to the threshold voltage.  
 Testing the place chip: the Bayesian integration synapse 
The place chip was fabricated using 0.5 µm ON semiconductor technology and 
tested using a test PCB customized for the chip. The results were measured using 
the Agilent MSO 6014A mixed signal oscilloscope. The following parameters 
were used for the neuron circuit (Fig. 29): Vwe=4.1V, Vrefr=4.1V, Vthr=0.50V, 
Vleak=4.41V, and for the Bayesian integration synapse circuit (Fig. 31): Vbias=1.5V, 
V1, V2 and V3 were varied depending on the test. The resultant output of the 
neuron in each case was recorded using the oscilloscope. Firstly, the correct 
operation of the circuit was demonstrated by providing only one, two or all three 
(V1, V2 and V3) inputs (1 µs, 5V pulse input at 1 kHz) to the circuit while holding 
the others at ground. Results shown in Fig. 36 indicate that the neuron fires only 
when all the inputs are coincident on it and for a duration thereafter determined by 
the parameter Vrefr. Secondly, all the 3 inputs were provided simultaneously but 
their pattern was changed from square to ramp and sinusoidal (5V peak to peak 




Fig. 36 Shows the results from chip measurements of the Bayesian integration 
synapse when it is provided with three inputs. (a) and (b) Showing that 
neuronal firing is absent when all the three inputs (V1, V2 & V3) are not 
coincident (c) but appears as soon they are. In (c), the firing of the neuron is 
persistent because of the feedback capacitor but it can be reduced to the time 
of inputs precisely by changing the value of the parameter Vrefr. 
 
The results shown in Fig. 37 indicate that the synapse circuit can perform 
Bayesian integration for a variety of inputs and not just pulses because the neuron 
output is present only when all the three inputs are applied to the circuit but is zero 
otherwise.  Thirdly, three inputs of different frequencies viz., 1 kHz, 500 and 250 
Hz, and 5V peak to peak, were applied to the synapse circuit and the 
corresponding neuronal output was recorded. Similar tests were done using 
square, sine and ramp inputs (with no offset). Results shown in Fig. 38 show that 
the circuit responds only when all the three inputs to it are coincident and not 









Fig. 37 Results from the chip measurements on the Bayesian integration 
synapse showing that the ramp and the sinusoidal inputs (no offset) produce 
the same results as those for the square pulses as long as all the inputs to the 
synapse are coincident. The firing of the neuron is persistent because of the 
feedback capacitor but it can be reduced to the time of inputs precisely by 
changing the parameter Vrefr. 
Fig. 38 Chip measurement results from application of three different inputs 
(no offset) of three different frequencies to the Bayesian integration synapse 
circuit show that the circuit can produce output which is proportional to the 
product of the inputs as required for Bayesian integration of the inputs. The 
firing of the neuron is persistent because of the feedback capacitor but it can 










To demonstrate the function of the hippocampal formation in silicon based on the 
GRIDSmap model of the grid cells (section 2.E. i) b)) and the Bayesian 
integration (section 2. F), we used the chips described above, connected in the 
system described above (section 4. A)). Custom test PCBs (Fig. 39) were designed 
to test these chips, and software interfaces for communication between the chips 
were designed using Verilog, implemented on a Spartan 3E digilent FPGA board. 
The output was recorded using Agilent MSO 6014A mixed signal oscilloscope 
and then processed in MATLAB. Firstly, the animal’s motion in straight line 
Fig. 39 Showing the complete system for the silicon implementation of firing 
patterns of the grid and the place cells which was tested with 6 chips (3 stripe 
cell ring chips, 2 grid chips and one place chip) and an FPGA board 
connecting the chips through software interfaces. However, only a few 
circuits on each chip were used for the silicon implementation of the system. 
Thus, in future implementations of the same, all the circuits can be 
integrated on a single chip. 
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along the preferred direction of a ring of stripe cells, secondly that along a circle 
and finally that in open space was coded in Verilog to provide inputs to the 3 
stripe cell rings. Parameters used for these tests are shown in Table10 in Appendix 
I.  
 Motion in straight line 
When an animal moves in a straight line along the preferred direction of one of 
the rings of stripe cells (ring1), then according to the GRIDSmap model, the 
position of the winning node will change only on ring1 while that on other two 
will remain stationary. Thus, to observe the grid and the place cell firing in 
response to movement along a straight line, a right shift (RS) signal was provided 
to one of the rings while the winning nodes of the other two were held at node 24 
(Verilog code can be seen in Appendix II). The neuron numbers on the three rings 
were read using the FPGA board. Whenever neuron numbers 24 on all the three 
rings fired simultaneously, grid cell 1 was sent an input pulse by the FPGA. 
Similarly, when neuron numbers 12 and 24 fired on all the three ring circuits 
simultaneously, grid cell 2 was sent an input pulse and whenever neuron numbers 
6, 12, 18 or 24 on all the three rings fired simultaneously, grid cell 3 was sent an 
input pulse from the FPGA. Since, all 24 neurons on the ring represent 1 m 
movement in space (along their preferred firing direction), the spatial firing 
frequency of grid cell 1 was 1m, that of grid cell 2 was 0.5m and that of grid cell 3 
was 0.25m. Output from these three grid cells was connected directly to the inputs 
of the Bayesian integration synapse circuit and the corresponding firing of the 
neuron (neuron 2) connected to it was recorded. This represents the place cell 
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firing. Chip measurement results read using the mixed signal oscilloscope and 












































Fig. 40 Chip measurement results from the silicon implementation of the grid 
and the place cell as the animal motion along the preferred firing direction of 
one of the ring of stripe cells was simulated. In this case, a train of RS signals 
was applied to one of the rings while the winning neuron position on the 
other two was held at neuron number 24. As shown in the top graph, the 
position of the winning node on ring 1 moved around from 1 to 24 and back 
to 1 over and over again. The numbers of neurons which fired on all the 3 
rings were read using the FPGA board. Whenever neuron numbers 24 on all 
the rings fired, an input pulse was sent to grid cell 1 which fired as shown in 
the second graph from top. Similarly, whenever neuron numbers 12 and 24 
on all the rings fired, an input pulse was sent to the grid cell 2 which fired as 
shown in the third graph from top and whenever neuron numbers 6, 12, 18 
or 24 on all the rings fired, an input pulse was sent to the grid cell 3 which 
fired as shown in the fourth graph from top. The place cell (bottom graph) 
fired only when all inputs to it were coincident. Note that the firing of two of 
the grid cells is from 0 to 5V while that of Gridcell2 is from 5-0V because it 
was being read through the AER while the rest were being read directly. 
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The top subplot in the figure shows the movement of ring number 1 from one 
node to the next and its wrapping around, to repeat the pattern over and over. The 
neuron numbers of only ring1 (which is being moved around) are shown. This 
number is moving from 12….. 23241 and so on. The results shown 
in subplots 2-4 are the neuronal outputs from the three grid neurons which have 
different spatial firing frequencies as required by the GRIDSmap model. These in 
turn form inputs to a place neuron, routed through the Bayesian integration 
synapse. The bottom subplot shows that the place cell fires only when inputs to it 
are coincident from all the three grid cells, else it does not. Based on the chip 
results, projections were made for motion over longer distances in the x-y plane 
and plotted in MATLAB (Fig. 41). Results shown indicate that the system 
implementation in silicon can correctly track the position and motion of the 







 Motion in a circle 
To measure the place cell firing as the animal motion in a circle is simulated, node 
position on rings of stripe cells for 12 points in space was calculated. The points 
used are shown in Fig. 42 – 6 points were located on the axes (aligned along the 
preferred firing directions of the rings) and 6 half way between these but on the 
circle. Using the GRIDSmap model, the corresponding position of the winning 
nodes along the three rings was calculated. These node numbers were [24, 24, 24] 
for the six points shown in the figure and [22, 22, 24], [24, 22, 22] or [22, 24, 22] 
for the other 6 positions on the circle which were exactly half way between these 



























































Fig. 41 Showing extrapolation of the grid and the place cell firing (*) patterns 
and their MATLAB plot as the animal motion along the preferred firing 
direction of a ring is simulated. This indicates that we could successfully 
implement the firing patterns of both the grid and the place cells in silicon 
using our system as predicted by the computational models used here. Actual 
measurements from the chip are shown in Fig. 40. 
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points. Based on these calculations, the position of winning nodes on the three 
rings was shifted by providing LS or RS signals to the ring from the FPGA (details 
of the Verilog code can be seen in Appendix II). As the rings were moved, the 
neuron numbers of the winning nodes were recorded. If the neuron numbers of all 
the rings were 24, then the synapse of grid cell1 was sent a spike as a result of 
which it fired. Similarly, spike inputs were sent to grid cell2 if either of the neuron 
numbers 12 or 24 and to grid cell3 if either of the neuron numbers 6, 12, 18 or 24 
from all the rings fired simultaneously. Since, the neuron numbers 6, 12 or 18 on 
the rings did not fire in this case, all the three grid cells as well as the place cell 
firing had similar spatial scaling (as shown in Fig. 43). Measurement results in 
Fig. 43 show (a)-(c) the neuron numbers corresponding to each time step when 
they were read by the FPGA. The system produced grid cell firing patterns of 
same frequency (d)-(f). Different spatial frequencies will be seen if the radius of 
the circle was changed from 1m to 0.5m or 0.25m. The place cells fired only when 
all the grid cell inputs to them were coincident. Hence, this system can correctly 
track the motion of the animal using place and grid cell firing patterns. The results 
obtained from chip measurements were plotted in MATLAB as shown in Fig. 42 
which shows that the system can correctly code and decode information and 










Motion of the animal in a circle


















Fig. 42 Showing decoding of place information from the measured firing 
patterns of the place cell and grid cell firing (*) when animal motion along a 
circle of radius 1 m is simulated. This is a plot in Matlab based on the data 
obtained from the chips (Fig. 43). This is plotted in the x-y plane and shows 
that our system is capable of correctly decoding position information from 
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Fig. 43 Shows chip measurement results from the system implementation of 
the grid and the place cell firing patterns in silicon. In this case, animal 
motion along a circle of radius 1 m was simulated. The corresponding neuron 
positions on the three rings were calculated and obtained by providing inputs 
through the FPGA. (a)-(c) Movement of winning node along the 3 stripe cell 
rings as the animal moves along a circle (neuron numbers of the 3 rings are 
shown). Also seen are (d)-(f) the corresponding firing patterns of 3 grid cells 
and that of a (g) place cell, recorded using a mixed signal oscilloscope.  Note 
that the firing of two of the grid cells is from 0 to 5V while that of one of 
them (e) goes from 5-0V because that was being read through the AER while 
the rest were being read directly. This also shows that our system is capable 




 Motion in open space 
To cover the entire space with animal motion, we simulated motion of the animal 
along one axis for 1/4 m, then along an axis perpendicular to this one for 1/2 m, 
and repeated this pattern over and over. So the animal’s position at representative 
points for all places in space was mapped on to the 3 stripe cell rings. For this, 
firstly ring 1 was moved 6 positions to the right, then its position was held there 
while that of rings 2 and 3 was shifted 6 positions to the right. This pattern of 
movement along the rings was repeated over and over. Thereafter, using the 
software interface in FPGA (Verilog code is provided in Appendix II), the first 
grid cell was connected to neuron numbers 2, 8, 14 and 20 of each ring, second 
grid cell to neuron numbers 2 and 14 and the third grid cell to neuron number 2 of 
each of the rings. The place cell fired only when it received inputs from all the 
three grid cells. Detailed grid firing pattern of different spatial frequencies and 
that of the place cell was projected to the entire space and plotted in MATLAB. 
This is shown in Fig. 44. One snippet of the recordings from the 3 chips, as seen 
on the oscilloscope and later processed in MATLAB, is shown in Fig. 45. This 
shows the movement of neuron numbers on the three rings around repeatedly. (a)-
(c) Firstly, the neuron numbers on all the rings were shifted to neuron number 2, 
then those on ring 1 were shifted 6 positions to the right, followed by movement 
of neuron numbers on rings 2 and 3, by 6 positions to the right. (d)-(f) show that 
due to the connectivity pattern built using software interfaces designed on the 
FPGA board, three different spatial firing frequencies for the three grid cells were 
obtained, which were connected to the place cell through the Bayesian integration 
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synapse to provide (f) place cell firing pattern. These results demonstrate that we 
could successfully achieve the function of the hippocampal formation based on 
the models with these 3 chips/circuits in silicon.  
 
Fig. 44 MATLAB plots showing the grid and the place cell firing (*) 
extrapolated in the x-y plane from that recorded from the chips (Fig. 45) as 
the animal motion in open space is simulated. These results show that the 
grid cell firing patterns of different spatial frequencies could be achieved and 
that the place cells fire only when inputs from all the grid cells are coincident 
on it. This implies that our system is correctly implementing the grid and the 










































































Fig. 45 Measurement results from 3 stripe cell rings, 3 grid cells and one 
place cell when animal motion in open space is simulated. (a)-(c) Neuron 
numbers of the 3 stripe cell rings change repeatedly as the animal moves 
around in space. (d)-(f) The results show firing of grid cells at regular 
intervals with different scaling. Note that the firing of two of the grid cells is 
from 0 to 5V while that of one of them (e) goes from 5-0V because that was 
being read through the AER while the rest were being read directly. (g) The 
place cell fires when it gets inputs from all the grid cells simultaneously. 
Thus, our system can produce the grid and the place cell firing patterns as 




In this section, integration of 3 silicon chips, fabricated using 0.5 µm ON 
semiconductor technology, into a system which mimics the spatial navigation 
function of the hippocampal formation based on the GRIDSmap model and the 
Bayesian integration was demonstrated. With the circuits on the chips, we could 
realize the function of the stripe cells ring which could perform motion 
integration. Three stripe cells from these rings were connected to a grid neuron 
through a second order synapse circuit to demonstrate firing patterns with a spatial 
frequency of 1m.  
Multiples of this frequency were obtained by connecting more stripe cells with 2 
other grid cells. Thus, we could demonstrate the hexagonal firing patterns of the 
entorhinal cortex grid cells with different spatial frequencies as per the 
GRIDSmap model. As far as our knowledge of the literature, this is the first such 
demonstration of grid cell firing in silicon. Further, we extended the idea of the 
Bayesian integration as a possible mechanism for input integration at a place cell 
(based on the GRIDSmap model). To implement it in silicon, we designed and 
fabricated a circuit which can perform Bayesian integration and demonstrated 
results from chip measurements. Hence, in this work, we could demonstrate the 
working of the entire hippocampal formation from the perspective of the 
GRIDSmap model and the Bayesian integration in silicon. This system is capable 
of learning new paths (by changing connections between stripe cells and grid 
cells) and encoding for the animal’s position in space by storing firing patterns of 
ensembles of place cells. 
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However, this implementation is only as close to empirical observations as the 
models on which it is based. Since the models have been able to describe grid cell 
spatial firing pattern (as observed empirically) reasonably well, our system could 
effectively produce grid spatial firing pattern based on motion integration. The 
models and, more so, the empirical data has not provided enough insights into a 
valid model for place cell firing which can explain all the empirical observations 
regarding place cell firing. Moreover, there has been debate on whether place cells 
integrate only the motor or both motor and sensory inputs. As such, this 
implementation includes integration of motor inputs (through grid cells) to current 
estimate of position of the animal in space to update the estimate. As such, the 
mapping of place in the environment and that of place cell firing is not strictly one 
to one. It will be possible only if we have a more robust model of the place cells. 
As such in this dissertation work, section 6, we propose a novel sensori-motor 
model of the hippocampal place cells which describes their firing patterns more 
closely to those observed empirically.  
Moreover, the system, like any other prior implementation or like those in 
biology, suffered from drift due to noise, mismatch, etc. We devised a simple 
system (described in detail in section 5) for repeatedly resetting the rings to node 1 
to take care of that issue. Thus, our system could perform path integration and 
spatial mapping accurately over extended periods of time and space.  
Here, we had to use several chips because the system was designed based on the 
PSPICE simulations which have their limitations. However, chip measurement 
results brought forth limitations in operation of the circuits due to problems in 
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reading addresses in the correct order through the AER. In future versions, the 
entire system can be built on a single chip as only 1 or 2 circuits from each of the 
chips were being used. This could save chip area. The software interfaces can also 
be replaced by hardware connections which can speed up implementation and 
reduce the footprint but this will not allow the system to be flexible.  
The system has potential applications in implementing autonomous robotic spatial 





5. ERROR CORRECTION IN THE SYSTEM  
As is true of the biological systems and for the artificial systems inspired by the 
biological systems, our system is also prone to drift over time due to mismatch 
and noise. This drift in the system is a problem because the errors accumulate over 
time and eventually, the system cannot perform as expected. Biological systems 
have their own mechanisms to correct for it and maintain correct estimate of the 
position while performing under such noisy conditions. However, the systems 
engineered based on the biological systems need to be especially provided with 
such mechanisms. One such system which depended upon memory of space and 
matching it to current arrangement was designed and described in Massoud & 
Horiuchi, 2011. This required storing past estimates of the position in memory, 
implementing which has a software and possibly, hardware overhead. In this 
work, we describe a novel mechanism to perform error correction over time which 
utilises in built hardware rather than hardware-software interface. To achieve this, 
we introduced a mechanism to reset the system. By periodically resetting the 
system, the problem of drift could be taken care of and the system continued to 
perform correctly over a longer duration of time. This reset could be effected 
using the same software interface that we built to demonstrate the function of rest 
of the system, i.e., in Verilog on Spartan 3E FPGA board. Thus, this system 
provides the same function, does not need stored memory for estimates of 




 System description 
Each stripe ring circuit (Fig. 20) was based on the winner take all (WTA) circuit, 
with 24 nodes in each ring. As per the principles of the WTA circuits, only one 
node wins at a given time and this was used to represent the projection of the 
animal’s position in space along the ring’s preferred direction. The rings of stripe 
cells receive information (through software interface built on FPGA) about 
position of the animal in the environment projected on to their preferred direction 
using the trigonometric principles mentioned in Mhatre et. al., 2012. At the time 
of starting the circuit operation, the position of the winning node was reset to node 
1 by pulling the reset parameter on the circuit to 0V. Thereafter, the position of 
the winning node was moved around the ring to register the animal’s position in 
space by using short pulses as RS/LS signals to transistors M10 and M11 in the 
schematic shown in the figure. The current from the winning node was copied to 
an integrate and fire neuron (Fig. 21) through a current mirror. The address of this 
neuron was read using the AER circuits.  
One node on each ring was connected to a grid cell represented by synapse-neuron 
circuits. Thus, the grid cell so connected fires spikes only when the neurons on the 
nodes connected to it, fire simultaneously which according to the GRIDSmap 
model occurs at regular intervals in space. These regular intervals occur at the 
corners of an equilateral triangle. 3 different spatial firing patterns on 3 different 
grid cells were demonstrated by connecting 2 or 3 or 4 nodes of the rings to each 
grid cell. Connections between rings of stripe cells and grid cells were also 




on to a place cell through a Bayesian integration synapse. Thus, the place cell 
fired only when all the grid cells fired simultaneously. The connections from grid 
chip to place chip were routed through wires connecting one chip to the next. We 
demonstrated the working of this system when the animal is moving along a 
straight line, in a circle or in open space. This was done by calculating the 
projection of the animal position in environment on to the 3 rings and then moving 
the winning node of the ring around in a controlled manner using software 
interfaces built in Verilog and implemented on the FPGA board. For instance, to 
simulate the animal movement in a circle, we calculated the projection of 12 
points on the circle in space, onto the three rings as node positions. To implement 
this, all the rings’ winning nodes were reset to node 1. Then, the position of the 
winning node was moved to 24 for all the rings. After this initial setting, the 
position of nodes was shifted repeatedly through the node numbers mentioned in 
the given order. During movement of the rings in a controlled manner, right shift 
or left shift signals and req/ signals were provided through the decoder to the 
rings. These were very narrow pulses (0.5 µs long) at 1 ms intervals. As the nodes 
fired, their numbers were read using the FPGA board and when node numbers of 
all the rings were 24, the grid cells received a spike input. As a result, all the grid 
cells fired and resulted in firing of the connected place cells. These allowed the 
system to correctly integrate motion to update position estimates over a period but 
not forever due to mismatch and noise. Without using the error correction 




movement of the animal in space, the estimates drifted. Over a time, the drift 
became so severe that the system could not work as desired. 
 Results 
For demonstrating the error correction over a period, the animal motion along a 
circle was simulated on the system and measurements from the chips were 
obtained using the Agilent MSO 6014A mixed signal oscilloscope. The 
measurement results were processed in MATLAB and are presented here. Fig. 43 
shows the correct estimate of position as indicated by the correct spatial firing 
frequency of the grid and the place cells when the animal motion along a circle 
was being simulated as described above. This was observed both before the 
system suffered from drift and after the system was corrected for drift using the 
reset mechanism.   
After a few minutes of correct path integration, the system estimate of the 
animal’s position in space as depicted by position of the winning node on the 3 
rings, drifted. One such instance of the drift is shown in Fig. 46. Here, instead of 
moving between neuron numbers 24 and 22 (as calculated), the winning node 
moves between 7 and 8 or 15 and 16 or 24 and 0. And as expected, this leads to 
loss of firing of the grid and the place cells.  To overcome this problem, the rings 
were provided with a mechanism to reset the winning node back to the first node 
as was at the beginning of the path integration. This was done in anticipation of 
this problem and was implemented by providing a mechanism for the same as 





Fig. 46 Shows the results from chip measurements of the silicon 
implementation of the grid and the place cell firing patterns when animal 
motion in a circle was simulated over a period of time. After integrating 
motion information correctly (as shown in Fig. 43) for around 60 s, the 
system accumulates error and stops functioning. (a)-(c) Neuron number 
positions after the system has accumulated error for long enough (in the 
absence of reset) move between (a) 16 and 15, (b) 20 and 0 and (c) 8 and 7 
instead of between 22 and 24 as seen in Fig. 43. As a result of this, the grid 
(e)-(g) and the place cell firing (d) stops as they do not receive inputs from the 
cells to which they are connected. This was fixed by resetting the ring circuit 
to neuron number 1 at regular intervals.  





























































It was implemented using software code in Verilog, implemented on the FPGA 
board. As the system was integrating motion of the animal in space and updating 
the estimate of its current position, the system provided reset signal to the chip at 
intervals of 50 s. As a result, the system was restored to its correct orientation and 
started integrated movement to update current position estimates as shown in Fig. 
43. Thus, with a simple reset mechanism repeated at regular intervals, the system 
could perform path integration correctly and over extended periods of time as is 
desirable for autonomous robotic spatial navigation. This also did not require 
additional software implementation overhead. 
 Conclusion 
The problem of error accumulation and drift due to noise or mismatch is common 
in biological systems and engineering systems inspired by biological systems. 
This section demonstrates one such error correction scheme for a bio-inspired 
system, the hippocampal formation. This scheme is based on resetting the system 
at regular time intervals so that error does not accumulate further and whatever 
has accumulated is corrected for. As seen in the results section, if the system was 
not reset, it accumulated so many errors that it stopped working in the desired 
manner. However, as soon as it was reset, it started working as desired and could 
perform path integration and update the current estimate of position of the animal 
in space correctly. Advantages of this correction mechanism are that it does not 
need additional sensory or motor inputs from the environment or any recourse to 
information stored in memory, and that it can be implemented using the same 




However, it could potentially cause delay in processing information due to the 
time spent on periodic resetting of the system. In short, the system has an ability 
to implement an important error correction scheme using a simple in built 





6. THE SENSORI-MOTOR MODEL OF PLACE CELLS  
As was observed in section 2 on the Hippocampal formation, the place cell firing, 
as described theoretically by the GRIDSmap model and the Bayesian integration 
does not produce firing patters as observed empirically. Thus, a further study of 
the literature and currently prevalent models was done and based on these, a new 
sensori-motor model of the place cell firing is proposed and presented here.  
 Problems with the current models of the place cells 
There is dissonance between the models and empirical observations.  
Firstly, if the place cell firing was due to summation and thresholding of inputs 
from the grid cells with different spatial frequencies, then all the place cells should 
exhibit multiple regular firing fields, however, only multiple but not regular fields 
have been observed for the place cells.  
Secondly, Witter et. al., 1984, 1989 demonstrate connections of dorsal entorrhinal 
cortex (ERC) to dorsal hippocampus and the temporal ERC to the temporal 
hippocampus which means that place cells cannot get inputs from grid cells with 
different spatial firing frequencies as required for these models.  
Thirdly, some of the post-grid cell era models suggest place cell activity based 
only on the grid cell inputs while empirically, the place cell firing has been seen in 
the absence of the grid cell activity in early development (Langston et. al., 2010, 
Wills et. al., 2010) or when the medial septum is inactivated (Brandon et. al., 
2011, 2014, Koenig et. al., 2011), meaning that grid cell inputs are not vital to 




Fourthly, the pre grid era models emphasize a lot on sensory inputs alone as the 
possible reason for place cell firing which is defied by empirical observations.  
Fifthly, the episodic memories have been documented to have a context, i.e., they 
vary depending upon the place of prior events (Hasselmo, 2012). For instance, if 
an animal enters an environment from a particular direction, the spatial location 
will be encoded in memory differently from when it enters the same environment 
from a different direction. Moreover, the events are remembered in a sequential 
manner while none of these models takes context into account.  
Therefore, in this section we wish to present the sensori-motor model explaining 
place cell firing based on optimal integration of both sensory (visual, auditory, 
olfactory, etc.) and motor inputs (processed through the head direction and the 
grid cells) and only none or suboptimal firing otherwise.  
 Evolutionary differences 
In the animals without binocular vision, the position of an object could not be 
identified by visual inputs alone. Hence, this could be done by spatial mapping of 
the entire environment by the medial entorhinal cortex grid cells as the animal 
moves around in space. The grid cells update the estimate of animal position in 
space by integrating the motor inputs to update the estimate of current position of 
the animal. Information about the heading direction is provided to the grid cells by 
the head direction cells. And that of distance by motion integration along the rings 
of the head direction cell system. Thus, the grid cells provide a matrix spanning 




objects visible to the eyes. Thus, the place cells integrate the processed motor and 
sensory information.  
In animals with binocular vision, even though the estimate of position could 
primarily be performed by visual inputs, place cells could still perform the 
function of encoding it in memory. Moreover, the processed motor information 
from the grid cells could also be integrated with the sensory inputs at the place 
cells to reduce error in estimation of a place. Evidence in support of the above 
could be the poorer visual abilities of the rats and that phylogenetically, 
hippocampus is a more primitive part of the brain. It is less developed relative to 
other brain areas (cortex) in animals with binocular vision because its function of 
spatial estimation is almost ‘overtaken’ by the visual information processing 
centres (occipital, parietal etc.). This could also explain why humans have little 
problems in spatial navigation but significant problems in formation of new 
episodic memories while rodents have more problems in spatial navigation when 
the hippocampus is malfunctioning or removed.  
 The sensori-motor model 
 Place cell firing 
We propose that each place cell fires based on Bayesian integration (Madl et. al., 
2014) of both sensory inputs (from vision, auditory, olfaction etc.) and processed 
motor inputs from a single grid cell (Fig. 47). Based on the connectivity pattern of 
the medial ERC and the hippocampus (Witter, et. al., 1984, 1989) we propose that 




corresponding position along the dorso-ventral axis. We also propose that the 
place cell does not receive direct input from this grid cell but through a ring of 
intermediate neurons. This ring is similar to the HD cell system, in which neurons 
are connected in rings, which perform path integration (because on movement of 
the orienting visual cue, the orientation of all the grid cells changes in the same 
direction). The grid cell outputs are also processed by this ring of intermediate 
neurons. Thus, as the grid cell attached to the ring fires, the neuron position along 
this ring moves. This converts 2D firing of the grid cell into a 1D motion along 
the ring which helps keep track of how many grid cell firings have occurred along 
the path followed by the animal (Fig. 47 (a)). According to our model, when the 
animal first enters a new environment, the place cell is reset and is not connected 
to any of the neurons in this ring. However, the place cell can fire due to the 
sensory inputs incident on it. Thus, by hebbian learning, it forms synaptic 
connections to the intermediate neuron in the ring which is firing at the same time. 
Thus, when the animal visits the same environment, this place cell fires again due 
to either one or a combination of motor and sensory inputs. Since this integration 
at the place cell occurs in a Bayes’ optimal manner the place cell firing is stable 
and optimal when it receives both sensory and motor inputs and suboptimal 
otherwise. This can also explain empirical evidence from studies where the place 
cell firing has been observed in the absence of the grid cell firing or the sensory 
inputs alone as described in the section on empirical evidence.  
Since the grid cell firing wraps around along the ring of intermediate neurons, the 




time as the neuron in the ring of intermediate neurons which it gets connected to. 
Thus, the place cells can produce repeated firing in the same environment (as 
observed empirically) and this firing need not have a regular pattern, as that of the 
attached grid cell, as in the optimal case, it depends on both the grid and the 
sensory inputs and not on the grid firing alone.  
Since the ring of intermediate neurons will advance in position based on number 
of firings and not the direction of grid cells, the place cell firings could be multiple 
but not necessarily at regular intervals. This shall also provide context. For 
instance, if the animal traverses a different route to reach the same place, the place 
shall be identified as different even in the presence of visual inputs because the 
number of firings between entering a new environment and reaching the point of 















Fig. 47 Schematic representation of the sensori-motor model of the 
hippocampal place cells. According to this model, each place cell is connected 
to (a) only one grid cell with a particular spatial firing frequency. As the 
animal moves around in space, the grid cell fires as described by the 
GRIDSmap model. (b) The number of firings of the grid cell are integrated 
by a ring of intermediate cells. The place cell receives inputs from the grid 
cell after they have been integrated by a ring of intermediate cells. (c) Also, 
the place cell combines the sensory inputs with motor inputs from the 
connected grid cell. Whenever the animal enters an environment, the place 
cell and the position of the ring of intermediate neurons reset. As the animal 
gets sensory inputs which define the place to be signficant enough to merit 
place cell firing, the place cell fires. Through hebbian learning, connections 
develop between the place cell and the simultaneously firing neuron on the 
ring of intermediate cells. Whenever the animal enters the environment 
again, even in the absence of sensory inputs, it can fire sub optimally because 
of its connections to the neuron in the ring of intermediate neurons. This 





Another important question is why do we need several grid cells if only one was 
enough to provide a matrix for the entire space? All the grid cells get similar 
motion information from the environment with a phase shift w.r.t. each other. 
Thus, inputs from multiple grid cells could be used for calculating time between 
two events and storing it in memory. Moreover, by having different spatial firing 
frequencies, they could help in localizing objects of different sizes in the same 
environment.  
Empirical observations in rats also show that place cell firing fields become bigger 
in bigger environments while grid fields become more numerous. This may or 
may not be true in animals with binocular vision though. Our model could explain 
this also because if the place cells were to fire based on a combination of the 
visual and the motor inputs, and the visual inputs are to be from a rat eye, then the 
bigger the environment, the rat eye could make image of each object bigger. This 
is contrary to what we would expect based on our own visual experience but it 
could be true if that is how the rat eye responded to changes in its environment. 
For instance, if a rat could detect the distance of the corner of the enclosure by 
motion parallax, then it could perhaps adjust the focal length of its lens 
commensurate to this distance – could be a behavioural adaptation of a rat to its 
environment (we are unable to explain why). But if this occurred, then the place 
fields which are based on the Bayesian integration of both visual and sensory 
inputs will become bigger as the animal is placed in a bigger environment while 




 Path Retrieval 
According to our model, the place cell firing encodes a path in memory as the 
animal moves through its environment (Fig. 48). When the animal follows 
different paths in the environment, correspondingly different trajectories get 
encoded in memory. During path planning, the animal thinks through all these 
available trajectories in memory simultaneously and the one with least number of 
place cell inputs is chosen as the shortest path and followed by the animal. Here 
we have used the assumption that given the required inputs, the place cell shall be 
able to fire at similar intervals in space along all different trajectories and hence, 
distance between the two place cell firings is indicative of the distance traversed 













Fig. 48 According to our sensorimotor model of the place cells, different 
trajectories are encoded in memory as the animal moves around in the 
environment. During retrieval, all of them are scanned simultaneously to find 
out which one is the shortest – as judged by the time taken to traverse it. 






Here, we describe a model to explain place specific firing patterns of the 
pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus. This model derives inspiration from 
differences in binocular and non-binocular vision. It explains how both sensory 
and motor inputs could be integrated in a Bayes’ optimal manner on the place cell. 
It is more plausible based on anatomical connections between the hippocampus 
and the entorhinal cortex and empirical observations. This model can be utilised in 




7. THE CENTRAL PATTERN GENERATOR 
The central pattern generators (Goldman et. al., 2001, Golowasch et. al., 2002) are 
rings of inhibitory interneurons connected to each other through inhibitory 
synapses. In contrast to the attractor dynamic networks, which are purely neuro-
computational models, the presence of these rings of inhibitory interneurons has 
actually been demonstrated in the spinal cord and the brain. The central pattern 
generators are responsible for driving rhythmic activities like breathing, walking, 
heartbeat, peristalsis etc. These systems are of interest to engineers as they 
describe a mechanism for controlling gait in robotic systems (Lewis et. al., 2000, 
Arena et. al., 2005, Still et. al., 2006, Luo et. al., 2004).  
 System implementation 
To demonstrate the working of the ring circuit (Fig. 20) as a central pattern 
generator (Fig. 49), the output from the ring circuit was provided a train of inputs 
at a particular frequency (say, 1 kHz). This causes one of the nodes on the ring to 
be excited at 1/25th of the frequency, i.e., at 40 Hz. If this node is connected to a 
synapse- neuron circuit on the grid chip (Fig. 26), then this neuron will produce a 
regular firing pattern which can be varied with the frequency of the RS or LS 
signals applied or with multiple nodes being considered and hence, it can function 
as a central pattern generator and can possibly be used to provide motor inputs to 





Fig. 49 Schematic of the connections to perform as a central pattern 
generator in silicon. One ring circuit from the stripe cell ring chip and one 
synapse-neuron circuit from the grid chip was used to demonstrate the 
working of the system. When the ring circuit was provided a train of RS  or 
LS signals as inputs, for instance at 1kHz, then each neuron on the ring 
circuit, is excited at 40 Hz. The neuron number 1 was read using the FPGA. 
Whenever it fired, the FPGA sent an input pulse to the neuron-synapse 
circuit on the grid chip whose output was read using mixed signal 
oscilloscope. This output can function as a central pattern generator. 
Different firing patterns can be generated by moving the ring around at 
different frequencies and by connecting multiple neurons on the ring to the 
neuron-synapse circuit on the grid chip. If two equidistant neurons on the 
ring are connected to two different neuron-synapse circuits, each can work as 
a central pattern generator to provide inputs to muscles which have 
antagonist functions – for instance, one could provide input to the leg 
extensors and the other to leg flexors, to control robotic walking.  
 Circuits 
To realize the function of the central pattern generator, two chips were used, viz., 
the stripe cell ring chip (Fig. 19) and the grid chip (Fig. 26). The details on these 
have been presented in sections on the head direction cell system and the grid and 
the place cells – silicon implementation. Thus, these are not presented again. Here, 




 Testing and results 
In this experiment, the output from node N1 of the ring circuit on the stripe cell 
ring chip was provided as an input to the second order synapse circuit on the grid 
chip and the subsequent firing of the conductance neuron connected to the synapse 
circuit was recorded using a mixed signal oscilloscope (Fig. 49). Since, the RS and 
the LS signals to the ring circuit were provided at 1 kHz, the node N1 was 
activated at (1000/25=) 40 Hz. Thus, the second order synapse was provided an 
input pulse at 40 Hz through the FPGA to mimic the output from N1. The 
parameters used for the second order synapse and the conductance neuron were 
Vτ1=3.5V, Vτ2=4.5V, Vs=3.79V, Vf=2.88V, Vsyn=2.60V, Vthr=0.77V, Vleak=4.31V, 
Vwe =4.10V, Vrefr =4.20V. Now, if the pulse frequency of the RS or the LS is 
reduced to one half or a quarter of 1 kHz, then the N1 will get activated at a 
frequency of 20 and 10 Hz respectively and the resultant firing of the conductance 
neuron was recorded using the mixed signal oscilloscope. The results shown in 
Fig. 50 demonstrate that the neuron connected to one of the nodes of this ring can 
produce different patterns as the RS or LS signals are provided at different 
frequencies. Hence, this ring circuit along with the synapse-neuron circuit can be 
















Here, the silicon implementation of a central pattern generator was successfully 
demonstrated using very compact circuitry. These circuits are of use in robotic 
gait control. Walking around in an environment needs coordination of muscle 
movements. For instance, the leg flexors and extensors cannot be active at the 
same time but should be activated alternately. Thus, the central pattern generators 
provide them regular alternating inputs and hence, provide stable gait. In the 
Fig. 50 Results from chip measurements showing the output of the central 
pattern generator. For these measurements, the ring circuit on the stripe cell 
ring chip was moved at 1 kHz, 500 Hz and 250 Hz by applying a train of RS 
signals. As such, one of the neurons on the ring circuit fired at 40, 20 and 10 
Hz. The firing of this neuron was detected using the FPGA. Whenever this 
neuron on the ring circuit fired, an input pulse was sent to the neuron-
synapse circuit on the grid chip. The corresponding firing from the neuron 
was recorded as is shown here. These can be used as central pattern 




above presented silicon implementation of the central pattern generator, only three 
different frequencies of output signals are shown, each of which is independent of 
the other. However, in the same system if we connect N1 and N12 on the ring 
circuit to two different neurons, then these shall produce regular patterns of same 
frequency which shall alternate and hence, can provide inputs to the flexors and 





8. THE LATERAL SUPERIOR OLIVE 
Azimuthal localization (Purves, et. al., 2012) of sounds means detecting the 
direction along the azimuth from which the sound is incident. It is of survival 
value to a species as it helps the animal in spatial navigation, localizing the prey, 
defence against predators, etc. It depends upon a combination of cues - detection 
of interaural time difference, interaural level difference and direction dependent 
spectral filtering. The relative importance of each of these depends upon the 
species of the animal. In animals with smaller head sizes and high frequency 
sound perception, the azimuthal localization is primarily performed by detecting 
the interaural intensity or level difference (IID or ILD) at the lateral superior olive 
(LSO). This is because the head size is very small and the sound frequency is too 
high to provide a detectable time difference. The LSO receives excitatory inputs 
from sounds of a narrow range of frequencies from the ipsilateral ear and 
inhibitory inputs from sounds of the same narrow range of frequencies from the 
contralateral ear. The distance from which the sound is coming changes the 
intensity of the sound received at both ears which only changes the response 
latency of the LSO neurons. On the other hand, the azimuthal direction (Fig. 51) 
of sound changes the ILD which changes the response of the LSO neuron which 
helps localize the sounds. Thus, an electronic LSO can provide a mechanism for 
sound localization in autonomous robotic spatial navigation.11 
 
                                                 
11 Initially, when I was in the Horiuchi lab, the plan was to implement the population response of 
the LSO based on the transistor mismatch. But when I moved out of his lab, I conceived of using 
the Reed and Blum’s model of LSO to base the silicon implementation on. Thus, in this work, we 





Fig. 51 Showing the different ranges and azimuthal angles for a sound source 
and its impact on intensity of sound received at both ears. In case of sound 
source 1, 2 and 3, the interaural level difference (ILD) is expected to be the 
same because the intensity of sound received at both ears reduces as the 
source moves from position 3 to 2 to 1. As the sound source moves from 
position 3 to 4 to 5, the intensity of sound received at one ear is different from 
that received at the other thus, the ILD is different at different positions. For 
source 3, the ILD is expected to be 1, and for source 4 and 5 it will be greater 
than one for the left and the right ear respectively. This information is used 
by the lateral superior olive in calculating the direction along the azimuth 
from which the sound is coming.  
 Anatomy 
The ears (Purves et. al., 2012) receive sounds of several frequencies which are 
segregated by the inner ear cochlea. The cochlear nerve carries these frequency 






Fig. 52 Schematic of connections of the LSO showing direct excitatory inputs 
from the ipsilateral ear through the ipsilateral antero-ventral cochlear 
nucleus (AVCN) and indirect inhibitory connections from the contralateral 
ear through the contralateral AVCN and the ipsilateral medial nucleus of the 
trapezoid body (MNTB). Since the LSO receives inputs from both the ears, it 
is in a position to calculate the ILD and hence, determine the azimuthal 
direction from which sound is coming.  
 
The fibres (Fig. 52) from each ear relay in the ipsilateral cochlear nucleus 
(AVCN) and the contralateral medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB). 
Outputs from these nuclei relay in the superior olivary complex which is a 
collection of nuclei (medial and lateral superior olive (MSO & LSO)) in the 
auditory pathway. These are the first nuclei in the pathway which receive auditory 
inputs from both the ears. Thus, they are in a unique position to compare the time 




corresponding LSO neurons on the two sides provide inhibitory inputs to the 
ipsilateral and excitatory inputs to the contralateral dorsal nucleus of the lateral 
leminiscus (DNLL) and the DNLL provides inhibitory inputs to the ipsilateral and 
excitatory inputs to the contralateral IC as shown in Fig. 55. 
The LSO receives excitatory inputs from sounds of a narrow range of frequencies 
from the ipsilateral ear through the ipsilateral anteroventral cochlear nucleus 
(AVCN) and inhibitory inputs from sounds of the same frequencies from the 
contralateral ear through the contralateral AVCN and the ipsilateral medial 
nucleus of trapezoid body (MNTB). The LSO is made up of columns of neurons. 
The LSO neurons are arranged with best frequencies (frequencies for which the 
neuron responds maximally), increasing from the lateral to the dorso-medial 
region. Each iso-frequency slab of the LSO is 10-30 cells thick and gets inputs 
from several AVCN and MNTB neurons. Each AVCN and MNTB neuron also 
projects to several LSO neurons. Bilateral inputs (Fig. 53) to the LSO column are 
arranged such that strength of the excitatory inputs increases and that of the 






Fig. 53 Schematic representation of the azimuthal encoding by the LSO. The 
LSO column receives inputs from both sides. The strength (represented by 
thickness of the arrows) of the excitatory inputs increases and that of the 
inhibitory decreases as we move from top to bottom along the length of the 
column. The example shown in this case is of a sound source located near the 
left ear as a result of which the intensity of sound (represented by thickness of 
the arrows) received by the left ear is much greater than that by the right ear. 
This information reaches the left LSO through the left AVCN and right 
AVCN and left MNTB. The former increases and the latter reduces the 
conductance of the LSO neurons but in a weighted manner. The neuron in 
the LSO column (here neuron number 5 from the top) which receives equal 
change in conductance from the two sides, stops firing (because the ILD 
received is equal to its ILDci or interaural level difference of complete 
inhibition). This value of ILDci is different for each neuron. Thus, the neuron 
whose ILDci matches the ILD of incoming sound, given the azimuthal 
direction, encodes for the azimuthal direction of sound.  
 Azimuthal localization 
 Azimuthal encoding and ILD ci 
Interaural level difference (ILD) is the difference between power levels or square 




2012). It is defined as a difference or a log of the ratio of the two inputs, i.e., if 
hR(θ) is the intensity of sound pressure from the right ear and hL(θ) is the intensity 
of sound pressure from the left ear, (where, θ is the direction along the azimuth 
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Thus, the ILD is a function of the direction along the azimuth from which the 
sound is received. The ILD has been empirically observed to affect the output of 
the LSO neurons (Purves et. al., 2012) producing a characteristic response curve. 
Fig. 54 shows that the firing rate of the neuron is dependent on the ILD (hence, on 
the azimuthal direction) and that there is an ILD for which the neuron does not 
fire (ILD of complete inhibition, ILDci). At this ILD, weighted inputs from the 
left and the right ear reaching the LSO are observed to be equal. Thus, each LSO 
neuron responds based on the direction from which sound is received. For each 
azimuthal direction, the intensity of inputs to the two ears will vary. Thus, the net 
conductance change produced by the weighted inputs received at each LSO 
neuron also changes. This changes the output of the neuron. For each azimuthal 
direction, a different neuron number along the LSO column gets no net 
conductance change, i.e., the ILD received matches its ILDci and hence it does 
not fire. Thus, the LSO neuron which stops firing first along its column, encodes 
for the azimuthal direction. The left and the right LSO together span the entire 





Fig. 54 Graph showing response of the left and the right LSO to varying ILD 
– response is higher on the side which receives higher intensity of incoming 
sound with eventual saturation of response. For each LSO neuron, there is a 
value of ILD at which it stops firing, this is called its ILD of complete 
inhibition or ILDci [102]. 
 
 Directional selectivity at the inferior colliculus 
As seen above, each LSO neuron in the LSO column on either side produces a 
response curve as shown in Fig. 54. The corresponding LSO neurons on the two 
sides provide inhibitory inputs to the ipsilateral and excitatory inputs to the 
contralateral DNLL and the DNLL provides inhibitory inputs to the ipsilateral and 
excitatory inputs to the contralateral inferior colliculus (IC) as shown in Fig. 55. 




curve at the IC. This tuning curve has a preference for a particular azimuthal 
direction. Thus, each IC neuron can encode for the azimuthal direction from 
which the sound is incident on it.  
 
Fig. 55 Schematic of the connections between the LSO, the DNLL and the IC 
which help in processing the sigmoid shaped ILD response curves at the LSO 
to bell shaped curves at the IC. Thus, inferior colliculus neurons will have a 
preferential ILD for which they fire.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 Species differences in azimuthal localization 
The relative importance of interaural time difference, interaural level difference 
and direction dependent spectral filtering in echolocation depends upon the 
species of the animal. For sounds of frequencies lower than 3 kHz, the temporal 
differences (Schnupp & Carr, 2009) can provide adequate information for 
azimuthal localization in humans. The neural circuits providing azimuthal 
localization based on interaural time differences are located in the medial superior 
olive (MSO). However, for sound frequencies above 3 kHz, the human head 




bend around at these frequencies. This leads to intensity differences in sounds 
reaching the two ears. These intensity differences provide an additional cue for 
azimuthal localization which is processed by the LSO. 
In animals with smaller head sizes and high frequency sound perception, the 
azimuthal localization is primarily performed by detecting the interaural intensity 
or level differences (IID or ILD) at the LSO. This is because the head size is very 
small and the sound frequency is very high to provide a detectable time difference.  
In Park et. al., 1996, it was demonstrated that the ITD enhances or reinforces the 
effect of ILD as the more intense input produces a shorter latency and longer 
duration so that the more intense sound dominates the LSO response. Also where 
the head is bigger, the ITD is significant so it can contribute to the azimuthal 
localization in addition to the ILD.  
In Schnupp & Carr, 2009, it was observed that since the contralateral inhibitory 
input has a longer path length to traverse to reach the LSO, it leads the ipsilateral 
excitation or in other words, it has higher intensity than the excitation.  
 LSO models 
The circuit design of the LSO is inspired by the mathematical models proposed 
for the system (the Reed and Blum’s model) and that for the individual neuron 
(the conductance model) and the synapses (the second order function). The latter 
two are more general models for the synapse and neuron which are valid across 
almost all systems while the former is specific to the LSO. Therefore, in this 




 The Reed and Blum’s model of the LSO 
According to this model (Reed and Blum, 1990), inputs to the LSO column are 
arranged (Fig. 56) such that their strength varies along the length of the column. 
The strength of excitatory inputs increases and that of inhibitory inputs decreases 
as we move from top to bottom of the column. Wherever the two inputs are equal, 
ILDci is achieved and hence, the LSO neuron does not exhibit any response. As 
mentioned earlier, ILD depends on the azimuthal direction from which the sound 
is incident (primarily). While ILDci depends on the neuron number along the LSO 
column according to this model.  
Azimuthal direction  ILD = ILDci neuron number  arrangement of inputs 
along the LSO column  
Thus, the ILD=ILD ci for a unique combination of azimuthal direction and neuron 
number. Thus, the neuron number which stops firing first encodes for the direction 
along the azimuth from which the sound is incident. Results from simulation of 
this model described in the same paper are shown in Fig. 57. It is clear that as the 
ILD changes with change in direction along the azimuth from which the sound is 
coming, the neuron number experiencing ILDci also changes along the LSO 
column. Thus, determining the neuron number which experiences ILDci can help 






Fig. 56  The Reed and Blum model of [103] the lateral superior olive for 
azimuthal localization of sound based on the ILDci. As shown here, the 
strength of inhibitory (MNTB) and excitatory inputs (AVCN) to the LSO 
column varies from above to below in opposite direction on the two sides, 
leading to varying ILDci for neurons along the column. Since the ILD is a 
function of the direction from which the sound is incident, the neuron 
number which attains ILD ci at the received ILD, encodes the azimuthal 





Fig. 57 [103] Test results from the Reed and Blum’s simulation of their model 
are presented here which show the (a) response curve of a single LSO neuron 
to varying excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) inputs from the two ears. (b) 
ILDci for the neurons in the LSO column with varying strengths of inputs. 
(c) As the ILD or IID (same meaning) changes, the LSO cell number whose 
output becomes zero also changes. This encodes the azimuthal direction of 





 Conductance model of the neuron 
The way the LSO has been modelled in circuits has been to assume a difference 
computation (M. Zacksenhouse, et. al., 1998) of the inhibitory-excitatory (IE) 
input to the LSO. If the intensities incident from both sides were log encoded then 
their difference will produce a response that is unique to the ILD.  
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Here, g is the conductance on the left or the right side, h is the intensity of inputs 
on either side, k is the scaling of inputs on either side. However, the biological 
synapses do not perform subtraction or log encoding but are time dependent 
changes in conductance. Thus, in this work, the time dependent conductance 
change model of the neuron, was designed and fabricated in silicon to represent 
each LSO neuron.  
According to this model (Horiuchi et. al., 2009), the excitatory and the inhibitory 
conductances are modelled as time varying conductances which compete to 




capacitance merely slows down the response of the cell as a result of which 
response to the current input does not depend on that to the past inputs. The time 
constant in this model is inversely proportional to the intensity of sound so that the 
sounds with higher intensity shall have shorter latency as compared to those with 
lower intensity but the same ILD.  
 
Fig. 58 [98] Schematic of the conductance model of the neuron indicates that 
the output of the neuron depends upon the ratio of the excitatory and the 
inhibitory synaptic inputs (represented by Eexc and Einh) which are incident 
on it from both the ears. Thus, the LSO neuron is able to calculate the ILD of 
sound inputs received at the two ears. 
 
As shown in the schematic of the model (Fig. 58), in the steady state, Vmem is a 
weighted average of conductances scaled by the inputs as shown in equation (23) 
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Substituting from equations (17)-(22) into (23) shows that the neuronal output 
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Moreover, the intensity of sound received is encoded as a change in the number or 
the frequency of pulsed inputs received at each ear as has been done in earlier 
works on the LSO. However, to use this neuron model to represent the LSO 
neuron, we need to have a synapse circuit which could convert these pulsed inputs 
to time varying conductances which are proportional to the number or frequency 
of these pulsed inputs and hence, to the intensity of sounds received at the two 
ears.  
Intensity of sound  number or frequency of pulsed inputs to each ear time 
varying excitatory and inhibitory conductances at the neuron. 
So, for this work such a synapse circuit (Fig. 78) was designed. This is a second 
order synapse circuit which summates several input spikes or spike trains to 
produce a conductance whose peak is proportional to the number of pulsed inputs 
and its average is proportional to the frequency of inputs.  
In short, the azimuthal direction is encoded in the intensity difference of sounds 
received at the two ears. In this work, the intensity is represented by the number or 
frequency of inputs to the synapse circuit. This is converted to a time varying 




and the other inhibitory, are connected to each neuron on the LSO column. The 
excitatory synapse reduces the membrane potential of the neuron and increases its 
firing rate while the inhibitory synapse increases the membrane potential reducing 
its firing rate. The conductances integrate to change the membrane potential of the 
neuron as a weighted average of the inputs. Thus, this implementation more 
closely resembles that observed biologically in the LSO than that performed using 
difference computation.  
 Prior implementation 
The LSO has been implemented in silicon earlier using difference computation 
(Horiuchi and Hynna, 2001, Shi & Horiuchi, 2004, 2005, 2007). These two 
implementations also included demonstration of azimuth tuning of IC neurons. 
The difference between these two implementations (at the system level) was 
primarily in the connections between LSO, DNLL and IC. Horiuchi & Cheely, 
2003, 2007 also demonstrated the range and the ILD detection by the IC and the 
LSO neurons and came up with more detailed concepts on encoding of sounds 
with spike numbers or frequencies, using AER circuits to detect output and 
communicate between chips. In H. Abdalla, 2009, azimuthal and elevation 
information was detected together by using spectral resolution at the cochlea and 
the ILD at the LSO. Further, since output of the biological neurons is proportional 
to the weighted sum of the inhibitory and the excitatory conductances and not 
their differences, Horiuchi, et. al., 2009 demonstrated function of the LSO based 
on the conductance model primarily using ILD to detect the azimuthal direction. 




demonstrated. Farthest attempt in this direction has been in Shi & Horiuchi, 2007, 
where the authors note that a column of LSO neurons responds differently to 
inhibitory and excitatory inputs solely based on mismatch (not systematic design). 
In this work, they also demonstrated the processing of inputs by the dorsal nucleus 
of lateral lemniscus (DNLL) and by inferior colliculus (IC) to generate direction 
selective encoding by the cells of the IC. But all this was done at a single cell level 
and not at the population level.  
In the present work, we demonstrate the first instance of azimuthal localization of 
sound based on the population response of the LSO. Moreover, we route the 
inputs from the two ears to the LSO neuron through two second order synapse 
circuits whose conductance is proportional to the intensity of inputs. And the 
intensity of inputs is represented by changing either the number or the frequency 
of input spikes to the synapse circuit as would be done by the antero ventral 
cochlear nucleus (AVCN) in biology. The results so obtained were analysed 
further in software to demonstrate the directional selectivity of IC neurons based 
on the ILD curves obtained from the neurons in the LSO column on the chip.    
 System design 
An LSO chip (Fig. 61) was designed, fabricated and tested to realize the function 
of the LSO in silicon. On this chip, some test circuits and an array (Fig. 59) of 32 
synapse- neuron circuits was designed to mimic the arrangement of synapse-
neurons in the LSO. Each neuron in the array was connected to an inhibitory 
synapse representing the input from the contralateral ear and an excitatory synapse 





Fig. 59 Schematic of the arrangement of the synapse neuron circuits in the 
array representing the column of LSO neurons on the LSO chip. This was 
desgined to implement the population response of the LSO based on the Reed 
and Blum’s model. Here, each synapse circuit is that of a second order 
synapse (Fig. 78), two of which (excitatory and inhibitory) were used to route 
external inputs to each conductance neuron (Fig. 60). The strength of 
excitatory and inhibitory inputs was varied along the length of the LSO 
column in opposite direction by using two resistor ladders to provide 
gradation to the parameter Vsyn which determines the strength of the synapse 
circuit. This leads to a different ILD ci value for each neuron along the length 





The strength of inputs was varied along the length of the LSO column- the 
excitatory inputs increased and the inhibitory inputs decreased in strength along 
the length of the column from top to bottom. This was done using two resistor 
ladders (one each for excitatory and inhibitory synapses) to vary the strength of 
parameter Vsyn to the synapse circuit. The resistor ladders were arranged in 
opposite directions along the length of the column.  
Each synapse circuit was that of the second order synapse (Fig. 78) and each 
neuron circuit was that of the conductance neuron (Fig. 60). Each neuron circuit 
was designed based on the conductance model so that response to subsequent 
inputs will not be affected by those received before it and output will depend on 
the weighted average of the excitatory and the inhibitory inputs, as seen in 
biology. The inputs were routed through second order synapses which produce 
conductance change proportional to the number or the frequency of inputs 
incident on the ear, i.e., the output current is proportional to the frequency or the 
number of input pulses applied to the circuit (as shown in Fig.34). The number 
and frequency of inputs was varied depending on the intensity of the sound 
received by the ears. The intensity of inputs in turn depends upon the azimuthal 
direction from which the sound was incident.  
 Circuits 
To implement the LSO function in silicon, a standalone test synapse circuit, a test 
neuron circuit, a test synapse-neuron circuit and an array of 32 synapse-neuron 
circuits was fabricated on an LSO chip (Fig. 61). The standalone synapse and 




required for implementing the conductance model. The array of synapse-neuron 
circuits, helped in azimuthal localization of sound based on ILDci using the LSO 
structural model by Reed and Blum.  
The synapse circuit, shown in Fig. 78 produces a time varying conductance 
(output current) as described earlier (section 4. B. ii) a)). Two of these synapses 
provide inputs to each conductance neuron (Fig. 58) representing an LSO neuron. 
The synaptic inputs are exactly similar but are connected to the neuron such that 
one of them provides excitatory input resembling that provided by the ipsilateral 
cochlear nucleus and the other provides inhibitory input resembling that provided 
by the ipsilateral MNTB. Varying the Vsyn parameter allows for changing the 
synaptic strength and changing Vthr, Vs and Vf allow changing the latency of 
neuronal spiking outputs.  
The synapse circuit has already been introduced in section 4 on The Grid and the 
place cells: Silicon implementation. Further tests on it will be described in the 
tests and results part of this section. The circuit for the neuron gets two inputs- 
excitatory and inhibitory (Vexc and Vinh) from the two synapses, which are 
integrated on Cmem to Vx. The Ve from the excitatory synapse pulls the Vx down to 
Vwe and Ve from the inhibitory synapse pulls the Vx up to Vdd. The resulting Vx is 
compared to Vthr and if it is comparable to Vthr, then the neuron fires. A baseline 
Vinh was provided to prevent the neuron from firing in the quiescent state. Rout is 
the spike generated which is the request sent to the AER and the acknowledge 
(ack) is the signal coming back from the AER which resets the neuron and 




 The Synapse circuit  
This has already been introduced and further tests on it will be described in the 
tests and results part of this section. 
 The Neuron Circuit 
While it has been quite common in the VLSI literature to use current sources for 
simulating synaptic input to integrate-and-fire neurons, biological synapses are 
best described as time-varying conductances. And the biological neurons produce 
an output proportional to the weighted average of the excitatory and the inhibitory 
inputs. To implement the conductance model of the biological neuron, a current-
mode neuron circuit with excitatory and inhibitory conductances was used (Fig. 
60). The excitatory conductance was controlled by the input current I’e.  Note that 
excitatory inputs were provided at two different points in the circuit (defined by 
Vexc on transistors M1 and M5) one of which produces Ie and the other I’e.
12 
                                                 
12 Earlier version of this circuit was developed by me jointly with Prof Horiuchi. I modified it to 
perform the same function but have a smaller footprint by removing a leak transistor which was 






Fig. 60 Circuit schematic of the neuron, whose membrane potential was the 
weighted average of the excitatory and the inhibitory conductances and was 
compared to the threshold voltage to determine the neural response. The 
excitatory and the inhibitory inputs to this were provided from two different 
synapse circuits shown in Fig. 78. The Ve node of the excitatory synapse was 
connected to the gates of M1, M5. The Ve node of the inhibitory synapse was 
connected to the gate of M6. Transistor M6 of the synapse circuit was not 
used in this design and is shown only to illustrate the Isyn for other purposes. 
All the transistor W/L=2.4 µm /2.4 µm and all the capacitors were 0.1 pF. 
Transistors M2 and M15 had their body terminals connected to their source 
terminals and were provided with a separate well. Capacitor layout was 




















Table 6 Showing the function of various transistors in the neuron 3 circuit 
Transistor Function 
M1-M4, M15 To copy and scale the input current received from the excitatory 
synapse circuit 
M5 To copy current from the excitatory synapse 
M6 To copy current from the inhibitory synapse 
M7 Leak transistor to prevent neuronal firing in the quiescent state 
M8 To convert membrane potential Vm  to output current  
Cfb and 2 
invertors 
To amplify the output spike amplitude and to hold membrane 
potential at a value for a while. 
M9, M12 To reset the neuron. 
M13-M14 Buffers to produce a correct logic level pulse at the required 
point. 
M10 To set the refractory period 
M11 To set threshold voltage value for the neuron 
 
The inhibitory conductance is controlled by the input current Ii (defined by Vinh on 
M6).  A constant baseline leak conductance, Ii (o) (controlled by Vinh on M6) is 
also provided to prevent the neuron from firing in the quiescent state. The 
inhibitory input is scaled to account for this leak conductance factor. Starting from 
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The steady state value of the “membrane potential” current (Im), when the two 
inputs, Vexc and Vinh are constant, is described by combining the above to give the 
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In the case where I’e is much larger than Ie + Ii, Im becomes large (near the 
excitatory synaptic reversal potential defined by Vwe) and when Ii is much larger 
than Ie, the membrane current will be near zero. The inhibitory input pulls the 
representation of the membrane potential (Im) down to zero and the excitatory 
input pulls Im towards a maximum level defined by Vwe.  The Im  in steady-state 
becomes a function of the  ratio of the two conductances.  When the membrane 
potential  exceeds a threshold level, the neuron generates a logic level pulse. The 
interface circuits for the neuron to communicate with the AER are shown along 
with circuits for the control of a refractory period (Vrefr) in Fig. 58.  
 Tests & Results 
The chip (Fig. 61) containing some test synapse and neuron circuits and an array 
of 32 synapse-neuron circuits was fabricated using 0.5 µm ON semiconductor 
technology. With no critical sizing issues as part of our design, all the transistors 
in the circuits were designed to have W/L= 2.4µm/2.4µm and values of all the 








Fig. 61 (a) Micrograph of the LSO chip showing an array of synapse-neuron 
circuits and some test circuits. Outputs from the array were neuron numbers 
which were read using an AER circuit. The resistor ladders were designed in 





 The Synapse Circuit 
An array of measurements was performed on the circuit in Fig. 78 to demonstrate 
the basic operation of the circuit to generate the second order function with 
control over the time constants and the amplitude, to show the linearity of the 
response to a burst of spike inputs, and to show the smooth output for regular 
pulse trains.  Some of these have already been described in section 4 on The Grid 
and the place cells: Silicon implementation, the remaining tests will be described 
here. For all these tests, a single input spike, Vspk was 4V, 0.5 µs, Vτ1 was 3.5V, 
and Vτ2 was 4.5V. The amplitude of Vspk was kept at 4V as that of Vτ1 was only 
3.5V.  Other parameters are mentioned in appropriate sections. In the following 
sections: the basic second order function shaped response is demonstrated and 
compared to simulation, the linear response to spike frequency is shown, different 
synaptic weight tunings are demonstrated, and different postsynaptic spike 
latencies are demonstrated.  Finally, a simple demonstration of the second order 
synapse in spiking, conductance-model neuron oscillator is shown.   
 Second order function 
The goal in this test was to adjust the parameters to obtain an alpha function (a 
special type of second order function) with a rise time of ~1ms and decay time of 
greater than 3ms (as observed in many biological synapses). The parameters are 
shown in Table 11 in the Appendix I under ‘synapse output’. The output current 
obtained is shown in Fig. 62. The graph shows that the output current converts the 
narrow input spike (0.5 s duration applied at time, t=0) into a smooth and broad 




simulated in MATLAB with amplitude, A=290 pA (with adjustment made for the 
offset current) and time constant τ = 1ms.  This resulted in a pulse with a rise time 
of ~1ms and a decay time of ~4ms. As noted before, the output current will have a 
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Fig. 62. Synaptic output current following stimulation of the synapse circuit 
with a digital input spike (4V, 0.5 µs duration): measurements from circuit 
were compared to simulation results. Note that a short input spike is 
converted to a long second order function by the synapse circuit and it fits 





 Effect of changing the input spike frequency 
To demonstrate the use of the synapse in a mean-rate representation, the input was 
a continuous train of spikes with a constant inter-spike interval. For this set of 
measurements, the parameters for the synapse circuit are shown in Table 11 in the 
Appendix I under ‘Regular spiking’. Results from frequencies of 1, 10, 100, 200, 
300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000- 40000 Hz (increments of a kHz at each 
step) are shown in Fig. 63. These show that as the input spike frequency increases, 
the average output current increases. Up to about 10 kHz, this increase is 
proportional to the frequency, but above this frequency, the average current is 
super-linear. The graph shows the mean and the standard deviation from five 
different average readings that were taken at each frequency.  The baseline DC 
current is visible in this graph. In addition to results from the circuit, Fig. 63 (a) 
and (b) also include the plot of the expected average current for these frequencies 
based on MATLAB simulations using equation (8). In simulation, the currents 






Fig. 63.  In this experiment, the second order syanpase circuit on the LSO 
chip was provided different frequency of input pulses and the corresponding 
average output current was calculated from the recorded (using oscilloscope) 
output voltage (Ve). The average current obtained from the circuit with input 
spikes of different frequencies was plotted in MATLAB. A plot of the average 
output current shows an increase with the frequency of the input pulses. (a) 
For frequencies below 10 kHz, the output current is proportional to the 
frequency of applied input pulses but (b) it is not proportional to input 





Fig.64. These are measured synaptic currents from the second order synapse 
circuit on the LSO chip when six different input spike frequencies were 
applied to the circuit. It can be seen that with each input pulse, almost the 
same amount of output current is produced as was expected from the analysis 
of the circuit. The sharp transients are measurement artefacts that occur at 
the time of input spikes.   
 
It can be seen that the measured current follows the expected results at lower 
frequencies though with different slope and amplitude; it deviates from the 
expected as the circuit leaves the subthreshold region of operation. Current traces 
for some selected frequencies are shown in Fig.64. The linearly increasing 
average current and the level of current ripple are apparent in these traces.   
 Effect of varying the synaptic strength (Vsyn) 
This set of measurements was done to highlight the circuit behaviour under 




strength by varying Vsyn from 2.56V (strongest) to 2.60V to 2.65V (weakest). 
These voltages were chosen so the circuit operates in the subthreshold region. 
Other parameters for the experiments with the input burst are provided in  
Table 11 in the Appendix I under ‘Varying Vsyn (burst)’ and the parameters used 
for the experiments with continuous spiking are provided under ‘Varying Vsyn 
(train)’. The graphs of Fig.65, Fig.66, and Fig.67 show the response to burst 
inputs and regular spike trains for different synaptic strengths. In Fig.65, note that 
while the magnitude varies with changing synaptic strength, the time of the peak 
does not. Fig.66 shows that when the strength of the synapse is greater (lower 
Vsyn), the increment in the output current is larger. Here again, the baseline current 
of ~40 pA was subtracted from the graphs. Five readings were taken at each set of 






Fig.65. In this experiment, three measurements were made from the second 
order synapse circuit on the LSO chip at different synaptic strengths. The 
synaptic strength was varied using different values for the parameter Vsyn. At 
each of these values, the synapse circuit was provided 5 input pulses. Shown 
here are output currents from the circuit during the three measurements. 
The peak current varies in magnitude with changing synaptic strength but 
occurs at the same time in the different traces. The strongest means the 
maximum possible current (Vsyn =2.56V) and the weakest means the least 
possible current (Vsyn =2.65V) while the circuit operates in the sub threshold 
region. 
























Fig.66. Shown here are the peak output current obtained from chip 
measurements on the second order synapse circuit and plotted in MATLAB. 
During these, the synaptic strength was varied by applying different values of 
the parameter Vsyn and at each of these values, different number of input 
pulses (from 1-20) was applied to the synapse circuit and 5 different readings 
were taken for each of the settings. As seen, the peak output current from the 
circuit varies in proportion to the number of pulses in the input burst and 
different synaptic strength changes the slope of the line obtained. (The 
baseline current of about 10-40 pA was subtracted from all the currents). The 







Fig.67. In this experiment, different frequency of input pulses was applied at 
three different values of parameter Vsyn to the second order synapse circuit 
on the LSO chip and the corresponding Ve was measured using an 
oscilloscope. Five different measurements were performed at each of the 3 
voltages and different frequencies. The average output currents were 
calculated from the measured Ve. Shown here is that the average output 
currents vary in proportion to the frequency of input spikes and the slope of 
the line is determined by  the synaptic strength setting (Vsyn). (a) Frequencies 
up to 10 KHz show a response proportional to input frequency. (b) Beyond 
these frequencies, the response is not proportional to the frequency of input 
pulses. This is because the responses to adjacent pulses start overlapping (as 
the time constant for the synapse circuit was kept at 5ms). ‘Strongest’ and 




The results shown above demonstrate that the peak output current from the 
synapse circuit increases linearly with the inputs (at least for a few inputs or a few 
lower frequencies). Moreover, the strength of output can be changed by varying 
the parameter Vsyn. Thus, this circuit can be used to implement the synapse circuit 
for realizing the function of the LSO in silicon which needs changing the synaptic 
strength. 
 Spike Latency 
As an aside, this section higlights some more features of this synapse circuit 
which have not been directly used in the VLSI implementation of the LSO but 
could be useful in other computational neuroscience models. This synapse circuit 
can be used to generate variable temporal delays in a network of neurons to 
produce different spike timing patterns as used in networks to demonstrate 
polychronization13 (Izhikevich, 2006, Wang et. al., 2011, 2012, 2013).  
As with any synapse circuit that can produce a current that outlasts  the duration 
of the input pulse, this synapse  can be used with a neuron circuit to produce 
significant postsynaptic spike latencies based on how long it takes to charge the 
neuron to its threshold for firing. In a conductance-model neuron, when both the 
excitatory and the inhibitory conductances are present, the neuron operates more 
like a lowpass filter charging to a steady-state value set by the instantaneous 
balance of excitation and inhibition.  For this reason, the time course of the 
membrane potential is tightly coupled to the time course of the synaptic 
                                                 
13 Polychronization is a mechanism by which different memories are stored in the brain using same neurons but using 




conductances and the spike must occur before the peak in the excitatory 
conductance.  
To demonstrate the postsynaptic latency from a single spike input and to highlight 
how the choice of threshold level affects latency and temporal jitter, three 
different rise times of the excitatory synaptic output were used. The three 
parameter sets used to create them are shown in  
 
Table 12 in Appendix I. 
Set 1 (Producing spike latencies from 0.72 to 2 ms): The Vthr was varied from 0.59 
V to 0.61 V for this set of measurements. The parameters were so adjusted that the 
peak of the output current was at 5 ms. 
Set 2 (Producing spike latencies from 2.72 to 9 ms): The Vthr was varied from 0.58 
V to 0.60 V for this set of measurements.  The parameters were adjusted so that 
the peak of the output was at 10 ms. 
Set 3 (Producing spike latencies from 9 to 19.8 ms): The Vthr was varied from 0.52 
V to 0.56 V for this set of measurements. The parameters were set to obtain the 
peak of the output function at 20 ms.  
For each of the three output current curves, Vthr was varied (in 50 mV steps) and 
the resulting spike latency was recorded. The results shown in Fig.68 demonstrate 
latencies from 0.72 ms to about 20 ms. Longer latencies could be produced but are 
not included in this analysis. The graphs clearly show that the spike latency 
increases as the threshold is increased and that the latency is bounded by the 




jitter to increase as the latency approaches the tpk for the output current. This 
occurs because the output flattens out as it approaches its peak value and the 
membrane potential approaches the threshold value relatively slowly, allowing 
noise to have a large influence on the exact time of the spike.   
A simple demonstration of the second order synapse circuit used to create delay in 
a neural circuit is presented here in an oscillator.  In this circuit, (Fig.69) two 
neurons excite each other in turn with a synaptic delay, producing an alternating 
firing pattern. In Purves et.al. 2012, time dependent conductance changes are 
proposed to be responsible for regulating the period of this oscillation which is 
used in this demonstration of the oscillatory system. It should be noted that known 
biological oscillators utilize different mechanisms to produce oscillatory bursts, 
such as bursting pacemaker potentials, plateau potentials, post inhibitory rebound, 
frequency adaptation, and graded transmitter release (Izhikevich, 2006, and 






Fig.68. In this experiment, the parameter values applied to the second order 
synapse circuit were varied to produce the output current with a different 
time constant indicated by the parameter tpk in these graphs – 5, 10 and 20 
ms. Then the Vthr parameter on the neuron circuit connected to the synapse 
was changed from 0.525 to 0.615V and the corresponding time difference 
between application of an input pulse to the synapse and output from the 
neuron as neuronal firing was noted (called latency here). The graphs show 





Fig.69. Circuit conenctions for demonstration of the second order synapse 
and the conductance neuron circuit on the LSO chip as a simple two-neuron 
oscillator based on the excitatory synaptic delay is shown here. In this 
experiment, the output from one synapse-neuron circuit was connected to a 
second synapse-neuron circuit whose output was connected back to provide 
input to the first one. To trigger the system, an input pulse was routed to the 
first synapse-neuron circuit through an OR gate once. After the initial 
trigger, the system was expected to continue triggering the subcircuits in 





Fig.70. Demonstration of synaptic delay in a two-neuron oscillator.  Top 
panel: An input spike triggers the excitatory synapse onto Neuron1.  Middle 
and Bottom panels: With a delay between spikes, Neuron1 and Neuron2 fire 
spikes in alternation.  This demonstration was performed to see if neuron 
firing patterns of different frequencies could be obtained using the synapse 
neuron circuits in an oscillator configuration.  
 
For this demonstration, both synapse parameters were set to: Vτ1 =3.5V, Vτ2 =4.5V, 
Vs =3.74V, Vf=2.93V, Vsyn=2.6V, Vdd=5V, Vwe=4.1V, Vrefr=4.3V; for neuron1, 
Vinh=0.62V, for neuron2, Vthr=0.59V.  A triggering input pulse (Vspk=4V, duration 
0.5 µs) was applied to an excitatory synapse onto Neuron1 (through an OR gate). 
The output of Neuron1 projected to an excitatory synapse onto Neuron2. The 
output of Neuron2 projected back to the same excitatory synapse onto Neuron1 




was shown at 1 kHz, this network can generate this oscillating pattern with a wide 
range of frequencies through parameter modifications or through an expansion in 
the number of neurons (e.g., ring oscillators).  This basic architecture of reciprocal 
connectivity (both excitatory and inhibitory) is found to produce oscillation, 
resonance, and synchronization in a range of biological circuits. 
 The Neuron Circuit (Neuron 3) 
The output voltage, Rout was recorded using Tektronix TDS 5104 Digital Phosphor 
oscilloscope. Different measurements were performed on the LSO chip- firstly, 
the standalone neuron circuit, with provision to provide direct voltage inputs was 
tested for its proper function and its response to varying strengths of excitatory 
and inhibitory inputs was studied and the resulting ILD curve was plotted. Then, 
its Vthr was varied to observe the effect on ILD curves.   
Thereafter, the neuron circuit, inputs to which were routed through the two 
synapses (excitatory and inhibitory), was tested to determine its ILD curves using 
different number of bursts and frequencies of inputs; effect of varying Vsyn 
(synaptic strength) on the ILD curve; effect of changing threshold on ILD curve of 
the neuron; changing intensity of both inputs at constant ILD and its effect on the 
response latency; the effect of changing latency on the ILD curve; and the effect 
of multiple bursts to check whether there is residual effect from the preceding 




 Initial measurements 
 
Fig. 71 (left) Spiking outputs from the neuron 3 circuit - as the threshold 
voltage rises, the inter-spike interval also rises. (right graphs) Show that the 
neuron response to subsequent bursts is not affected by that to priors. This is 
an important feature to implement the working of the LSO neurons because 
this ensures that the output due to latter sounds is not influenced by that due 
to former so that each one can be localized separately (without interference 
from those prior to it). 
 
Here, Rout was recorded at different values of threshold voltage, Vthr=0.55, 0.6, 
0.64V using the oscilloscope. Other parameters were set to values shown in Table 
13 in row labelled ‘Initial measurements’. The results shown in Fig. 71 (left 
column) indicate that the neuron is working properly and that the spike frequency 
is inversely proportional to the threshold voltage.  




Response of the neuron to   
different threshold voltages








































 Relation between the firing frequency and the ILD 
 
Fig. 72 ILD curve for the standalone neuron when it was provided with 
varying excitatory and inhibitory inputs at a particular Vthr. This graph 
shows that the ILD curves are similar to those of the biological LSO neuron 
(Fig. 54) and that as the Vthr increases, the response of the neuron decreases 
even though the shape of the ILD curve and the ILD ci do not change. 
 
In the next set of measurements, the goal was to determine the relation between 
the firing frequency and the ILD for three different values of threshold voltages. 
Parameters used are shown in Table 13 in the row labelled ‘ILD curves’. At each 
of the Vthr values, Vexc was changed from 5.01V to 4.10V in steps of 5 mV and Vinh 
from 5.01V to 4.50V (over and above the baseline inhibitory input to avoid firing 
in quiescent state) in steps of 10 or 5 mV and the corresponding firing frequency 
was recorded using Agilent digital logic analyser. The ILD (in dB) was calculated 




Fig. 72, indicate that the response of the neuron circuit to varying ILDs is similar 
to that observed from the LSO in biology (Fig. 54). 
 Synapse-Neuron circuit 
 Effect of consecutive bursts on response 
Another feature of the biological LSO neuron is that the response to an input does 
not depend upon that to prior inputs. This was tested here using parameters shown 
in Table 14 in row labelled ‘Consecutive Bursts’. 3 consecutive bursts were 
repeated with different time intervals: 10, 3.33, and 2 ms. As shown in Fig. 71 
(right), the response of the neuron to subsequent pulses did not change due to 
those applied before them. This is an important requirement for the azimuthal 
localization system as we do not want the incoming sounds to interfere with each 
other. 
 Neuron response to varying ILDs  
This experiment shows the response of the neuron to varying ILDs and varying 
Vthr. For these measurements, the parameters used are shown again in Table 14 in 
the row labelled ‘ILD curves’. For the measurements, different number of input 
spikes were applied to the excitatory synapse. The results shown in Fig. 73 (a), 
recorded using a logic analyser, demonstrate that as the Vthr rises, the frequency of 
outputs from the LSO neuron goes down and vice versa while the ILD curve 
maintains its shape, as observed empirically. 
 Change in latency with varying intensity for a given ILD 
As the intensity of inputs increases for a given ILD level, based on empirical 




latency. To test this, similar inputs were applied to both synapses and the strength 
of both side synapses was changed by the same amount (by changing Vsyn). 
Parameters used are shown in Table 14 in the row labelled ‘Latency’. Fig. 73(b) 
shows that as the synaptic strength increases, the latency decreases, indicating that 
these circuits can correctly mimic the function of the biological LSO.  
 
Fig. 73 Shown here are measurement results from the LSO chip when the 
excitatory synapse was provided different number of inputs at different 
synaptic strengths. (a) Shows that an increase in neuron threshold voltage 
causes a decrease in its output for three different synaptic strengths. (b) 
Different number of input spikes were applied to the synapse circuit at three 
different synaptic strengths. The results show that as the input strength 
increases, the response latency decreases for different synaptic strengths. In 
this implementation of the LSO, we used different number of input pulses to 
represent intensity of sounds received at the two ears and as seen in biology, 
we expect the response of the LSO neuron to change with change in ILD and 
the latency of response (but not its magnitude) to change with change in 
intensity of input at both ears by an equal amount. This is what is seen here 
which confirms that our circuits do represent the function performed by the 
LSO in biology.  
 

















Change in response latency with varying input intensity







































The results indicate that we can implement the conductance model of the LSO 
using the circuit shown and that the synapse circuit can allow scaling of inputs as 
required for implementing the Reed and Blum’s model of the LSO.  
 Population response of the LSO 
Different measurements were performed on an array of 32 synapse-neuron 
circuits, viz., plotting rasters and calculating the azimuth from ILD ci of 32 
different neurons on the LSO chip. The neuronal response was recorded using the 
1672 Deep memory logic analyser from Hewlett Packard.   
 Rasters: population response 
To test the population response of the LSO and azimuthal localization based on 
the Reed and Blum’s model, initially Vthr was changed from 2.015 to 2.8 V in 
steps of 5 mV each and corresponding neuron firing was plotted as rasters (Fig. 
74(a)). Other parameters used for the test were: Vspk to the excitatory synapse was 
a 1kHz, 0.5 µs pulse train, each of 4V magnitude, with no inputs to the inhibitory 
synapse, Vrefr=4.3V, Vbias=4.15V, Vsyn=2V, Vs=3.15V, Vf=2.85V, Vτ1 =3.5V, 
Vτ2=4.5V. As per the chip design, the strength of inputs (value of parameter Vsyn) 
changes linearly along the length of the array of the LSO neurons. Thus, we 
expected the ILD ci of the neurons to vary linearly in that order (thermometer 
response) and that is what is seen in Fig. 74. However, some of the neurons had 
similar response to that of their neighbors. Thus, instead of 32, only 22 different 






Fig. 74 In this experiment, chip measurements were taken from the array of 
synapse-neuron circuits while input pulses at 1kHz were applied to the 
excitatory synapse and threshold voltage of the neuron was varied. The 
neuron numbers of the neurons which fired at each threshold voltage were 
recorded using the digital logic analyser and the results plotted in MATLAB. 
The graph here shows rasters from 32 neurons on the LSO chip. Since the 
strength of inputs was varied linearly by circuit design, the neuronal response 
varied along the length of the column as expected from system design and the 
Reed and Blum’s model. These patterns are important as these are used by 
the LSO to perform azimuthal localization. However, due to small steps on 
the resistor ladder, some of the neurons have firing patterns similar to that of 
their neighbors which brings the resolution of the system down to ~8 degrees 
as compared to ~6 degrees which was expected. 
























 Azimuthal localization with the LSO chip 
Since the ILD received depends on the azimuthal direction from which the sound 
is received, we assigned each ILD used in testing the population response to an 
azimuthal direction. According to the Reed and Blum’s model, the ILDci of each 
neuron along the LSO column is different and, thus, the neuron number that stops 
firing for an ILD or an azimuthal direction is unique to that direction. Tabulating 
this mapping from azimuthal direction to ILD to ILDci and the neuron number 
which stops firing, provides a look up table (Table 7) for the azimuthal 
localization using the population response of the LSO.  As shown in the table row 
5, if the neuron number 12 along the column stops firing, then it can be inferred 
that the sound is coming from 33 degrees along the azimuth as seen from the 
animal’s center. The parameters used for the test were: Vspk to the excitatory 
synapse was changed from 100 Hz to 2200 Hz while that to the inhibitory synapse 
was kept at 100 Hz. All the pulses were 0.5 µs, 4V magnitude, Vthr=2.57V, 



















Table 7 Look up table for the neuron number encoding azimuthal direction 
on the LSO. 
S.No. Neuron number experiencing ILDci ILD Direction (degrees) 
1 1 100/100 0 
2 2, 3, 4, 5 200/100 8 
3 6, 7, 8 300/100 16 
4 9, 10, 11 400/100 25 
5 12 500/100 33 
6 13-14 600/100 41 
7 15-16 700/100 49 
8 17 800/100 57 
9 18-19 900/100 66 
10 20 1000/100 74 
11 21 1100/100 82 
12 22 1200/100 90 
13 23 1300/100 98 
14 24 1400/100 107 
15 25 1500/100 115 
16 26 1600/100 123 
17 27 1700/100 131 
18 28 1800/100 139 
19 29 1900/100 148 
20 30 2000/100 156 
21 31 2100/100 164 
22 32 2200/100 172 
 Conclusion 
This work describes the analog VLSI design, fabrication, measurements and data 
analysis from a chip implementing the conductance model of the LSO neuron, 
population response of the LSO and the azimuthal localization based on that. All 
the above was implemented using synapse and neuron circuit blocks. The synapse 
circuit is a second-order lowpass filter; which produces a delayed peak current 
well after the input is gone, enabling the implementation of biological synaptic 




responses allowing a single synapse circuit to replace multiple synapse circuits 
when synchronous inputs are required to produce a larger synaptic response. The 
rise and fall time of the output current are adjustable from 0.5ms to as long as 
50ms. Average current was used as a measure to indicate linear summation of 
pulses at different frequencies as different frequencies change the average current. 
In contrast, for summation of different numbers of pulses, the maximum current at 
the output was compared as this parameter is most indicative of linear summation.  
The ability to vary time constants and strengths of inputs by changing the synapse 
circuit parameters enabled demonstration of the effect of latency on response and 
implementation of the Reed and Blum’s model of population response of the LSO.  
These inputs were connected to the neuron (conductance model) to drive its 
membrane potential to bias voltage (Vwe) or to Vdd based on whether the 
excitatory or the inhibitory inputs were more active. It was demonstrated that the 
neuron circuit worked as per the conductance model of the LSO as the response to 
varying ILDs is a monotonic curve which gently saturates at either extremes of 
ILD as observed in biology.  
Another part of this chip was designed to demonstrate the population response of 
the LSO and the azimuthal localization based on that. As observed, there was 
variation in ILD ci for neurons in the array on the LSO chip. Processing the ILD 
ci data from all the neurons showed that it could help in azimuthal localization 
with a resolution of ~8 degrees.  
Future work could include mounting all the five chips on to a robot buggy, 




convert it to spikes for the synapse circuits on both sides and a back end data 
processor which can process the data from the LSO array and calculate the 
azimuthal angle. This can be used for autonomous robotic spatial navigation. This 
circuit can not only perform the ILD and the azimuthal echolocation but also 
general analog computations requiring ratio calculations (based on the equations 





9. OPEN QUESTIONS & FUTURE WORK 
In this work, I successfully demonstrate  
1. The working of the hippocampal formation in silicon. This can be used for 
robotic spatial navigation. For instance, if a robot is sent out to an 
unknown place, it can find its way around by using directional signals 
from the head direction cells and the map of the environment formed by 
the place cells. It can update the environmental map as it navigates around 
in space. Thus, it can learn autonomously from the environment and 
encode this information in memory. It can also update this information 
based on new inputs from the environment. In contrast, most of the current 
robotic systems act based on fixed sensory signals and react to them. They 
have little or no capacity to update their response if the information 
changes as they do not maintain and update spatial maps of the 
environment.  
2. The ring circuit developed as part of the system implementation was so 
compact that it can enable integration of all the circuitry required to 
implement the hippocampal formation in silicon as done here on a portion 
of a single tiny chip unit.  
3. We also came up with a novel sensori-motor model of the hippocampal 
place cells which can be used in future silicon implementation of the place 
cells to provide a closer correspondence with the patterns of place cell 




4. The population response of the LSO based on the Reed and Blum’s model. 
This can help in azimuthal localization of sound to about 8 degrees 
resolution. Azimuthal localization of sound is of survival value for 
animals. The silicon implementation of the system could be useful for 
robotics when robots need to move around in space based on sound signals 
or need to detect the direction along the azimuth from which the sound is 
incident. Future work could also include mounting the LSO chip on to a 
robot buggy, providing it with a front end system which could process the 
incoming sound and convert it to spikes for the synapse circuits on both 
sides and a back end data processor which can process the data from the 
LSO array and calculate the azimuthal angle.  
5. Although the central pattern generator has already been implemented 
earlier, its implementation in this dissertation work was in a very compact 
form and hence, can enable area and power saving when used in artificial 
systems. The central pattern generator, as used from earlier realizations of 






Fig. 75 Showing the potential applications of the various systems, designed in 
silicon as part of this dissertation work, in robotics. The hippocampal 
formation can be used for spatial navigation and encoding episodic memories 
including updating the maps of the environment. Central pattern generator 
can generate patterns which can be provided as inputs to muscles to control 
their movement. Electronic LSO can be used for azimuthal localization of 
incoming sounds which can aid in spatial navigation.  
 
While working on these projects, it was fascinating to understand the myriad 
computations that our brain can perform. The brain uses similar, simple, but 
several such units connected in big and at times complex networks to perform its 
functions.  
Currently, most of the work done in the neuromorphic engineering (inspired by 
the pioneering work of Carver Mead, Hugo Schmitt and Hewitt Crane) is based on 




The basic units of this technology are much bigger and much less power efficient 
than the smallest units (neurons) of the brain. Hence, the systems built to emulate 
brain’s function in silicon are far less efficient than their inspiration. The other 
alternative is to build these networks in software. However, this implementation 
suffers from constraints of performance speed. Thus, looking forward, we need to 
come up with newer, simpler basic units (like memristors) or more power efficient 
ones, a lot of which could be implemented on silicon to realize the big brain 
networks to perform mathematical computations.  
Another remarkable thing about the brain is its ability to learn from its interactions 
with environment and to change its surroundings or to adapt to them continuously. 
This property needs to be used more widely in circuit design than is being 




10. APPENDIX I 
Table 8. Parameters used for tests on the second order synapse: the grid chip 
Test Vsyn (V) Vf(V) Vs(V) Time Constant(ms) 
Varying time constants 
2.60 2.83 3.74 0.5 
2.63 2.88 3.74 1 
2.56 2.94 3.80 50 
Summating spikes 2.63 2.88 3.74 1  
 
Spike inputs were always digital pulses 4V in amplitude and 0.5 s in duration.  In 
all cases, V1 = 3.5V and V2 = 4.5V except for the simulations where V1 = 4V. 
Table 9 Parameters for tests on the standalone neuron circuit (neuron 2): the 
grid chip 
Test Vthr (V) Vrefr (V) Vwe (V) Vlk (V) Vexc (V) 






Table10 Parameters used for testing the hippocampal formation as a system 
Chip Parameter Voltage (V) 








































Synapse output 2.63 2.88 3.74 1  
Synapse output 2 2.58 3.3 3.85 1 
Regular spiking 2.56 2.75 3.75 1 
Varying Vsyn (burst) 
2.56, 
2.60, 2.65 
2.88 3.74 1 
Varying Vsyn (train) 
2.565, 
2.60, 2.65 
2.75 3.75 1 
 
Spike inputs were always digital pulses 4V in amplitude and 0.5 s in duration.  In 








Table 12. Parameters used for latency experiment: the LSO chip 




Vs 3.78 3.80 3.84 
 
3.76 
Vf 2.96 2.98 3.00 
 
2.88 







Vdd 4.78 4.72 4.61 
 
5.00 
Vrefr 3.87 3.80 3.71 
 
4.10 





Table 13 Parameters for tests on the standalone neuron circuit: the LSO chip 
Test Vthr (V) Vrefr (V) Vwe (V) Vinh (V) Vexc (V) 
ILD curve 0.55, 0.60, 0.64 4.10 4.10 5.01-4.50 5.01-4.10 
 
 
Table 14 Parameters for tests on the synapse-neuron circuit: the LSO chip 








ILD curves 0.55 
0.60 
0.65 
4.10 4.10 2.57 2.88 3.76 











11. APPENDIX II 
Verilog code 
 
a) Simulated motion in Open Space 
Pseudocode: 
1. To simulate animal motion in Open space, we need to provide inputs to the 
3 ring circuits on the stripe cell ring chip to correspond to animal motion in 
space along the preferred firing direction of ring 1 for ¼ m, then along a 
direction perpendicular to that of ring 1 for 1/2 m. 
2. This maps to moving ring 1, 6 places to the right and then moving rings 2 
and 3 by 6 positions and then repeating the pattern over and over.  
3. Need to provide ring 1 with 6 RS pulses while holding the winning node 
position on rings 2 and 3 at a place, followed by 6 RS pulses to rings 2 & 3 
while the position of winning node in ring 1 is held constant. Need to 
repeat this pattern over and over. 
4. Meanwhile, need to read the corresponding ring numbers from the 3 rings.  
5. If the neuron numbers 2, 8, 14 and 20 on all the 3 rings fired at the same 
time, send an input pulse to the first grid cell, if neuron numbers 2 and 14 
fire. Then send an input pulse to the second grid cell and if neuron number 
2 on all the rings fire simultaneously, then send an input pulse to grid cell 
3.  
To implement this, we made a state machine so that the system is initially at state 




In state 1, the neuron positions of all the rings are shifted to neuron number 2. 
Then the system alternates between states 2 and 3. In state 2, 6 RS signals are 
provided to ring 1 and in state 3, six RS signals are provided to rings 2 & 3 and 
the pattern is repeated over and over until the press of the push button on the 
FPGA board causes the state machine to enter the reset state 0.  
 
Fig. 76 Showing the FSM designed in verilog to generate input signals to the 
system of chips implementing the grid and the place cell firing patterns when 
the animal motion in open space was simulated. In this case, the system, on 
being started at the press of the push button on the FPGA board, shifts the 
winning position of all the rings to node number 2 and then provides 6 RS 
signals to ring 1 or rings 2 & 3 alternately. This pattern of inputs is repeated 
over and over until the system is forced back to state 0 by pressing the same 
push button.  
 
module openSpace2( 
    input clk,  




    input [4:0] neuronNum1, 
    input [4:0] neuronNum2, 
    input [4:0] neuronNum3, 
    output reg spk, 
    output reg spk1, 
    output reg spk2, 
    output reg [1:0] req1, 
    output reg [1:0] req2, 
    output reg [1:0] req3, 
    output reg [7:0] Led, 
    output reg [7:0] seg, 
    output reg [3:0] an   
    ); 
  integer count; 
  integer state; 
  integer count2; 
  integer count3; 
  integer count4; 
  integer count5; 
  integer i; 
 // Assign initial values to the variables  
  initial begin 




  count=0;  
  count2=0; 
  count3=0; 
  count4=0; 
  count5=0; 
  state=0; 
  req1=2'b11; 
  req2=2'b11; 
  req3=2'b01; 
  Led=state; 
  seg={1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, req1}; 
  spk=0; 
  spk1=1; 
  spk2=0; 
  an=btn;  end 
  
  always@(posedge clk) 
  begin 
  count=count+1; // counts the number of clk pulses (clk frequency is 
50MHz) needed to provide a debounce function for the push button on the FPGA 
board 
   if (count>=50000000) begin 




    if(btn[0]&&state==0) 
// at the push of the button on the FPGA start the FSM and the system 
     state=1;   
    else if(btn[0]&&state==3) 
// at the push of the button again, stop the FSM and the system 
     state=0;   
   end 
// to produce 6 RS pulses to rings 1, and then another 6 to rings 2 & 3, need to 
alternate at particular intervals between states 2 and 3.  
   if((state==1)&&(i>=2000020))begin 
     state=2; i=0; end 
   else if((state==2)&&(i>=6000060)) begin 
     state=3; i=0; 
     end 
   else if((state==3)&&(i>=6000060)) begin 
     i=0; state=2;   end     
   case(state) 
    0: begin 
     req1=2'b11; req2=2'b11; req3=2'b11; i=0; 
//reset count to change states, set the address bit on the decoder to select RS 
signal. 
    end 




     count2=count2+1; i=i+1; 
//set the address bit to choose ring 1 RS signal 
     req1[0]=1; req2[0]=1;req3[0]=1; 
     if((count2>1000000)&&(count2<1000010))   
                                                                      begin 
// send 1 input pulses to all the rings for 10 counts of the clock to shift the node 
position after reset to node number 2 
      req1[0]=0; req2[0]=0;req3[0]=0; end 
     else if((count2>1000010)) begin  
    count2=0; end      
     end 
    2: begin 
// send input pulses to ring 1 for 10 counts of the clock to shift the node position to 
right as long as the system stays in state 2 (allows application of 6 input pulses) 
     count2=count2+1;i=i+1;  
     req1[0]=1; req2[0]=1;req3[0]=1; 
     if((count2>1000000)&&(count2<1000010))  
                                                                      begin 
      req1[0]=0; req2[0]=1;req3[0]=1; end 
     else if((count2>1000010)) begin 
      count2=0; end    
    end 




// send input pulses to rings 2 & 3 for 10 counts of the clock to shift the node 
position to right as long as the system stays in state 2 (allows application of 6 
input pulses) 
     req1[0]=1; i=i+1; 
     count3=count3+1; 
     req2[0]=1;req3[0]=1; 
              if((count3>1000000)&&(count3<1000010))  
                                                                      begin 
      req1[0]=1; req2[0]=0; req3[0]=0;end 
      else if((count3>1000010)) begin 
       count3=0; end   
      end 
           endcase 
   end 
always@(posedge clk) 
begin  
// read the neuron numbers on the rings constantly using the FPGA and if desired 
combination is obtained, send input spikes to one of the three grid cells. 
if((neuronNum1==20)&&(neuronNum2==20)&&(neuronNum3==20))begin 
      count4=count4+1; spk1=0;  
  if(count4>50)begin 






count4=count4+1; spk=1; spk1=0; 
          if(count4>50)begin 
      spk=0; spk1=1; count4=0;end 
   end 
   else   
else if((neuronNum1==8)&&(neuronNum2==8)&&(neuronNum3==8))begin 
count4=count4+1; spk1=0;  
  if(count4>50)begin 
    count4=0; spk1=1;  end 
 end 
else if((neuronNum1==2)&&(neuronNum2==2)&&(neuronNum3==2))begin 
count4=count4+1; spk2=1; spk1=0; spk=1; 
 if(count4>50)begin 
  spk1=1; spk=0; count4=0; spk2=0; end 
 end 
else begin 
 spk=0; spk1=1; spk2=0; end 
Led={0, neuronNum1, state[1], state[0]}; 








To simulate animal motion along a circle of radius 1m, needed to provide inputs 
to the system as follows.  
1. Decided to move the ring positions repeatedly between 12 points on the 
circle.  
2. 6 of these points were taken to be the ones located on the three axis and the 
rest midway between the three axis.  
3. These mapped to neuron numbers [24, 24, 24] on the 3 rings for the 6 
points located on the three axis. 
4. The rest of the points correspond to neuron numbers [22, 22, 24] or [22, 
24, 22] or [24, 22, 22] 
5. If the neuron numbers 24 on all the 3 rings fired at the same time, send an 
input pulse to the first grid cell, if neuron numbers 12 and 24 fire then send 
an input pulse to the second grid cell and if neuron number 6, 12, 18 or 24 
on all the rings fire simultaneously, then send an input pulse to grid cell 3.  
To implement this we made a state machine so that the system is initially at state 0 
(reset state) and enters state 1 at the press of the push button on the FPGA board. 
In state 1, the neuron positions of all the rings are shifted to neuron number 24 by 
applying 1 LS signal to all the rings. Then the system moves from state 2  
3…13 and back to 2 repeatedly unless the push button is pressed to reset the 
system to state 0. In states 2-13, different signals are provided to the 3 rings and 
neuron numbers corresponding to the positions are read to send inputs to the 3 




Table 15 Showing the state transition table for the FSM used to implement 













1 - 2 1 LS signal is applied to all the 3 rings to shift the node 
positions on all the rings to [24, 24, 24] 
2 No push 
button 
3 Check node positions and send outputs to all the grid cells 
if these are at 24 on all the three rings 
3 No push 
button 
4 2 LS signals are applied to rings 1 & 2 to shift the node 
positions on all the rings to [22, 22, 24] 
4 No push 
button 
5 Check node positions and send outputs to all the grid cells 
if these are at 24 on all the three rings 
5 No push 
button 
6 2 RS signals are applied to rings 1 & 2 to shift the node 
positions on all the rings to [24, 24, 24] 
6 No push 
button 
7 Check node positions and send outputs to all the grid cells 
if these are at 24 on all the three rings 
7 No push 
button 
8 2 LS signals are applied to rings 2 & 3 to shift the node 
positions on all the rings to [24, 22, 22] 
8 No push 
button 
9 Check node positions and send outputs to all the grid cells 
if these are at 24 on all the three rings 
9 No push 
button 
10 2 RS signals are applied to rings 2 & 3 to shift the node 
positions on all the rings to [24, 24, 24] 
10 No push 
button 
11 Check node positions and send outputs to all the grid cells 
if these are at 24 on all the three rings 
11 No push 
button 
12 2 LS signals are applied to rings 1 & 3 to shift the node 
positions on all the rings to [22, 24, 22] 
12 No push 
button 
13 Check node positions and send outputs to all the grid cells 
if these are at 24 on all the three rings 
13 No push 
button 
2 2 RS signals are applied to rings 1 & 3 to shift the node 
positions on all the rings to [24, 24, 24] 




    input clk, 
    input [3:0] btn, 
    input [4:0] neuronNum1, 
    input [4:0] neuronNum2, 




   output reg spk, 
   output reg spk1, 
   output reg spk2, 
   output reg [1:0] bit_Sel, 
   output reg [7:0] Led, 
   output reg [7:0] seg, 
   output reg [3:0] an, 
   output reg [1:0] req2, 
   output reg [1:0] req3   ); 
  integer count; 
  integer state; 
  reg [1:0] req1; 
  integer count2; 
  integer count3; 
  integer count4; 
//initialise the variable to their initial values 
 initial begin 

















 an=btn;   end 
always@(posedge clk) begin 
count=count+1; 
// debounce circuit  
 if (count>=5000000) begin 
  count=0;  
  if(btn[0]&&state==0)begin 
// start the FSM at the push of the button on the FPGA board if the system is in 
state 0 
   state=1; end  
  else if(btn[0]&&state>2)begin 
// stop the FSM at the push of the button on the FPGA board  if the system is 
working 
   state=0; end  




// move in closed loop until the FSM is stopped 
   state=2;  
  else if((0<state)&&(state<13)) 
// keep moving from state to state one at a time 
   state=state+1; end 
  case(state) 
   0:begin 
// reset the system so that winning nodes on all the rings are node 1 
   req1=2'b01; req2=2'b01; req3=2'b01; count3=0;  
   end 
   1:begin 
// provide 1 LS signal to all the rings to shift the winning node position on all the 3 
rings to node 24, such that the resulting neuron positions on all the rings are [24, 
24, 24] 
   req1=2'b00; req2=2'b00; req3=2'b00; count3=count3+1;  
   if (count3>5) begin 
    req1=2'b01; req2=2'b01; req3=2'b01; end 
     end 
   3:begin 
// provide 2 LS signals to rings 1 &2, such that the resulting neuron positions on 
all the rings are [22, 22, 24] 
 




   if ((count3>13 && count3<500013)|| (count3>500026))  
begin 
req1=2'b01; req2=2'b01; req3=2'b01; 
count3=count3+1; 
    end 
   end 
   5:begin 
// provide 2 RS signals to rings 1 &2, such that the resulting neuron positions on 
all the rings are [24, 24, 24] 
req1=2'b10; req2=2'b10; req3=2'b11; count3=count3+1;  
if ((count3>13 && count3<500013)|| (count3>500026)) 
begin 
req1=2'b11; req2=2'b11; req3=2'b11; 
count3=count3+1; end 
   end 
   7:begin 
// provide 2 LS signals to rings 2 &3, such that the resulting neuron positions on 
all the rings are [24, 22, 22] 
   req1=2'b01; req2=2'b00; req3=2'b00; count3=count3+1;  
   if ((count3>13 && count3<500013)|| (count3>500026)) 
 begin 
req1=2'b01; req2=2'b01; req3=2'b01; 




   9:begin 
// provide 2 RS signals to rings 2 &3, such that the resulting neuron positions on 
all the rings are [24, 24, 24] 
   req1=2'b11; req2=2'b10; req3=2'b10; count3=count3+1;  
   if ((count3>13 && count3<500013)|| (count3>500026))  
   begin 
    req1=2'b11; req2=2'b11; req3=2'b11;  
    count3=count3+1; end 
   end 
   11:begin 
// provide 2 LS signals to rings 1 &3, such that the resulting neuron positions on 
all the rings are [22, 24, 22] 
   req1=2'b00; req2=2'b01; req3=2'b00; count3=count3+1;  
   if ((count3>13 && count3<500013)|| (count3>500026)) 
 begin 
   req1=2'b01; req2=2'b01; req3=2'b01; count3=count3+1; 
   end 
   end 
   13:begin 
// provide 2 RS signals to rings 1 &3, such that the resulting neuron positions on 
all the rings are [24, 24, 24] 
   req1=2'b10; req2=2'b11; req3=2'b10; count3=count3+1;  





   req1=2'b11; req2=2'b11; req3=2'b11; count3=count3+1; 
   end 
   end 
   endcase 
   if((state==2)||(state==6)||(state==10)) 
// Check the neuron numbers on all the rings and if neuron numbers 24 on all of 
them fire, then send input pulses to all the grid cells 
  begin  
   count3=0;  req1=2'b01; req2=2'b01; req3=2'b01;  
 if ((neuronNum1==23)&&(neuronNum2==23) && (neuronNum3==23))   
  spk2=1; spk1=0; spk=1; end 
 else begin 
  spk=0; spk1=1; spk2=0; end 
 end 
 else if((state==4)||(state==8)||(state==12)) 
 begin  
// Check the neuron numbers on all the rings and if neuron numbers 24 on all of 
them fire, then send input pulses to all the grid cells 
  count3=0;  req1=2'b11; req2=2'b11; req3=2'b11;  
 if ((neuronNum1==23)&&(neuronNum2==23) && (neuronNum3==23)) 
  spk=1;   spk1=0; spk2=1; 




  spk=0; spk1=1; spk2=0; end 










c) Straight Line 
Pseudocode 
For this part, we needed to provide inputs to rings to correspond to animal motion 
in a straight line along the preferred firing direction of ring 1. This was done by 
applying a constant RS pulse to ring 1 while winning node positions of rings 2 and 
3 were held at node 24.  
1. After resetting all the rings to node 1, move all of them to node 24 by 
applying a LS signal to all of them. Thereafter, need to provide ring 1 with 
a train of RS pulses while holding the winning node position on rings 2 
and 3 at node 24. 
2. If the neuron numbers 24 on all the 3 rings fired at the same time, send an 
input pulse to the first grid cell, if neuron numbers 12 and 24 fire then send 
an input pulse to the second grid cell and if neuron numbers 6, 12, 18 or 24 
on all the rings fire simultaneously, then send an input pulse to grid cell 3.  
To implement this we made a state machine so that the system is initially at state 0 
(reset state) and enters state 1 at the press of the push button on the FPGA board. 
In state 1, the neuron positions of all the rings are shifted to neuron number 24 by 
applying 1 LS signal to all of them. Then the system enters state 2 in which a train 
of RS signals is provided to ring 1 until the press of the push button on the FPGA 





Fig. 77 Showing the FSM designed in verilog to generate input signals to the 
system of chips implementing the grid and the place cell firing patterns when 
the animal motion in a straight line along the preferred firing direction of one 
of the rings was simulated. In this case, the system on being started at the 
press of the push button on the FPGA board, shifts the winning position of all 
the rings to node number 24 and then provides a train of RS signals to ring 1. 
This pattern of inputs continues until the system is forced back to state 0 by 
pressing the same push button.  
 
module test12( 
input clk,  
    input [3:0] btn, 
    input [4:0] neuronNum1, 
    input [4:0] neuronNum2, 
    input [4:0] neuronNum3, 
    output reg spk, 
    output reg spk1, 




    output reg [1:0] req1, 
    output reg [1:0] req2, 
    output reg [1:0] req3, 
    output reg [7:0] Led, 
    output reg [7:0] seg, 
    output reg [3:0] an   
    ); 
  integer count; 
  integer state; 
  integer count2; 
  integer count3; 
  integer count4; 
  integer count5; 
  integer i; 
 // Assign initial values to the variables  
  initial begin 
  i=0;  
  count=0;  
  count2=0; 
  count3=0; 
  count4=0; 
  count5=0; 




  req1=2'b11; 
  req2=2'b11; 
  req3=2'b01; 
  Led=state; 
  seg={1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, req1}; 
  spk=0; 
  spk1=1; 
  spk2=0; 
  an=btn;  end 
  
  always@(posedge clk) 
  begin 
  count=count+1; // counts the number of clk pulses (clk frequency is 
50MHz) needed to provide a debounce function for the push button on the FPGA 
board 
   if (count>=50000000) begin 
    count=0; // reset count after 1 s 
    if(btn[0]&&state==0) 
// at the push of the button on the FPGA start the FSM and the system 
     state=1;   
    else if(btn[0]&&state==2) 
// at the push of the button again, stop the FSM and the system 




   end 
     
case(state) 
 0: begin 
// set the address bit on the decoder to select LS signal. 
 req1=2'b01; req2=2'b01; req3=2'b01;  
 end 
 1:begin 
//Apply 1 LS signal to all the rings to set the node numbers to 24 on all the rings 
 count2=count2+1; 
 req1[0]=1; req2[0]=1;req3[0]=1; 
 if((count2>1000000)&&(count2<1000010))   
             begin 
req1[0]=0; req2[0]=0;req3[0]=0; end 
 else if((count2>1000010)) begin     
 count2=0; end   
    end 
 2: begin 
// send a train of RS pulses to ring 1  
 count2=count2+1;i=i+1;  
 req1[0]=1; req2[0]=1;req3[0]=1; 
 if((count2>1000000)&&(count2<1000010)) begin 




 else if((count2>1000010)) begin 






// read the neuron numbers on the rings constantly using the FPGA and if desired 
combination is obtained, send input spikes to one of the three grid cells. 
if((neuronNum1==18)&&(neuronNum2==18)&&(neuronNum3==18))begin 
      count4=count4+1; spk1=0;  
  if(count4>50)begin 
    count4=0; spk1=1;  end 
 end 
if((neuronNum1==12)&&(neuronNum2==12)&&(neuronNum3==12))begin 
count4=count4+1; spk=1; spk1=0; 
          if(count4>50)begin 
      spk=0; spk1=1; count4=0;end 
   end 
   else   
else if((neuronNum1==6)&&(neuronNum2==6)&&(neuronNum3==6))begin 
count4=count4+1; spk1=0;  




    count4=0; spk1=1;  end 
 end 
else if((neuronNum1==24)&&(neuronNum2==24)&&(neuronNum3==24))begin 
count4=count4+1; spk2=1; spk1=0; spk=1; 
 if(count4>50)begin 
  spk1=1; spk=0; count4=0; spk2=0; end 
 end 
else begin 
 spk=0; spk1=1; spk2=0; end 
Led={0, neuronNum1, state[1], state[0]}; 







12. APPENDIX III 
 
 
Fig. 78 Circuit of the synapse which converts a short input spike to M3 to a 
long soft second order function shaped output current. The circuit is designed 
using a cascade of two first order low pass filters. The first low pass filter 
(M1, M4, C1) converts the input pulse into an exponential shaped current, Im1 
whose time constant is determined by the parameter Vf . This is converted 
into a second order function shaped output current by the second low pass 
filter (M2, M5, C2). The time constant of this is controlled by the parameter 
VS. Output (Isyn) from the synapse was connected to the  neuron (drain of M1) 
shown in Fig. 29 such that it acts as an excitatory input to the neuron circuit. 
The body terminals of all the pfets were tied to their source terminals 
(separate well for each pfet) and that of the nfet was tied to the ground. The 
source of M3 is tied to Vsyn to reduce the charge transfer from parasitic 
capacitances at the drain of M1 following each input spike. With no critical 
sizing issues as part of our design, all the transistors were designed to have 
W/L= 2.4µm/2.4µm and values of all the capacitors were 0.1pF. Capacitors 






Equations for the second order synapse circuit 
To find the DC baseline current, we find the steady state voltages and 
currents with no inputs applied to the circuit.  If no inputs are applied, then 
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14 The second order synapse circuit was developed jointly with Prof T. K. Horiuchi but the 
circuit equations were reworked jointly with Prof Newcomb as the earlier ones had some errors. 
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When an input is applied, however, the Vx does not tend to Vτ1 but depends on the 
applied input as well. In that case, the output current from the synapse 
(subthreshold mode of operation), from the transistors M2 and M1 are given by,  
( )Vdd Ve
VT
syn oI I e
 

  (35) 
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Eliminating Im1, Im2, and the time-derivatives of Vx and Ve, (by taking the 
derivatives of equations (36) and (37) in this section and assuming that the 















   (40) 
Now, using the small signal approximation for the exponentials and differentiating 
equation (37),  
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Now, differentiating the small signal approximation for equation (36) 
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Substituting the value of dVx/dt from equation (38) and that of dVe/dt from 
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    (47) 
Rewriting (47) in the time domain and substituting the value of Im1 from equation 
(44)  
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Substituting small signal approximation of Im1 from equation (44) and Im2 from 
equation (48) into equation (40) (here, t>0) 
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13. APPENDIX IV 
Matlab code for Bayesian integration of inputs at a place cell 
clear; clc 
 


























title('Smallest scale grid cell'); 
 







title('Place cell formed by Bayesian integration'); 
 








    for j=1:s(2) 
        if(img(i,j)>10) 
            imgThresh(i,j)=img(i,j); 
        else 
            imgThresh(i,j)=0; 
        end 












14. APPENDIX V 
Arrangement of circuits on the stripe cell ring chip 
 
Fig. 79 Schematic of arrangement of circuits on the stripe cell ring chip which 
was used in silicon implementation of the head direction cell system, the 
central pattern generator and the grid and the place cell firing patterns. The 
chip had 12 ring circuits, RS and LS signals to all of which were routed 
through an on chip 5 bit to 24 line decoder circuit. The neuron numbers 
which fired on each ring were read using an encoder circuit and the ring 
number on which the firing neuron was located was detected using an AER 
encoder. Thus, inputs to the chip were parameters to set voltages and RS or 
LS signals. The outputs were neuron and ring numbers which were read 





         
 
Fig. 80 (a) Schematic of circuit arrangement for processing output from the 
winning node of each ring through the IFN to the AER. (b) Schematic of 
circuit arrangement to process output from a neuron from all the rings and 
send it to the encoder. The OR gate in both cases was formed with pfets 
whose gates received inputs from the IFN and drains were tied together to 








Fig. 81 Schematic of the circuit diagram of the 5 to 24 decoder used in the 
stripe cell ring chip. Input to the decoder was a 5 bit address and the req/ 









Fig. 82 Schematic of circuit arrangments on the grid chip. The grid chip had 
an array of 24 synapse-neuron circuits on it, inputs to which were routed 
through an on-chip decoder and outputs as neuron numbers of the firing 
neurons were read out using an on chip AER encoder.  
 
 
Fig. 83 Schematic of circuit arrangments on the place chip. Each place chip 
had an array of Bayesian integration synapse and neuron 2 circuits, inputs to 
which were routed through an on chip decoder circuit. The neuron numbers 
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